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Due to An Affection
of the Heart, From Which
He Had Been a Sufferer

HARDING Death

TO

Carriers' Chiefs Refuse to

for Several Months.

Accept Administration
Plan So Far As Seniority
Issue Is Concerned,

(By The Associated
--

Pr.)

.

Washincton. Aug. 1. Glenn E.
Plumb, counsel for the sixteen
.
larger railroad organizations and
snthnr of the celebrated "Plumb
and
GOVERNMENTS NEXT
plan" of railroad operation
died tonignt. ueain
MOVE NOT REVEALED ownership,
the
of
an
affection
was due to
heart from which he had suffered
Walkout Is Regarded As for several months.

Immediately Serious Only FABMINGTON MISSION
Because of Existing Stop- BUILDING IS BEGUN
page of Co'al Production,
to The Journal.)
(Special Correspondence
XT
W

Anoriatra rrew l

that expected from the

DAVIS CUP STAR

II

TENNIS MEET

la-

bor leaders' meeting in Chicago, before reaching a de-

'
cision.
The tone of the replies and" the
""circumstances under which they
were made, it was indicated at the
WMh Hmma. undoubtedly WOUld
guide Mr. Harding to some extent
and there' was another intimation
N

publicity could not always be

that

HUNTER DEFEATS

and delihelpful in the difficult which
the
cate negotiations into
administration has been drawn by
the industrial situation.

(By The Associated Press.)
N. J.. Aug. 1.

One

Seabrigbt,
reversal, the defeat of Watson
Mj Washburn by Francis T. Hunter, both,. 9t,New Torlr, marked
the progress through the third
round of t he Yuen's singles in the
invitation tournament here today.
4
against
The score was
the Dayis cup star.
were
by
handicapped
Players
up,
heavy rain, but in a slight letAusGerald L. Patterson, of the
tralian Davis cup team and William M. Johnston, San Francisco, tallied victories. Summaries:
Singles, third round: W. M.
Johnson, San Francisco, defeated
II. G. M. Kelleher, New York,
Shlmlzu.
Zenzo
San
Japan, vs Robert Kinsey. unfinFrancisco,
Hi
France,
Gobert,
Andre
ished;
II. N. WHHanis IT, Boston, 1 1 3,

Viewpoint.
Government
From the government viewpoint,
the railroad strike is regarded as
immediately Berlous only because
of the existing stoppage of coal
production and there have been
constant intimntions that the administration would be disposed to
farce R quick settlement of the
T.
railroad difficulties In order to
h
unfinished; Francis M.
Watson
cope with the coal shortage, even Hunter,
defeated
at the cost of some
Washburn, New York,
of the former control of rail- Gerald L. Patterson, Australia,
roads.
F. Ncer, Portdefeated
Cabinet members and associates land, Ore.,Philip
of the president have sharply emWomen's singles, second round:
the contrast between Miss Leslie Bnncroft, Boston, dephasized
issue"
their view of the "seniority
feated Mrs. William Henry, Los
and that taken by the railroad ex- Angeles,.
ecutives as expressed in public
Mrs. .May Sutton Rundy, Los
statements. Fublio statements of Angeles, defeated Miss Edith
I
railroad heads that the granting Handy,
of the strikers' demands for a reWomen's doubles, first round:
would
of
full
turn
seniority rights
Bundy and
Mrs. May Sutton
necessitate the discharge of scores Mrs. William H. Hency, defeated
of thousands of efficient workers Mrs. S. A. Young and Mrs. II.
P. Townsend,
ujontinuea on Pago Two.)
1,

0;

6,

6,

3,

30-al-

2,

r

HARD NG TO

STRIKE, BELIEF
Policy Committee of 90 Is
Expected to Take Action
at a Conference to Be
Held in Chicago Today,
WAS HELD YESTERDAY

President's Suggestions Are
Fully Discussed and Explained, it Is Learned
From Union Chieftains,

MUTUAL OIL CO. MAY
SEEK AN INJUNCTION
TO PREVENT OUSTER
By Tlie AmMwiulfd freu.)
Cheyenne. Wyo., Aug. 1. United

States marines from the recruiting
office in Denver passed through
Cheyenne last night on their way
to the Teapot dome where they will
work with a similar detachment
from Washington in electing drillers employed by the Mutual Oil
company, it was learned here today.
Five men who left Washington
Sunday for the west are t arrive
in Casper tonight or tomorrow and
are proceed at once to the reserve,
according to word received in
Cheyenne today. They are understood to be instructed to use "discretion" in putting the drillers off
the reserve. A delegation of operatives from the federal land office
at Denver will work with them
also, it was rpported here.
S. D. Keoughan, president of the
Mutual Oil company, arrived in
afternoon
yesterday
Cheyenne
from Denver. He Is said to have
declared that he would ask Federal
inJudge T. Blake Kennedy for an
junction to prevent possible interHo reference by the' marines.
turned to Denver today, however,
without instituting any court

4:

4,

0,

FAMOUS COLFER
FIGHTS BRAVELY

ALL ELECTRIC TRANSPORTATION

Oil STREETS OF CHICAGO TIED
UP BY WALKOUT OF

25,000

MEN

to GrandEverything From Baby's
pa's Wheel Chair to the Latest Thing in Automobiles Crowds the Thoroughfares and
Moves Throngs With Little Inconvenience.
Go-Ca- rt

(BT THE ASSOCIATED PRFS8.)
and grand1.
from a baby's
.
Chicago, 1111., August
chair to the latest
With 25,00 street car sand ele- pa's wheel
crowded
tho
automobiles
in
thing
vated road employes on strike, streets
and moved the crowds
electric
transpor- with amazing facility and with
paralyzing nil
tation for the third time in tho little Inconvenience.
of
all
It was the automobile's great
Chicago mocity's history,
tored or walked, assuming the triumph, according to traffic poa growing
appearance of a country fair on licemen, who expressedwore
on at
.
wonder as the day
a holiday.
motor
which
ease
with'
the
old
and
and
men
the
women,
While
'young, crowded tho pavements fleets had met and apparently
and store corners,
everything solved the tremendous problem
of moving hundreds of thousands
of persons to and from their
work.
With the street cars out of the
I
way, and a system of one way
traffic signs Installed through the
''loop" the police, reported less
FORECAST.
than tho usual congestion, de1.
New
Denver, Colo.,
Aug.
partment store crowds showed
Mexico:
Unsettled
Wednesday, no diminution and workers reachcooler ed their places of employment
local showers;
probably
north and east portions,-- Thursday, on time in the great majority of
probably fair.
Instances.
fair west,
Arizona;
Due to the great number of
Generally
east ' portion cars pressed into, service, accordshowers
probably
.'
Wednesday, warmer south central ing to the police, there were
portion; Thursday, generally fair. eral accidents, some of them serIn
and
the injury
ious,
resulting
LOCAL REPORT, y
of nearly a dozen persons and
Conditions for the twenty-fou- r
the death of one man who was
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday,
truck by a passing car while
.
recorded by the university;
trying to board ia waiting "jit00 ney."
Highest temperature ..
.
60 - It was estimated that mors
Lowest
SO than 150.000
motor vehicles were
Range
75 brought
Into service land that
Mean
85 with the help of the stream roads
Humidity at 6 a. m...
18 and the "shankg mare"
Humidity at 6 p. ni.. . . .
they car0 ried the 540,000 persons
.
bsual.v
Precipitation
.
1
.wind velocity
transported by the elevated roads
...South and the 2.000.000 dally patrons
Direction of wind
I . . . . . . Clear of the surface linos,
Character of. day
go-ca- rt

j
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DEATH

CA

(By The Annoclated Pre".)
San Jose, Calif., Aug. 1. John
Black, nationally famous golfer, is
tonight fighting what may prove a
losing battle with death at the Columbia hospital here as the result
of Injuries sustained when the automobile in which he was "riding
with Herbert Hamilton
Brown,
millionaire
insurance broker, of
San Francisco, skidded on a curve
near Irvlngton last night and
turned over. Brown died of a fractured skull at the hospital here a
few hours after the crash.
According to Dr. L. S. Anderson, who Is attending him, Black
is suffering from concussion of the
nraln, a broken shoulder and abdominal abrasions.
So far It has not developed that
his skull is fractured, the physiHlack regained concians said.
sciousness at times throughout the
day, and while able to recognize
friends, he conversed but little. He
has-- not been informed of Brown's
death

l.200

FOR

HEALTH

WORK

Santa Fe, Aug. 1. The board
of county commissioners of
county has made an appropriation of $1,200 for a county health officer, and $3,800 for
a County .Agent, it is reported by
Dr. 3eo. S. Luckett, director of
the state bureau of public health,
upon his return from art official
visit to .Gallup. Dr. Luckett had
hoped t secure an appropriation
large enough to establish a full
time health department but was
unable

to do so.

f

WILLIAMS ,27th HOMER.
Kenneth
Williams of the St. Louis Ameri
cans tied the major league home
run record of Rogers
Horlisby
of the St. Louis Nationals by clouthomer
ing out his twenty-sevent- h
of the season off Collins, with none
on base In the sixth inning of today's game between the Red Sox
and Browns.'
St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 1.

"It Is Impossible to Agree
to the First Sentence of
the Third Proposal," Pres-

...

t

;

Roswell, N. M Aug. 1. Col. J.
W. Willsnn, superintendent of the
New Mexico
Military Institute,

ident

x
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STRIKERS CAN'T

ELECTS

Tfl AGREE

TAR

RETURN

WORK

OF '
YIELD
THIS YEAR, FORECAST

BALES
S DECLARE 11,449,000
COTTON TO BE

TO ITS FACULTY

'
Discharged;. By Judyd State School in ..Us" Vegas. Railway Executives of the
Br Tbe Aimii,tl TrM.)
InAug. 1. This year's
All
Washington,
CourNation
Its
Retains
ShowBallot
Final
But,
Shenk:
Nearly
Firmly
cotton crop waa placed at
bales ot 500 pounds gross
structors; Prepares for
ed a Majority for Acquitteously Reject Program
weight in the second forecast of
Fall
Advanced
Term.
Is
It
By
Harding.
Reported.
tal,
the season announced today by the
11,449,-00-

(By Tho AHnrlntrrt tveM.)

1.

0

charged. The Jury on its final '.'allot
showed a majority for acquittal.
One Jilror later said tho 'oto
wa
eight to four while another
grave it aa nine to three.
Foreman M. O. Paddock "ald
there was "not a chance for agreement." James Rhoades. who
led the defense forces In the Jury
room, and another Juror arose to
protest, but the Judge refused to
hear them.
"I am convinced that no ire-

purpose can be servedlomr-er-by
ajiy
keeping you in session
Judge Khenk declared. He
referred to the fact that they
had been out 97 hours and said
he believed that if a conscientious verdict could not be reached in that time it never would
be.
Rhoades and several other Jurors complained both in court and
cut that Foreman Paddock had
refused to permit a full discission of the. evidence.
"We were subjected to tyrannical methods," he asserted to the
Judge.
Judge Shenk put the case on
his calendar for next Friday
morning for resetting. refused
to
Obenchaln
Mrs.
make any comment upon the sitindicated
uation, but her face
a great disappointment. She had
been chatting and laughing with
friends in the court room for
few minutes before tho Jury came
in and sevetnl of these, acquaint-rnce- s
said she had hoped to the
laRt for an acquittal.
The trial was the fourth resulting from the death of Kennedy. The prosecution contended
Mrs. Obenchaln became angered
at Kennedy because he refused
to marry her, and conspired with
Arthur C. Burch to kill him. On
(he night of August 5, last, Kennedy and Mrs. Obenchaln drove
to a cottage owned by Kennedy
In Beverly Glen, 15 miles from
Los Angeles, and there Kennedy
was shot down from behind, a
shot gun being used. The weapon
was never found.
j
H. S. G. McCartney, 'deputy
attorney, announced tonight
the state planned to try Mrs. Oben
chaln a third time.
ful

,"

(Bj The Auoclnted Preu.)

Pueblo, Colo., Aug. L. J. L. Cox,
a machinist recently employed by
the Denver and Rio Grande Western railway for eervtce in the shops
here since the strike of the shopmen, was attacked and beaten by
three men this afternoon as he
was walking up Santa Fe avenue,
between Third and Fourth streets,
according to a report received by
the police department. This is the
cente of the business district. A
telephone call summoned the police to the place where, the report
said, a fight was going on. When
the police arrived, they found Cox
and a crowd of persons, but the
assailants hod fled when the crowd

Told,

UNANIMOUS REFUSAL
BY THE EXECUTIVES

Decision Is Made Known in
a Message Telegraphed
From New York to President at the White House'
(Br The Anwicinted

Prcm.)

New York, Aug. 1 (by the Asso
ciated Press). The unanimous re
fusal of the American Association
of Railway Executives to accept
President Harding's plan for settlement of the rail shop crafts
strike was contained in the following message, telegraphed to the
White House tonight:
"Resolved (1) that we accept the
first recommendations of the president reading as follows:
"'First Railway managers anil
workmen are to agree to recognize
tho validity of all decisions ot tho
railroad labor board and to faithfully carry out such decisions aa
contemplated by law.' with the understanding that this is not in
tended to preclude any parly to a
from proceeding by
controversy
legal action to question the validity of any order of the board on
the ground that jurisdiction and
authority to make tho order was
not conferred by the statutes creating the board and defining ita
authority.
"(3) that we accept the second
proposal of the president reading
as follows:
Will Withdraw Lnw Suits1.
" 'Second The
will
carriers
withdraw all law suits growing out
of the strike, and labor board decisions which have been involved
in the strike may be taken In the
exercise of recognized
rights by
either party, to the railroad labor
board for rehearing,' with tho understanding that the strike Is first
called off, and tho representatives
of the strikers pledge themselvei
and the strikers against violence in
any form against the men now at,
work and the property of the carriers since otherwise it would be
the disImpossible to consider
and other
missal of Injunctions
to promeasures
necessary
legal
tect .such, persons end property
from the violence and intimidation
of the character resorted to In
many localities since the strike was
called.
"(3) That it is Irnpossible to
agree to the first sentence of the
third proposal of the president, tha
whole of which reads na follows:
" 'Third All employes on strike)
to be returned to work and to their
former positions with seniority and
other rights unimpaired. The representatives of the carriers and thn

I

"j

antf-eve- n

e.

body-woul- d

g

J

PUEBLO MACHINIST IS
BEATEN BY THREE MEN

Is

of agriculture, basing
department on
the condition of the
Its estimate
crop July 25, which was 70.8 per
of a normal.
or me nation tonay firmly nut cent
university for the coming year
The condition of the crop on
tains three new instructors. These courteously rejected the program July 25 by states follows:
are E. Q. Brothers, for many years advanced by the Harding adminisVirginia, 80; North Carolina, 78;
principal of the Las Vegas high tration for settlement of the rail South Carolina, 60; Georgia 64; representatives of the organizaschool, and who ' will become pro- strike.
Florida, S5; Alabama, 70; Missis- tions especially agree that there
school methods;
fessor ot high
Willing to accept conditionally sippi, 74;
Louisiana, 70; Texas, will be no discrimination by either
a
Mrs. Florence J. Bartlett,
grad4 two suggestions put forward by the 72; Arkansas, 81; Tennessco, 85; party against the employes who
House tht both
uate and master of arts, from Colo- White
sides Missouri, 90; Oklahoma, 75; Cali- did or did not strike.'
rado college, who has had charge abido by wage decisions of the rail- fornia, 95; Arizona, 86; New Mex"The railroad executives and
ot the Spanish department in the road labor board and that law ico. S3.
agree entirely with tho
managers
Colorado Springs schools for the suits springing out of the strike tie
There was n decline of .4 point president's statement in his letter
have
will
who
148
to
roads In condition from June 25
withdrawn the heads of
past four years, and
July that it Is 'wholly unthinkable that
the department of Spanish; Miss declared emphatically that it was 25, the conditions of June 25 hav- the railroad labor board can bo
Erdine Robinson, a graduate of impossible to reinstate strikers ing been 71.2 per cent of a normal made a useful agency of the govIndiana university, and one of the with unimpaired seniority rights, on which the first forecast of the ernment In maintaining Industrial
in the presl- - season, 11,065,000 bales, was based. peace in the railway service unless
best athletic coaches in the west, tbe third provision
and who will be professor of phy- dcnt'splan.
The average change in the last ten emplovers and workers are both
sical education and coach of girls'
After being 'told by Robert S. years between Juno 25 and July prompt and unquestioning In their
athletic teams. Miss Robinson will Lovett, of the Union Pacific, thai 25 was a decline of 3.9 points.
acceptance of it? decisions. I think
succeed Mrs. Victoria Miller, who there was no moral or practical
The acreage of cotton abandoned it is more desirable than I know
team
7.1
pobasketball
as
reason
1
from their
was summarized,
coached the, girls'
to July
how to express to have established
forjudging
to five successive championships. sition, the
executives disbanded, per cent, the department an- the unchallenged authority of the
wo
with the loss of but one game.
caught the first trains for their re nounced in a supplemental state- railroad labor board, because
An these things which are
The faculty members, whovwere spective headquarters and inuicatea ment issued in response to senate
,it
elected recently,1 are as follows:
that they were going ahead ana resolutions.
necessary to bring about the
authority to
nf suitable
Frank Carroon, dean and pro- - would operate their roads with the
agents reported 80.2 per
County
Tom u. forces they had assembled since cent and reporters of the crop re- decide and end such disputes
fensor of psychology;
menace the continuity oi u.w.-i'Rodgers, assistant dean and pro the shopmen walked out on July 1. porting board estimated 71.3 per
fessor of mathematics; Birdie F.
cent of the total acreage was in- tation.
.
Decision Not To Yield.
c.i,.,mf,na ignored.
The decision not to yield on the fested with the boll weevil.
Adams, primary supervisor; Florence J. Bartlett, professor of Span- question of seniority was made
iia ltmiriiniro the president
,.ti
force and
ish; David Bronsteln,, professor of known to the White House by tele- PLAN COMPLETED FOR
has expressed with great
adclearness the policy which we
philosophy; E. Q. Brothers, pro- graph after the rail heads had listaddress by OPERATING MACHINERY
fessor of high school methods; ened to a twenty-minut- e
vocated. Rut the decisions ot the
critic teacher; Secretary of Commerce Hoover,
Lillian Cavett.
railroad labor board were flouted
OF U. S. FUEL CONTROL and defied by the six organizacritic teacher, who, aa direct representative of the
Alaska N. Davis,
com
the federate
Ethel L. Farrell. professor of
tions comprising
president, told them. In effect, that
called
merce; Jcanette M. Inches, profes the administration held the seni(By The AMocluted Frs.)
shop crafts; the strike1. was
1 (by the As1922.
v;onsueno ority question of minor importanc
sor of Latin: Louise
effect
Washington, Aug,
July
take
to
with that of up- sociated Press.) A plan for proin comparison
the summons of the hourd to
Jaramillo, professor of musjc;
FellcItaB Kaune. professor ef do holding the railroad labor board.
cedure under which the govern- appear with the railroad execumathe-facontrol
Ken
J.
fuel
mestic science; Margaret
ment's emergency
This action was taken in
tives before the railroad labor
comnedy, professor of Engnsn; unum of a letter from President Harding chine will be operated was of thu board, after the strike was called
addressed to T. De Witt Cuyler pleted today at a meeting
P.' Martin, critic teacher; Arnold
and before it took effect, was con
H. Miller, professor of physics and chairman of the American Asso- central coal committee with Fuel temptuously ignored by tne ieaa- emB.
Spencer, ers of the strikers wno reiusea m
Distributor Henry
chemistry and instructor in boy3 ciation of Railway Executives,
It was understood that nttend the hearing. Thereupon it
bodying "'the terms of agreement, presiding.
physical training.
to
submitted
which
ui
be
would
upon
as
understand
them,
I
E.
the plan
Clark
Ferslnger. proiepsorMay
became the plain duty of the rail
the railway managers and united Secretary Hoover tomorrow and roads actively and vigorously
social science and history;
to
would
that federal distribution, effect-iv- undertake to uphold tne orneny
Rees, assistant in English; Erdins
shop craft workers, are to agree,
edexoff
the
preliminary to calling
Robinson, professor of physical
thereupon become actually
processes for the adjustment of
ucation and coach of girls' ath- r isting strike.
said, industrial disputes contemplated
President Harding had closed his
At the same time, it was comletic- teams; Irene Swann, profes-soby the statute creating the labor
of art; E.' S. Tipton, professor letter with these two sentences: the personnel of the regional
inboard and representee; ny
of rural school management; Bes- "I need hardly add that I have mittees to bo placed in the pro-ot cisions of that board against which
will
as
fields
Mildred
these
terms
agents
believe
to
mine
reason
sie Watt, critio teacher;
ducing
the strike in question was directI. Whotsel, assistant in music; be accepted by tho workers. manIf the board of the centralHoover ed, and at the same time continue
Mr.
before
the
reason
EOod
is
why
there
be
placed
librarian.
L,
Holt,
Mary
draft to the best of their ability to dis-as
Miss E. Ruth Kiegler asked for agers cannot accept, they will be for approval, together with a which
charge their duty to the public
instructions
direct
negotiations of the detailed
a leave of absence for a year with- obliged to open
common carriers.
out pay to attend the Cincinnati or assume run rcsponsioimy ior will govern the activities of those
Many Refused o Strike.
,
organizations in oomoaiting dis
Conservatory, and tho leave of ab- the situation."
"Manv men, In tho service refusand insuring a ready
Settlement Imperative.'
Miss Irene
sence was granted.
ed to Join the strike and in so doHoover tribution ot fuel.
In addition.
Secretary
Swann, who has been elected as
their
at
ing were assured of the seniority
unon
executives
the
head of the art aepartment. had nrnl
rights accorded to them and of tho
the morning session, when tlietoxt of NEBLETT POSTPONES
charge of this work during will
pertnanence of their positions. On
the Harding letter was reaa, imi
summer school. Miss Cavett
important lines 50 per cent
the rail strike waa
INJUNCTION HEARING some
divide her time as a teacher in settlement ot
or more refused to Join the strike.
imperative in view of the complithe training school and an instrucTo'' these old loyal employes have
by
introduced
.condition
tor in public peaking. Miss Whet-- l cating
(Special CorreapondeiK to Ihe Jooroal.) been added thousands of men who
1.
By agree
Fe.
will have charge of the orches lhA rnni strike.
Aug.
Santa
and could be
the
It. becamo
apparent from
ment between the parties. Judge were employed
tra and supervise some Of the Ivery
only upon a definite promU. S. dls
opening of today's conference
of
the
Neblott.
Pnlin
classes in music in the training
rewould
o - ise that their services wuld be
(that the seniority question
trtct court, postponed until
school.
settlement
the
of
divide
I be the
would
tained
which
regardless
near
wedge
'
clock tomorrow morning tne
ail the rights
and railway exi administration
show cause In the tem- of the strike,towith
WTXS SWIMMING RACE.
such employment,
forth tho Ing to restraining
order which he appertaining
New York, Aug, 1. Gertrude ecutives. After setting
porary
under
inan
of
that
held
tnis
seniority
on Jilly 22, to restrain the including
Kderle of the New York Women's reasons why they
the working rules and regulations
obstacle, the rail- signed
from
crafts
federated
shop
Swimming association won the Si- surmountable
railreply to
with trains on the El Paso previously approved by the
mile International swimming race road chiefs ended astheir
We especially
follows:
road labor board.
Harding
L& Southwestern system, i ne near
for women off Long Island today, President
"Tt in submitted that the .strik T.
i i ,
v.H,.!,l fnr S n point out that a refusal to the old
finishing in 81 minutes 34 5 secbe
men who remained In the service
onds. Helen WainwriTht of the ing former employes cannot at clock this afternoom
and to the new men who accepted
same club was second and Hilda given preference to employes doservice of the right of seniority In'DE VALERA AT CLONMF.L.
Jumes, the youthful British star, present in f.ho service, without of
'
Auir. 1 (by the AssO' cident to their employment would
was third.
ing violence to every principlethis
nnhlln.
to
right and Justice involved in
elated Press.) It is now deflnite- - have just the opposite effect and
matter and without the grossest Iv natahllshed
NEGRO IS LYNCHED.
to the satisfaction that desired by the president
breach of faith on the part of the nf officials
here that Eamon would most seriously discredit the
Hot( Springs, 'Ark., Aug. 1.
Bunk Harris, negro, was taken railroads to the men at present in Tim Vnlpra. the renublfcan leader, labor board. The board Itself pre.
from officers here at 9 o'clock this their service. ' Under these cir is making his headquarters at scribed the rules of seniority unto have
morning, and hanged In a public cumstances. It becomes apparent Clonmel. He is often seen moving der which the men referred
the railroads cannot consider about town In an automobile. He secured their seniority rights andsquarefollowlng tho death early that settlement
of tho present strike Is In uniform but tries to conceal the railroad companies have neithtoday of Maurice Connelly, an any
de- Insurance solicitor, who was shot which does not provide protection his identity by pulling his cap er the legal nor moral right to
on
Two.i
last night by a negro burglar,
over
his
on
well
.;Contlnued
down
Paga
eyes.
(Continued
fkgtr Two.;.
.......

n The sKoclsted Prem.)
(Special Corretpondenre to The Journnl.)
New York, Aug. 1 (by the Asso
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 1. Tho
normal
of
ciated
Mexico
New
the
Press.) Railway executives
of faculty
con-

Los Angeles, Calif., Aug.
The Jury In the econd trial
ilrs. Wadalynne Obenchaln for
the T.iurder of J. Eielton Kennedy,
reported lads today to Judge John
W. Phenk it was unable to agree upon a verdict ar.d was dis-

RAIV HALTS TENNIS MATCH
Chicago, Aug. 1. Rain interfered today with the Western
Tennis tournament and play ws
postponed until tomorrow after
half a dozen matches had been
finished. In the women's singles
miss Jessie urieve or l,os An'
gcles defeated.. Miss Kellman vt
,.i
Chicago by default,
began to astcmble,
r '
'

I

m
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died here this morning, thirty-sihours after he had been stricken
wjth paralysis In a confectionery
store Sunday night.
Little hope
had been held out for his recovery,
from the first. Funeral arrangements will not bo made until the
arrival of his daughter here Wednesday.
Colonel Willson had made the
New Mexico Military institute one
of tho best known and moat efIn
tho
ficient, military schools
Untied' States. He brought to It
the traditions of the Virginia Military institute, of which he was a
graduate In the class of 1894..
Colonel Willson, taking charge of
the New Mexico Military Institute
In 1!)01. found
a small, poorly
equipped school. With him at the
head, and with the assistance of
enthusiastic boards of regents and
the people of Roswell, he saw it
grow into a magnificently housed
institution, and with a high rating
from the United States war depart
ment. The school has given many
officers to the army, and especially
during the world war was its value
to the nation demonstrated.
Colonel Willson was born in
Fairfield. W. Va.. March 5. 1872
He was educated at the Virginia
He was comMilitary Institute.
mandant of West Point (Va.) MilIn
1897.
itary academy 1894 to civil
engi1897 and 1898 he was a
'
Evicted miner crudely repairing his shoes while wife prepares food in improvised dwelling. Below, evicted neer in Mexico and west Texas. He
strikers carrying their belongings to temporary shelters.
served as commandant of cadets
at the New Mexico institute 1898
of
ment. Evicted
company can be made habitable. Great
from
to 1901 and became superintendent
The wives Rnd children
are
are
real
coal
in Juno of the latter year. He was
miners
the
and
their
and
the miners
prevahardships
striking
victims of the strike which drags llies are living in tents ana any I lent in the Ohio, Pennsylvania, captain and colonel on various
since 1902
on without hope of early settle- - other improvised shelter which West Virginia and Indiana fields. governors' staffs and
held the rank of aide de camp to
"
the governor.
Colonel Willson at the time of
his death was, a member of the
NORMA L
state board of education. He was
a democrat a thirty-secon- d
degree
Mason and a member of the Pres1901
was
he
In
church.
byterian
married to Lottie Prult of Roswoll.
TO
OBENGHAIN
a
He is survived by
daughter.

.
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TAKES EDOCATOR
Was Head of Roswell
tary Institute for
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BOW TO HARDING

ACCEPT PLAN OF

n

cerned. There was no indication at the White House
as to what move, if any,
the government planned to
make in the situation. It
was considered
probable
that 'Mr. Harding' would
study carefully 'the text of
the executives' reply and

CARRIERS

Foremost School.
"

KSc a Mouth
Single topic fi

Mull.

DEAD; PARALYSIS

Years

AllflT.
1.
c
Ufln
(Br The Anorintcd rrrM.)
to start work immediately
Orders
1.
(by on the new Episcopal mission and Chicago, Aug. 1 (by theotAssociWashington, Aug.
Pres-deknenH'ii near Fnrmlngton ' were ated Press.) Acceptance
the Associated Press)
Albu
Harding's railroad peace-plaof
Howden
Bishop
the
by
had
given
President Harding"
who spent several uujs by the striking shopmen was pracrail strike problem back on querque,
here. The mission will be located tically assured tonight when Mhe
river, close, to strikers' policy committee of ninety
his hands tonight as a re- across the San Juandrilled,
which is
well recently
the
of
the
refusal
adjourned until tomorrow, when
of
the
sult
producing a good flow of water. G. definite action is expected to be
Tuhn Vina charee of the work
railway executives, at their n nnm that
excavation was started taken.
This was learned from union
meeting in New York to stated
and Indians would be set leaders
Monday
session
after a four-hoadministration
the
the
for
building
rocks
to
accept
hauling
com today in which tho president's sug.
when
r nncn.
The
building
as
so
far
settlement plan
gesfions were fully discussed and
will cost J15,000.
explained to the committee.
the seniority issue is con- pleted
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RAIL EXECUTIVES TURN
Workers and families Suffer
as Soft Coal Strike Drags
DOWN PLAN OF HARDING
TO SETTLE SHOP STRIKE
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tabled until such time as the healtl
officer, Dr. O. C. West, is presen
to explain their purpose and work
'
ings. T
i.r
Kiqmrn was tirfisont 10 ex'
to
offer
pave East Coa
plain his
avoniin rtrnvirl he the CUV Wll
crnrin it and lav a water nlpc. He
said ho would put down a standar
nav n? nnrt would 1ISQ hllUIUIUU
"the company d.oes not hold me
nr. " TVm rnmitiiMKinn ana I'll,
manager will go with Mr. Stamm
at an early tlnte to iookhisover in
project
field. Mr. Stamm said
would quadruple the value of the
city school lands in the district.
Present at tne meeting
Chairman WaHon, Commissioners
Swone arfd Hughe. City Manager
Calkins, and City Clerk Malone.

OF CAR

RELIEF

v
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TRACKS LEFT

PROPERTY TAXED

If

ARIL

with a thick undergrowth among
the ' large pines. It will make an
ideal place for the propagation of
deer and turkey, 'mere is aireaay
a large number or tne animais
and birds in this section because
the nature of the locality af(Continued From Page One.)
fords an excellent hlcHng place.
their"
have
.daces
hired to take
It is believed that, tne propadisIn
denied
infprmal
been flatly
gation from this reserve will give
correcussions with newspaper
huntsmen plenty of good sport,
spondents, .aid to be exaggerated hiintinsr the game that will stray
unreliaand otherwise stamped as
to the outside country, from the
ble. It has been further repre- reserve. Gallup men are going to
some
quargovernment
in
sented
do all they can to have the refuge
ters that such men who have been created.
hired would not generally be of a
character and enpacity which
From little statuettes of female
would make them suitable as peris
figures discovered -in Crete, 9ithOll
manent employes.
41...
haal, pa
Tho President's View.
for ladies
That this was the president's B. C. itVas fashionable
waists Dy speoiai
view was further Indicated by the to draw in their
These early corsets
proposals transmitted to the union appliances.
to have been made
and the executive meetings, in that are believed
covered with
on the crucial point of seniority on a hope framework
of woven material.
rights, the proposals would give sorae sort
.the strikers a more complete re
habilitation in the service than
was suggested In any of the unofficial summaries made publlo in
The president's view of
advance.
the situation, It was said, was that
the- acknowledgment
by the rail
road, world of the supremacy- of
(ho. rallcnoil lnhni hnord wn
thn
chief object of the government .at

SETTLEMENT OF
HARRIERS WON'T
RAILWAY STRIKE IS
BOW TO HARDING
BACK TO HARDING
PLAN
SENIORITY

J

FROM DROUTH IN

(Continued From Page One.)

.

prive these men of these rights.
By public utterances since the
strike began the board has recognized and emphasized these rights,
and to deny them now 'would1, instead of upholding the authority of
the labor board, overthrow Us
rules and discredit its authority.
"
Statement.Cluilrninu's
abor
"The chairman of the
board at the time the etrika was
called made.tho following public

NORTHERN IREft

BUY THE BEST

MfW

sAsk your
.

1$J23l

Qrocev

toaay
tor

'

the .lonrnal.)
Santa Fe, Aug. l. raruai
llef from the long drouth has
been brought to the- northern
half of New Mexico by heavy
showers which fell during the
Perfect Olives'
week ending todav, it is
by Jhe statement:
In the week'y bulletin
y
" 'Upon one question, tie strikCAN'T
reSTRIKERS
The
Paving of the street car
federal weather bureau.
on streets to be improved Is
ing employes should not be deceivport says:
RETURN TO WORK
has said that the
showers have oc- ed. Their leader
"Additional
not a dead issue with the city comDECLARE curred, mostly over tha north half strikers are no longer employes
ROADS
This was demonstrated
mission.
and they hftve thus
of the state on Hr.turoay ana of the railways abandoned
last night at the regular weekly
all the
a
Thoje wero heavy in automatically possess under their
Sunday.
meeting o the commission when
One.)
from
Page
(Continued
was adopted
ammo lnpnl tll. Illlt laCKinK in rights they
a provisional order
decithe
and
under
both other
and only partial relief agreement
for the paving of about outforty
Piggly-Wiggl- y
in in their present employment,
including their
rehas been given to range, crops sions of the board,
blocks of streets, striking
to the loyal employes who
that
a
districts, seniority. This Is not the board's
stock. In
provision
the
many
and
to
two instances
servicaand
In
the
mained
action. It is their own.
fctreet car tracks should not be In- new employes entering It."
range and crops are slowly
",'Manv carriers are giving their
and in others are beyond
cluded.
which arose
The
question
Sunset Gold Milk, tall can
7V4q
only
said
that
former employes the opportunity
aroutn.
Commissioner Hughes
earlier
from
j.ven
relief,
ahnrt
npriod
during
tha
aa originally j.
the service within a
was eastern counties, which earlier to
.39c
Luck
passage o the order an
Your
proposal
Coffee,
which
pound
the
president's
admission
introduced would be
promised well, are now needing limltpd time. It must be under rn s mnmnnr- under nctlvo discussion
men
remained
who
now
are
been
whipBeans
that
stood
had
districts.
it
in
rain
that
new
many
the
The
renlv
rejecting
city
the
by
possibility that
street mr,v,oiir.!.Uw
In rofitrnl
r.mjnrtt-laviralv lrtat
in the service and those who are
wnlllfl hn anilrrhf In pnnprpa
ped in its efforts toitshave the
We Are Demonstrating
his plan should be worded.
and corn is struggling with pros now entering it, ,wlll have rights as a result of the strike test of the
t ar company pave
n
with
coma
itancn-meor
tnat
tne
Doara
ot
agreed
small
was
niinhrnad
Commissioner Swope
seniority
pect
growtn.
only
i.. ti.. Kaiittnfr
transportation act, which would
SWANSDOWN CAKE FLOURS
are planting millet, cane. not Ignore.'
1,1m, and tha order as passed leaves
each 1,000 miles
make the labor board's decisions
corn and sorghum
pwperty given ono vote for
for loader
.Justified by Tomml Action.
it to the discretion of
of
violations
and
penalize
binding
and silage where showers have
"The chairman of the board's them
all tiiis week. Come in and learn about these ' wonowners on the streets affected to
The reply, arauea minus
by either employes or emdecide what they want done u U noon recess by the standing com- - occurred. Irrigated crops continue statement 'that this Is an individ- ployers was again suggested In
derful cake flours.
,
Only South Edith ,tno" tudh nrlonted bv a vote oi in excellent conuition: corn, ana ual uttcranco but it expresses, in
the
the issue came up.
cotton especially doing well in substance, tha sentiments of a
street will be affected.
of the railroad labor
Mr.
2.
Hooper
to
265
,
many
of
in
nnan southern counties. Shipments
It was explained that
largo majority of tha members of board was expected to argue for
This, however, represeniea
placed
nf ihfS DrSSl cantaloupes and peas are heavy; the railroad labor board," was jus- increases of the board's power becities, because of the burden
.nnntrnl
authorities
two
will
within
the
begin
apples
tified by formal action of the board fore
on street railways,
the two dissenting
committees
nlan.
congressional
to allow the rinf
.... v,.in
hv K F. Lree weeks. IsThe third cutting of al- taken In its resolution of July 3, when tne issue come up.
have been content covered
with
in 1922, which stated, among other
to be
completion
conrer- - falfa
rights-of-wanearlng
It's toasted. This
eastern
nf
i,i,-,athe
to
valleys and the second things, as follows:
" southern
screenings and the rails laid
uie
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iGAME
ence,
representing
wea-one extra process
RESERVE
THEin
FOR
under
favorable
"
central,
'Be It
That
Kansas City
grade. resolve,
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water sup- rnn fimn nvnsfurther
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The paving program provisionalthat; ther conditions. The
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remain
MAY
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COUNTRY
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wim
for
gives a rare and
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In
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many local vice and the new ones entering
night provides
ly adopted lastand
the seniority proposal ply
ities and wells are slowly falling same be accorded the application
other necessary he wished
ON
BE
LOCATED
delightful
FOREST
the pavement
more
quality
even
decisively.
turned down
Pecos."
and benefits of the outstanding
improvement of the following
in v in the. lower
to
operating,
Only two roaas
Impossible
streets
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.
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Park avenue from east property
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until
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duplicate. ,
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and
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were
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the
been
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district
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which
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of
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330 N. Third St.
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trip
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aveCentral
West
were
of
of
on
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France
the
line
property
leave the servive of the carri- men who are Interested in the
apparently toasted as neroes, ana ineir names who
nue to north property line of Silver New i York thaCentral.
ers because of their dissatisfaction
Kntiment or tne were
blazoned large across tup with an decisions of the labor creation of a game refuge near
avenue.
niiuai ui front nncea of newsnaners big and
Oallup. For Bome time the matter
en.ith VAiirth street from soutn rail chiefs when, in rne
board ai within their rights in of designating a township of the
he tnrew upon little. Nok a fickle public, still so
.mruriv Htia of Coal avenue to their discussion, table
must
con- - national forest near
likewise
It
be
doing,
a
oi
nunaie
Grants, as a
the conference
but once more engrossed reded that the men who remain in
limits.
cityo .......
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a
for
chase
mad
in
livelihood,
the
c.,niti
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service and those who enter sideration and this matter was
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it anew are withiiv'thelr right", in gone over at the conference. Gallrt have to resign, if
nue to north property lino of Coal
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employment, tnat
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the seniority ranking oi tne sirin heroes whose wounds have finally
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but by their own action and deOF
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' The commission set a precedent il was iounaeu.
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LETTER EMBODYING PROPOSALS
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pleasure to have the name of Its
commission chairman recorded as
a member (honorary) of your com
mittee.
'If atiany time In the future
you have guests or anyone passing
through here you wish that spe- -

ALBUQUERQUE IS
PART OF GOTHAM

FOR SETTLING RAILWAY STRIKE

'
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!
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'WELCOME

OEBTJESII

4 STICKS OF DYNAMITE

TIME TO VACCINATE

OF FUSE

WITH ROLLS
IN
EXHIBITED

COURT

SCHOOL CHILDREN; NEW
POINTS ARE RECEIVED

(Bj The Associated PretA.)
Chicago. Aug. 1. Kour sticks
Kn
el. mil,
ions Ul l!--- , an
inat miiiitiiin,! lis liv wirn nml it Kiynaililie Wim
bag, were
will give us great pleasure to be wrapped in a canvas
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A
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In
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physicians,
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or city every
Cities whose mayors
been found department.
that'
commission clinirmen aro members in thethe dynamite had
apartment of John Miller,
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planted
Antonio, Tex.; Salt Lake City, the police.
I"). M. Kllas.
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BUM

n..nn.in.--

,

(BY THifl ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
New York, Aug. 1. (by the As- the situation as I 'have outlined
Of it to you, and I hope you will consociated) Press) Tho "text
A cordial welcome to visitors to
conletter em- vey to the members my deep
Francisco Salvador Arrest- It Is Not Formally Addressed President Harding's for
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that
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,
follows:
that city, composed of
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to
- "I am writing to convey
'
by the workers. If mayors and commissioners of imtion Here.
you the terms of agreement, as be accepted
Man JJear Grants.
clt eg throughout
the
I understand them, upon which there is good reason, why the portant
the railway managers and united managers cannot accept, tlYoy will country. Chairman W. R. Walton
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negodirect
open
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Tex.:
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elements
cost
necessary
entering into the
ture of

.

Washburn Company

L.

nf.ii.

FLORENCE
OIL COOK STOVES

About 33i
cent the
cost of manufacturing

California Hotels, Schools, Health and
Summer Resorts

for

cement

knows that
more than

Every

the

non-parti- san

rn.

tls

In
the
bill the
cement industry totaled

a

a s e

.

Heat required in cement
making is about 3000
Fahrenheit. This is

la

Simple to operate and easy to keep clean. All you
have to do is to touch a lighted match to the asbestos kindler and quickly you. have', an intense
heat directed by powerful burners close up under
the cooking. The Florence Oil Qjok Stove will
cook, bake, boil and broil to the Queen's taste and
do it with less, care than any other stove. The heat
can be regulated to quick, medium or gentle. Let
us show you "the Florence equipment that will meet
your family requirements.

fltilr.

Swangon' hai carried all of
the ten congressional districts In
the state, registered majorities
in all of the cities and probab'y
'
!f5 of tjie hundred counties.
i

,

,

LEAD

SCTHKRliAND'S
i

..

1NC11KAKED

- Clmrlesioii.

'

,

TO 6,000

7 Va., Aiir.

2 (by
The lead
Howard
'of, United States Senator
Sutherland, over H. C Ogde.n, sen-of
Wheeling, for the republican
atorial nomination wits increased
to 6.0C0 votes when the state wide
Primary election returns from vir-"

ihe

Associated-Press)-

.

.

7

of the state pre.
d
early ' Wedtincts were conirliled
'
;
'
nesday.
M. Neeley, Fsipmont, had a
l.OOOlcad over Mrs. Izetta Brown
for the democratic noniinaflon.
klSS AMCFl ROBERTSON
;
IS LEADING OPPONENT
;.
'
Aiariy

'

j Oklahoma City, Aug. 1. (by
the Associated Press). Miss Alice
represenJtobertson, republican
tative in congress from the se'J- uis
k,nd UKianoma congressional
frict. was leLding her republican

i

(opponent, Ous Tinch, 111 to lb
m returns from nine precincts
iout of 24. Manuel HerricW,
'''Aerial Dare Devil," refrom the
publican congressman
eighth district was12 'running third
on returns from
precincts out
M. C,
at 399. I The count wasSwindall.
205;
Charles,
tinrber,
1S6; Merrick, 138. .

Ade

..........
MORE

SS

CARE

South Second St.
.

8. 00-- J.

8.50-4.O-

(HI

SUITES.

...S5.00 to

...S7.V0

is

This intense heat is neces-

exclusive Resort
Medium of New
Mexico

3,00-4.0- 0

M.OO

sary to fuse the limestone

and other materials into
what is known as clinker.

It.H

to

Free Auto Busses Meet

All

Grinding mills pulverize

Trains.

the coal into a fine powder
before it is blown into the
kiln to be used as fuel

. ?1 f.
LITERATURE AT FREE INFORKATtON
."5dC J
AT OFFICE Or THIS NEWSPAPER

BUREAU

I. O. O. F. Building

Phone 431

year begins Sept. !8th.
Accredited.
Offers General College Prparatory. Special courses
st

The San Diego Army and
Navy Academy's

This Is the Age of. Cement

SUMMER SESSION

Annual Summar Seialon will bectn July 1
work,
years
and and September 1. A happy combina
Beautiful
cultural.
tional,
Spanish tion of work and play with lea bath.
150 oovera
life a reality.
and land aporta.
buildings. Out-doavara cxpanaa. Wrlta
Miss Parsons and Miss Dcnneu,
THOMAS
A. DAVIS. Praa.
CAPTAIN
Principals,
Pacific Brncb. California.
Calif.
Adams Street. Los
voca-

te

Angeles,

AJvCEI.ES MILITARY
Lot Aosalra. Calif.
altuated on
Delightfully
Huntlngtoa
near
Drlra.
Patadena. 97th yaar. Hlu- denta admitted at any tlma. Ulahaat
Id
atandarda
Soholarahlp.
Military
Training and Oeneral Culture, li aorea.
Ideal
Summer
Complet
equipment.
Training at Mountain and Beach Catnpa
Tutoring if dealred.
Phone SUM.
B1CUAHD S. BALLET, PrHldant.
LOS

Advertise in the
Morning Journal

for Best Results.

Mi

This grinding costs about
$1 per ton.

..."".f

Girls' Collegiate School

Thirty-fir-

2

HEAT-.-LE-

.

CORNER

Slnftla
Doiabla

$24.00

....... $29.00

GEO.C.SCHEER
,

TWENTY

The Journal

Z.KO-3.0-0

cew COLLEGES

Rothschild.

314-31- 6

Room,
Hoom, 'bath..

St. 60
,w. , t.()0
)
toilet. .

........ .,$19.00

Burrier
,

Baron James

Maria Porquet, k French girl, has
started a $500,000 heart balm suit
againsf young James A. de Rothschild, heir to one of the world'i
greatest fortunes, alleging that he
'
persuaded her to come to America
to marry him' and then refused to
trip up the aisle to the strains of a
Rothschild came
wedding march.
a Tn thus reign of Charles I. even to tlie United States last
tp:'jig to
In
doffed their headgear
tudy American bankjug methoda,
"Halulatiaiv
Vf. v
self-style-

4- -

iftO

40?

Double.
S3. 00

Single.

Rooms
Rooms.

llf--

1-

,

'

Burner
2- - Burner
3- - Burner

layi

109
100

CALIFORNIA SCHOOLS

PRICES

ne-th-

PLAN

EUROPEAN

Ratal Per

higher temperature than
required in steel making,
gold smelting, or almost'
other industrial
ess involving heat.

PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
'

ACADEMY

Atlanta

Booa

Chicage)
Dalle.
Deavaa

o4 National Organization
to Imprort and Extend the Uses of Concrete
Dee Moiaee
Detroit
Helena
ladiaojpoti
Kanaaf City

Ln. Ancejee
Milwaukee
Minneepolie

N.vYork

Perkcrtburf
PhOadelptua
Pittsburgh
Portland, Orex,
Sab Ute City

San Fraocuce
Seattle

St.Loaia

Vancouver, B.G
Waahingtoa, D. C

'

'

n
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J'.'.J

account
was called on
Score:
Hostnn.

DETHfltT POUNDS

ab. n. ji. ro. a.
2
0
J

Mitchell, ss.

ms

aid

IIAHO

Miller, of
J. Collins,

Huel. c
W. Collins,
xxHitrri".

made
a clean sweep
of tlio four came
furies with Philadelphia winning
today U to 4 and went into a tie
with Chieugo for third place. The
Tipers hit three Athletics pitchers
RlnTost at will. Cobb got two hits
out of five times tip, Increasing
ih run of consecutive games In
Which he has hit safely to sixteen.

McGnwan.

it

2h
p

i

4

i

.

.

.

.

.

.

...Zi

.

lb ..

0

4

24

1

0

1

...

It. jr. PO. A. B.

13.

.
;

n

a

2

1

(i

1

II

4
ft

ft

o

0
n

1

ft

0

S

ft

0

I)

ft

ft

1

1

2
0

1

r
o

ft

'. 35
3
11 16 27
Totals
Ran for Cutshaw in eighth.

2

Ctftshaw,
Clark. 2b
Cobb, cf . .
Veaeh, If .
Heilman, rf
Jones, 3h .
us
Tligney,
Ma n Ion, c
Dnuss, p .
Ha'ney

. .

ft

.

-'

n

n
o

4

.

TO

Gfl

U

1:14.

4

.

2

p.'.,

1

.

ft

1

:i

2 11 24 11
"S
Totals
x
Hatted for .7. Collins In
seventh.
(Br Th Auocinti-- Trru.)
New York, ' ig.
xx Batted for W. Collins In
Pittsburgh
seventh.
made it four straight, from New
In
xxx Baited
for Ferguson
York here this afternoon, winning
ninth.
the last game of the serlts 10 to 2.
S. Louis.
AB. 15, H. PO, A. K. It was the fifth consecutivo defeaf
Gerlier. ss
for the world's chayiplons and re0
0
0
3
5
shorten. If
duced their lead ov'r St. Louis to
0
0
3
2
0
i
f
Tob n.
a few points. Conch was hit on
tl
3
2
0
Williams, cf
the head in the second inning by a
.lacobson. lb. . 4 ft
in. o
and was
pitched ball by Ryan
2
3
2
McMamis. 2h... 4
knocked down. ITe recover1, but
:t
1
0
ft
S
P. Collins, c...
had to be assisted from the field.
n
1
ft
1
2
r.ronlile. 3h
Score:
0
0
2
0
Kolp, p.
ritlshnrgli.
A R. R. JT. TO. A. K.
30
5 10 27 12
3 Maranville,
fi
2
Totals
ss
'3, 4
ft
II
By Innings:
Carey, cf ...
000 000 0022 Bighee. If ...
Boston
ft
2
010 001 30x 5 Russell, rf . .
0
3
0N 0
St. Loulu
Two-tas- e
A
0
0
0
3
5
hits
Summary:
Tierney, 2b ..
4
0
runs
2
Home
Pratt, Fewster.
Traynor, 3b .
X.
ft
5
1
1
Sacrifices
Willinms.
1b
D
MeManus,
Grimm,
o
o
0
2
0
0
Double Goorh, c
and Bronkie.
Shorten
and
Gerber
Jacobson; Mnttox. r ...
plays
Me0
2
0
2
Hums (unassisted); Gerber,
Cooper, p ...
Buso on
Manus and Jacobson.
35 10 12 27 11
balls Off W. Collins, 4; Ferguson,
Totals
t Kolp, 3. Struok out By Kolp,
New York.
ColOff W.
IT. TO. A. R.
2: W. Collins. 1. Hits
fi
B
4
1
lins, 6 in 6 innings; Ferguson, 4 In Bancroft, !s
ft
ft
0
W.
Collins.
.
.
2.
.
3h
Groh.
Logins pitcher
0
0
Time 1:53.
Rawlings. 3h
1
2
1
4
Frisch. Sh ..
1
0
2
3
3
Cleveland, 17: Washington,
Mcusel, If .
0
ft
,0
1.
Cleveland Young, rf . .
Cleveland, Aug.
!
1
3
0
hammered
pitchers Kelly, lb ..
Washington
n
ft
2'fl
for 21 bits for a total of 35 Cunningham, cf.4
fi
2
3
bases and won today's game 17 Snyder e
o
o
i
.
.
.
led
the
.
in
3.
n
attack
Gardner
to
Ryan,
ft
2
0 ''o
with a home run. three doubles Jonnard. p y
ft
ft
ft
0
and a single in five times at bat. xShinners
ft
1
n
ft
ft
H was the first complete game Scott, p
0
0
0 0
Bagby has pitched since early in xxGaston . ...
April.
8
2 If- 27 12
34
Score:
Totals
n. ir. e.
xr.atted for Jonnard in the
1 4
1
3
000
001
200
seventh.
Washington
7 21
1
NX
Batted for Scott in ninth.
Cleveland . UU7 320 DOx
Batteries:
Francis,
Zarhary,
By innings:
200 COO 100 10
Kriekson and Piclnich; Bagrby and Pittsburgh
2
100 U0 000
O'Neill, Shinault.
New York
hit Meu-- .i
Summary:
Stolen
run Carey.
iinm
liaKP
Grinimw Sacrifices Young.
Double
Mattox.
! Russell. Bighee.
Gooch
pnvs Grimm (unassisted:
Base on halls Off
and Travnor.
Rvan. 2: Jonnard, 2r Cooper, 1.
Slruck out By Ryan. 3: Jonnard.
.Ryan 7
Cooper, n. Hits Off
off Jonnard. 5 in 3
in 3
oft Scoit. ft In 2. Hit by pitcher
bv Jonnard
By Ryan (GnochV,
Losin? pitcher Ryan.
(Russell).
Time 1:55.
NATIONAL l.F.AGl L.
TloKtnn. S Cincinnati. 2.
V.
L.
ivt.
Boston. Aug. 1. Boston broke
.51)))
.5S
New York
V
defeating Cin!
.110
St. Louis .
.r.4 its losing streak3 bv
Marn.ua rd
lo 2.
.511 cinnati today.
.53
Chicago
Score".
.525 wan given brilliant support.
Cincinnati
.53 4S
Cincinnati.
17
.510
.1!
Pittsburgh
..
ft J
1. r. j
Al
JS
.ts:
.4(1
Brooklyn
ft
4
t 0 0
0
.3S0 Bums, cf
.35 57
Philadelphia
0
0
.317 Dauhert, 1h ... 4 ii 0 14
.33 fi2
Boston
o
;;
4
0
Duncan, If
o
2
4
0
1 Harper, if
(I
Fonseca, 2b ... 4 1 2 30 50 ft
1

1

1

1

1

1

I

112

Iykwt.

hit

e

Two-bas-

o

11
s

Manion. Stolen base Hancy. Sacrifices young,
Double
Iligney.
Young:
and
plays
Galloway,
.Hauler; liykes. Young and Hauland
Young.
Galloway
Haunor;
ier;
Outshnw, Kigney and Blue. Uaso
on balls Off Naylor, 1; Dauss. 1;
Hoiniacji.?. Struck out ByDauss,
5; Heimach, 1. Hits Off Navlor,
a in ;
Hasty. .4 in 1
Heimach, .3 In 2
pgden, none
in
Loping pitcher Niivlor.
I
Time
.
1:50.
1.

St. Louis.

.

10
r

1

....

1

1

Two-bas-

hit

s

A

10

1

4

Veach, JIauscr,

Three-bas-

15 10

5: Huston. 2.

!t. I.ouis, Jin, Aug. 1. Pitching
well in tlio piiuties. Itny Kolp burled the L'rowns to their fourth con-

secutive v4ctry over the Red Sox
h to 2 today.
A three-rurally In
the seventh
Inning decided the
In
same
favor of the localn. MeManus and Williams bit home runs.
h
It was Williams'
rireuit drivo of the season and his
fifth in the last five. days. The
Browns Increased their lea's to two
games as a result of their victory,
while the Chicago-NeYolk gajne
n

twenty-sevent-

w

5s'
fe Club

sM

o

The

,

1

BY, NORMAN E. BROWN.

RESULTS

The

-

Margrave-

c

Pinelll. 3b
Cm veney, ss
llonnhue, p
k'mlc n

.

1

4

o

1

. . .

4

0

.

2
0

ft

1

ft

o

o

2
ft
0
0
0

.35

2

...

vtrpsler

ft

.

.

Ro! on.

GAMES

1.

UC AN LI . AO I K.
W. L.

1

St. Louis
.
New York
Chicago
Detroit
Cleveland
Washington
Philadelphia,
Boston

LLAOll..

Cincinnati at Boston.
Chicago at I'hiladelphia.

AMIiHICAN J.rAGVK.
at Cleveland.
Philadelphia at St. Louis.
Washington at Chicago.
Boston at Detroit.
,
New Y'ork

.
.

.

.

. .
'.

.

.58
.57

4

.

1

lij
47

!r4
.53

5ft
53
5 7
CO

.30

...3D

Vsi.
.580
.501
.535
.535
.515
.459
.406
.334

41

...45
,

,

9

1

0

4

0
ft

0
16

.

WEST TEXAS LEAGUE.
H. E.
Score:
Ranger ....040 000 000 4 77 30
LubbockV. . .010 100 0002
Batteries: Thomas and Clayton;
Wooldridge ui'F Allen. '
n.H.E.
Score:
fi
7 11
Stamford ..000 250 OOf
213 003 12x 12 12 , 1
Clovls
Batteries: Mitchell. Knadler and
Burleson and
Mickey,
Schmidl;
Erwin.
ft. H. E.
Score:
San Angclo 00 001 0002 4 2
..310 Oil 30x 9 H., 0
Amarlllo
Batteries: Morton and Byors;
,
Ray, Cocke and Klindwortb.
R. H. J.
Score:
Abilene ...1 00 202 0016 14 3
Sweetwater 011 000 BOx .7 9 2

1
1
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You Buy lb-da-y

Yankee-I'Mre-fight-

Red Sox.

Junior Leapni?.

at the $i022 Trice

S

--

,

Tieagtie.

Barelas Tigers lost their
,Th'
first gama- of tiie summer to the
-

inn

iUm.

bv

nf link Ipnmift. however.

a wide margin.

The score was

Jose Bias got a
for the Barelas Browns and Rae
hit for
mon Chavez got ft
1
the Barelas Tigers.
Browns
Barelas
Batteries:
Barelas
Tigers
Aholfo and Albert;
Sandoval, Chavez nnd Vigil.
Today Athletes will play the
Barelas Browns.
two-bas-

STANDING.

'

,

Senior Leacne.
W.

Browns
High Sonool
St. Mary
Tildillos
Red Sox

Firefighters

6
S
2

.

.......43

Duke City Whites....
N. M, Yankees

Junior

Mcrfltta

Pigmy

Barelas Tiger
Barelas Browns

1

L.

W.
...AO

Highland Laddls
S. A. T.'s. . r.il rido nmtt Rnx..
Pirates . , .. .

Athletes
Eagles

I.

7

2
3
2
4

?
a
2

'

Bet.
.S00
.778
.750
.556
.500
.444
.300
.167

Tet.

.m
.750
.600
.333

,

The new and better

JSCO is a tire money's
worth that was 1m
possible" year ago.

It

usco;

Coerrfght

Ii

Pet.

U.S. Tin Co,

J

!
,.5

.57
.;i4
.429

V

it

X

X

I

'

4

t-l-

Tv;in

fcCWXBir .ROOT

The
.

nn

' Mvc

r j

30x3
uhrtedtStdtes
'

t

u

Rubber Company

Hit OUutmilamit
Kubttr Ortmization in 1 We

Pifty-lhr-

x

JU

-

Utiitod: States Tlrcjs

,.000

f

j

thitly-fif-

t

BratKhu

$500,000, of which $2,000 is
scribed -- by the following Incor-B.
S. C. Curtis and B.
porators:
a
f rvnnvnr- - O. II. Curtis.
Ute'
Park. Garland Curtis, Uto
of
rark, Is the statutory agent.
NOTICE OP DISSOWTION
Aug. 1. The Power
and
Engineering
Development
ano
company, of Albuquerque,
having a branch ontco in i
Paso, has filed notice of dissolu
tion, o. J. BInfnrd of 101 Paso.
was president; Vernon. Ii. Sulli
van of El Fa so, was secretary.

Eanta Fe.

Where You

ddnBuy
U.S. Tires:

i
I

I
Better

Is possible

today only in

.t7

Santa Fe. Aug. 1. The Aittec
Extension Gold Mines company,
of Ute Park, Colfax county, has
filed Its articles of Incorporation.ts u
The authorized capital stocksub-

'""7

l'f',E''''"'"'J"r'",""1,'iftj

,

PAPERS FIXED

n

;

wearing tire with
Thicker tread thicker side wails.
Better traction,1 longer service,
more! mileage.
Ayd the tax is absorbed by
the manufacturer, t

10

lauoW.

51111

Yet the makers 6f USCO have now
produced a still better USCO a longer;

They still stay

Barelas Browns.

with No Tax added
AST Fall at the $10.90 price it,
seemed to motorists as u the
30 x 312 USCO had reached
the peak of tire value,

'

rigmy

use'

:

ie Pirates, play thVS.
-

Today
A. T's.

is

a New-- a B et ter-- a Heavier

No game was played yesterday.

-

-

"

better Turlcish
better Virginia
better Burley

Every cigarptt full
weight and full sizs

Yankees Forfeit to Firefighters; Barelas Tigers Drop
Game to Barelas Browns
By 4 to 6 Score.

.

"

"T

ft

.

CIGARETTE

Trust Company

WHITES 4 TO 2

1

.

.
.

l

First Savinp Bank
and

t

!

'(

4

charge

viding ample storage for
jewelry, valuable papers,
bonds and other securities, to which you have
access at all times durinjj
business hours.

WINS

E RUN

a modflrate

per year you may secure
a box in this vault pro-

UicliBurg and Howz.

s water;

r--

i

S.

I

.

For'

1

1

.

1

.

cigarettes

v

Come in and Inspect
Our Modern afety
Deposit Vaults

.

217 North Fourth Street
"

,

W
tti,

1

Paulih Motor Car Co. Inc.
'

Better

!

1

1

si

'

'

.

fW

-

(15) '

Ml

1

Ill Ml

:

.

1

WAGON, Effective
August First.

j .

Xfitteen

;

j

"

.

Announces & Substantial Reduction
in the Price pf THE
MIGHTY SPEED

.

'

:

It. H. PO. A. r.

M3J

Phone 677

AX

,

--

I

lsa

1

.

The agricultural production
of
Canada In 1920 was nearly of the
value of J2,000,000,000.

2

3
3

s

er

Duke City Whites lost to the
Browns by the score of 2 when
,R.
knocked a home run In the
ft
1
ft
Powell, cf .
3
0 sixth inning,
0
Bnd brought. in two
Christcnbury, If 34
1
3
runs.
Nixon, rf . ..
2
2
Boeekel. 3b
Iiuke City Whites-Rom- ero
Batteries:
0
12
Browns
anil Chacon;
Holke, Hi
4
1
and Jordan.
Ford, ss
Roybal
3
2
Tn the New Mexico
Kopf. 2b
1
2
dowdy, c
game, Addison S. Moore,
0
3
0
manager of the league, callsd the
Marquartl. p
game a forfeit to the Firefighitev
.
.27 3 8 17 13 0 because the Yankees refused t go
Totals
x Butted for Donohue 1n eighth, on with the game while the umxx Ran for Bressler in eighth. pire called "play hall" in the sixth
inning. Six innings had been agreed
By Innings:
This deciupon before the game
sion is final.
SchooLTildlllos
In the High
77'
!!3 game
yesterday the decision of the.
game to the
a
forfeit
of
umpire
league
High School stands. It the
plavs out its schedule, someandonea
must take a strdhg hand,
decision must come from eacn
Coach
game, if It Is at all possible.
Moore sfkted yesterday. .
will
play the
Today St. Mary's
Tolnl--

s

T

2

4

. .

.

'

"

Chick Evans

Holds one goir record unen.ua.ed
in the liistoi y of the game.
And this record, in addition to
NATIONAL LEAGCK.
his other achievements, must place
Boston, 3; Cincinnati, 2.
on a par with Jerome Travers
him
Pittsburgh, 10; New York, 2.
and Walter Travis in America'
Others postponed; rajn,
golfing hall of fame.
When Evans won this year's
.
AM JKISICAN
LEAGLK.
amateur title at Kansas City he
Cleveland, 17; Washington, 3.
acquired the title for the seventh
Detroit, 11 ; 'I'hiladelphia, 4.
time. Jt made the third consecuSt. Louis. 5; Boston, 2.
tive time he had won the honor.
Chicago-NeYork, rain.
At one other time in the thirteen
years he has been interested in
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
the
title he held the championship
St. Paul,
Indianjtpoik,
two successive years.
Kansas City, 9; Toledo, 1.
And' while dVawing the limelight
Minneapolis, 13; lvouisville, 3.
year after
Columbus - Milwaukee;
played in the" western amateur
year Evans has won the national
Sunday.
amateur chnmpiosliip twice, and
the national open once. In Ills,
SOUTH Kit V ASSOCI ATION.
tha year he won the national open,
Little Rock, 6: Atlanta, 3.
Birmingham, 4: Chattanooga, 2. he also won the national amateur.
time he, won a national
Memphis, 0; New Orleans, 0; The other
title 1920 he also won the west(called end third; rain).
ern
title.
Mobile, 13; Washington, i.
Travers. one of the grandest
men 4he links has
cdST LKAGITE:- produced,
0.
has won four national amateur tiSan Francisco, 3; Sacramento,
one
4.
and
ttles
open. He,never has
Salt Jake, 6; Los Angeles
held the western amateuri Travis
Oakland. 6; Portlanfl, 6.
VerYeriion-Seattlheld the national amateur
Jias
postponed;
"
three times. Ho never has been
non failod to arrive.
I
western champ.
The brilliancy of Evans' play In
Wi:STF.RV LEAGUE. '
Oklahoma City, 7; Omaha,' 5." these western tourneys furnishes
golf enthusiasts interesting readAVlchita, 9; Denver, 1.
ing. After winning the title in
St. Joseph. 6; Sioux JCity, 3..
3.
909 by defeating Albert Seckel,
Tulsa, 13; Des Moines,
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Detroit
Summary:
McGowan.

JDauss,
Miller.

H 13
1110

chest. He was Instantly killed and
BROTHER OF WOMAN
liia body was burned to ft crisp.
WHO LIVES HERE IS
'
Trcciado was a brother of Mrs.
BYA
KILLED'
WIRE Joseph Jotdi of this pity, who was
called to Las Cruces Monday night
(lKeAL OIPT.- - lO MV
JOUHNALj
ly a telegram informing her that
Las Crucos1, N. M., Aug. 1.
her brother hail been badlyi inPreciado of (his cily,was jured.
.
instantly killed last evening when
GIN COMPANY FORMED
he attcmptecLto' free, the limbs of
Santa Fe, Aug. 1. The San
a Irce wh,ich h9"Viad Juet cut down,
Gin and Milling .company,
Jon
from an. electric wire carrying with
principal office inSa
Jon,
2,200 volts. Preciado was working
Quay county, has been incorporwith other men on the rcolanation ated
for $50,000, of which th
project near JMe'silla, four miles incorporators have subscmlSed $3,
For seventy-flvyears Miss Hal-ti- e west of here. A limb-o- f
the tree 500. The Incorporators, all of Son
Lowe has lived on a farm near tore down the electric w'ire.
In Jon, are: J..E.
Kennedy, B. I.
.
and
Chattanooga,
during tha! trying to disentangle '.the limbs, Martin, statutory
agent." Z. T. Me- -.
never
mors
has
period
JourneyoM
Preciado came In contact with the Daniel, R. c.
Mundell, C. L.
than ten miles from her ome.
wire, which struck him in the Owen. This
cotton gin.
5,

YESTER

Over Cardinals Is Cut to
Five Points.

1

,
ono up and Warren K.
Wood in 1912 by the same' margin. Evans triumphed by decisive
scores In every final. Beginning
with an 11 up and S victory ovcr
J. D.'Standish, Jr., In 1914, Evans'
margins in the next four contests
over Htandisli, Clarence Wolff, JI.
E. Knepper and G. Van Elm were
and,B-- 4 respectively.
2
Evans stands oat us the only
golfer to hold both national titles
the same year and to hold pno national and the western amateur at
the same time. He was, born in
Indianapolis and Is thirty-twrunner-up-

Har-grav- e.

.

Pirates Take the Last Game
10 to 2; Champions Lead

ft

1

1

ft

1

By innings:
rhiladclphia

.

ft
n

1

4

LOST BK GIANTS
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.Detroit.
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n
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Naylor
Hasty, p. .
Helmacli. p
Osden, p .

p

ft

1

...... .4

.

Galloway, ss
Calloway, fs
Perkins, c .
Bruggy, c .
Young.

I '

S

1

.1

ro

.
.

ct

vMiller.
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1

000 1)20 0002
Cincinnati
Boston
003 000 00s 3
e
Summary:
hits
Boeckel.
Stolen bases
Niion, RoeckcU Sacrifice Mar.
quard. Double playga Pjnolli to
Fonseca to DauberfTcTaveney
to
Fonseca to Daubert. Kale on balls
Off Donohue, 3. Struck out
By Marqunrd, 2. Hits
Off Donohue, 7 in 7; off Keek. 1 in 1.. LosTime
ing pitcher Donohue.
Two-bas-

.1

Philadelphia.
ak. n. if.

Pvkes, 3h
Walker, 'it
Jlauser, It)

4.

ARE

-

Score:

Blue,

.

.

2
5

.
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O'RourKef

Tigers Defeat Athletics, 11
to 4; Cobb Gets Two Hits
Out of Five Times Up;
Tie for Third Place.

t--

oh.,..

Pratt, Hi
Burns, lb. .
Jlenosky, If

k.

48" IRAIGHT

1

if

Leibold,
Kewstcr.

PITGHERS

RIVAL

of rain.

.

Augxist 2, 1922.

Albuquerque- - AI Mathieu Tire Co., Do
menici Bros., Albuquerque Motor Co.
Estancia Valley Auto Co. .,
Los Lunas Simon Neustadt. '

Mignardet. v
Mountainair Jameson Motor Co.
Stanley Gerhart & Gerhart, White Lake '
Moriarty-VEm- il

.

Co.

'

'v

FOUR DANCING
fY

FEET

the feminine heart,

weightier

'
HACK.
questions were I'drgotton.
Chapter 39.
Len O'Connor had again
The dress was finished, Gcrflo
to visit Kasin's. Al'tetf
had danced in it. and her turn hafl
Uortie's refusal to many him, even
enthusiastically, to be 'his
been applauded
girl!' ho had uilked, and
Mor
while murmurs regarding
remained away. It was the4nih(
whon-flhwere
first wore her new dune-in- g
beauty, her natural grace,
Ho
'
dress ttiat he reappeared.
s
heard all over the room.
was enamored anew. Never was
Fngln beamed!
a girl bo pretty as Gertie Cum- "What a fool I'd have been if
He
never one so graceful.
I'd let my temper get the best of jmings,
cauvnt ner eye ana sne einiieu m
me that day of the row. That girl him, nodding her head. Ho mocould be iii the best place In- New tioned, she refused to join him.
York.' Ilcr high and mighty ways
"I'll ge her some way,'" h
take too, although I was afraid grumbled. "I'll find a way. I'ny
settin'
ain't good enough for her, a
they wouldn't. That kid
like the rcFt,. not paying any
girl, mo with a good trnd
tention to tho men calling her, and able to fake care of her. Woneven the ones with money to spend. der what she thinks sho'll git a
millionaire!"
Independent littlo cuss!"
So ho talked to hla assistant, who
Just then he saw Gertie , how
a
to
a
and
emfle at Murphy, seated
to
sign
get Gertie
urged him
short distance away. Murphy,
long contract.
because of his in"you'llv lose hcr sura if you
door wprk, with soft white hands,
don't."
"She won't sign. I've done my and good clothes. "Was this tho
best. She's blight, that girl is! Uut man she liked? Len looked down
I've ,got her all right.' She won't at his own hands, big and grimed,
go back on me now.'1 He chuckled although he had spent 15 minas he recalled how thankful she utes scrubbing tbcm, thtn again at
had been . because he called her the bookkeeper'.
'I'll show Iiim h catit steal my
"good."
"You don't have to be" like the girl! I'll show him!" he mu tiered
rest if you don't want to Lilly," under his breath.
Gertie said as they harried home. Tomorrow A Kiht and an Arrest.
"They made an awful fuss over my
dance tonight. I guess It was the
new dress and the shoes and stockK. OF
ings, they're lovely and a lot ef
nf thorn tried to get me to sit down,
and they said all' sorts of things
when I passed their tables after in
11
the Revue. But I Just laughed and
shook my head. They don't pay
me to do that. They pay me to
dance.
"I don't see how you get "along
L QMG S
E
P
x the way you do, acting so standoffish. Jly name'd be Dennis if I
tried your game. Roscnburg exMore than 200 Knights of Pyth-ia- s
pects us girls to keep the fellows
coming and spending their money."
delegates to the national conon the Pacific coast stopvention
more
no
Gertie knew
than did
In Albuquerque yesterday aftwas
she
to
ped
able
Lilly just why
get
along without making herself com- ernoon, and were entertained by
mon as did the other girls. But the local K. of P. and delegations
she had a natural refinement, and from the Chamber of Commerce.4
always from a child she, had. ideals.
Her attempts to improve herself egatesi ..who were from all sections
had been spasmodic before she of the east, arrived at 2:30 o'clock
knew Tom Norris, and before her and left at 4 o'clock.
Tho visitors were personally contasks with Jennie's teacher. Vul- curiu
garily always hnd disgusted her ducted through, the Harveyautomowaiting
as it had her mother who often !,om a"'! V,cn
UIUII! Oil SIMM
bragged that her husband never llllfB WHICH lUUK
to
tho
Old
and
city
trips through
nursed like the other men ln tho Town
and the state university.
noiQiborhnod.
Many of the officials expressed
St Gerties little aloofness, bethemselves as pleased1 with the
ing perfectly natural, nd not asthe typo of hospitality shown
sumed for effect, had enhanced city,
them
and thq much evident busi'
her value to her employer.
She ness progress
being made here and
really gave his place a tone.
stated that they favored Albuquernt
never
"I'll
sit
a
table
again.
as
fur the big K. of P.
site
the
' not even
witli Tom, if he should I que
tuberculosis
hospital which will
come tti see me dance," she told soon
be established by the national
her promise
Lilly after making
never to lot Mia Cummlngs know organization.
.how miir she had come to losing
The Begum ofl?.hopa,l., the only
:her ji'li.y If you sit with one you Mohammedan ruler In tho world,
have to with all or the boss Would has made several pilgrimages
to
kick hut if you don't sit with any Mecca and has written two hook-- ,
why none of mem can find fault, descriptive of her travels and addon't you see?"
ventures. On tho occasion of one
"Oh. I don't know!
Sotnotir.ios, of these journeys to the holy city
the
first
her caravan was attacked by robGert, I think I'll marry
feller comes along and asks me. bers, hut tho Begum, personally
Then I get cold feet when I aeo leading .her bodyguard,
routed
Ma livin' the way she does, all her them.
On the occasion of tho rekids, and nothin' but work all the cent visit of the Prince of Wales
If thore to India the Begum gave a magtime and, have nothing.
wouldn't be any kids it wouldn't nificent banquet in his honor, but
he so bail. Two could got alone."'
she did not attend the banquet in
"Oh,' but, Lilly, you wouldn't person, for she is not permuted
want never to have no children!" to take food
"Wouldn't I though! Why It's
the kids keep folks poor! It's what
MOBiLiz.vriov ordi;kj:d.
Rome, Aug. 1 (by the Associated
takes even your money "' takln
The
care of Jennie and Tim, givln' Press.)
'alw4ys
ready"
brother organization to the fascist!
them schoolin'' and clothes."
new
dress has ordered the mobilization of Its
"I'm going Jo have a
,
and hat, Lilly!"
leglonaires. number '1 00.000 to opTell me about ft!", pose the geenrnl strike called for
"Honest!
and in the discussion of frills, 6Var today.
,
i

gom-menc-

clean-skinne- d,
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I am a
Lear Mrs, Thompson:
Good Cheer club will meet with
young married woman and until
Mrs. A. M. Bailey at 3 p. m.
lately I have been perfectly happy.
I married I came to this
Ultra Smart Clothes Show When
town with my husband because
work is here
Drapei and Long Skirts
nco one of my
school friends telephoned mc and
she and
her parents had
move here and she had a position
down-tow- n
office. Of course
ina
I was
glad to hear from her and I
invited her to come out to see us.
When she came she and my husband seemed to take a great liking
to each other. My husband said
she was the most attractive friend
t had and she Bald she thought 1
had a most wonderful husband.
They talked to each other a great
rieal the first time, and each time
sho came to our homo they seemed
My
to enjoy each other more.
husband has not changed toward
this
to
seem
does
enjoy
me, hut lie
woman.
At first I made her so welcome
in our home that alter awhile she
telephoned ami asked if she could
como out and I would always tell
Once
her to ivme out to dinner.
know
I told her to let my husband
and sho could ride out with him.
Now she lets him know every time.
What do jou think I should do
about this? - Should I stop inviting
her to Hie home, or should I trll
my husband 1 wish he wouldn't
drive her out when ?in comes?
WOKHlKn WIFE;
in
By nn means try to Interfere
husband nnd
the
your
'friendship
WOMA'lf s
woman friend have in each other.
INSTITUTE
To show jealousy would be the
Fashion Servic
worst thing rrossible.
I think it would he best to let
the woman come into your home
andI while
as much as she. wants to,
. l.
1, n
n
''that"
By MARY BROOKS PICKEN
TTHE aaying, "The smarter thtj husband do the same. Probably
'
dress, ths simpler" seemi
totally true when one scrutinize!'
line and effect in this smart, one- piece dress. The" Robespierre tend-'- ,
ency ot the collar is emphasized!
by the slightly eccentric revers,
line. The peasant effect at th:
MENU HINT
Breakfast
wrist also adds its emphasis to the
Baked Apples.
Baccjjl and Egg,
jaunty, tailored sleeve
uouee.
Toast.
The dress is of navy Poiret twill
Luncheon
withN)inding of black braid. The
on
Crackers.
Cheese Halud,
Macaroons.
"wristecs" and collar are of white
Sliced reaches.
Tea nnd Milk.
wee
a
buttons
and
Novelty
crepe.
Dinner.-bow of black ribbon make for comBaked Potatoes.
Broiled Sleak.
pleteness.
Beets.
Buttered
arThe fulness of the back is
Caramel Tapioca. Pudding.
Coffee.
ranged in two deep tucks in panel
The belt extends under
effect.
TODAY'S KEC1PES
these by means of bound buttonCheese Salad on Crackers One
holes, thus giving an unbroken
small far of cream cheese, one
line in the back.
stuffed olives, one small
A swirl turban of metal cloth dozen
chonned very fine.
'neriiti-- r
rrpr-i- i
in the Kashan coloring
a deep
cup Knglish walnuts
Beat the
with a natural coque chopped very fine.
turquoise
arranged so that it falls gracefully, cheese until creamy with a littlo
"
adds a softening effect.to this
V,,, ,
.V;
enouch mayonnaise to make- - it
to spread
easily.
thin enough
Spread on salted crackers.
'

a

:

4

"i:e:-ldo-

distinAurello Esplnosa,
son Of Mr. and Mrs.
n
Celpo Esplnosa of this city,
a recent lecture on Spanish ballads at the University of California, summer school, spoke interestingly of his travels throiKh
Spain in search of native folk
tales. A Berkeley paper speaks
of Dr. Kspinosa as follows:
"Dr. Kspinosa is professor of
Spanish at Stanford University
and is teaching hero during the
present session. His unassuming
manner would never lead one t
twenty-fou- r
friicss he occupies
lines In Who's Who. has a number of ponderous degrees tucked
away and Is the proud possessor
of ihe highest distinction awarded by the king of Spain to scholars of the Spanish languago and

guished

he will get sir k of having so much
paid tier and will complain to you because she comes so

attention
often.

You will gain nothing by showing that, you are afraid The. woman
has a stronger hold on your husband than vou have, nnd you will
gain much by letting them see you
have no fear,-

being

editor

tho

ilispania, published by the American Association of Teachers of
Spanish, and corresponding mem-

Dr.

r- Social Calendar

JANE PHELPS.

OX TTlli to

DR. ESPINOSA TALKS
AT CALIFORNIA "U" ON
JOURNEYS IN SPAIN
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I have a
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
vice and it is coffee drinking. Late
ly I have noticed that my complexion is not clear. Do you think thig literature.
could come from excessive cofCcd

ber of the Itoyal Spanish. Academy, Dr. Kspinosa has edited
and published some fifty article.!
anil books, chief anions them,
collection of folklore. To provide material for an authentic
literal
if legendary
edition
Dr. Kspinosa, under (he auspices
e
soof the American
ciety, spent six months In Spain.
"While the primary purpose
was tlie rollnrling of
the cordial cooperation of
Tidal, tho greatest living
authority In Spanish literature
today, led Dr. Kspinosa to collect ballads when ho found then.
such an alluring
This oprneil
field of scholarly satisfaction,
travel, weird nnd romantic
that he has decided to
continue his research in Spanish
ballads ss the chief aim of his
future work."
it--

Folk-T.oi-

'

folk-tale-

Men-dene- si

n'

MARIAN.
Excessive use of coffee so affects
Ihe nerves and digestion that erup
tions on the skin are often caused.
It cannot fall to affect complexion
and eyes, as well as nerves.

Ib

There Is
Dear Mrs. Thompson:
a girl I don't like who calls me up
every night and talks to me a long
lime. This also makes my mother;
angry and she says it Is a nuisance
hat can '
and spoils nnr evenings.
I do to make her stop this?
PAUL.
Tell Ihe girl not to call you any
more, because If you want to talk
to her you will telephone her. This
will be hard perhaps, but it will be
a kindness if It teaches the girl not
to pester a boy in that way.

' STRIKERS' FAMILIES
IS BEINGS0LICITED

Smiingipal.

I am a
Denr Mrs. Thompson:
girl fourteen years old and a boy
has asked to take me to the picture
show but my father objects. What
can I do to get my father to let mo
go?
K. F. T.
You are too young to go to the
picture show with a boy and your
father Is right In objecting. Do
not try to get. your father to let
you do something that would not
be good for you.

three piunds sugar.
fruit through foodchopper,
sugar and boil about fifteen
liter, stirring occasionally.
in pint cans and seal.
raisins,

This

Chow-Cho-

min--

chow-cho-

kid one strap pumps, rubber
$1.95
heels
$6.50 plain black kid pumps French heels, $1.95

$3 black and "brown

one-ha-

$5.00 and $6.00 Values

lf

$0.95

one-hal-

1p

MEATS
for

and starches for
are like fuel

theurnace.

Why not adopt for break-

fast or lunch, Grape-Nut- s
with cream or milk and a little
fresh fruit and turn off the
internal heat? ' Here's complete nourishment, with coot
'
comfort.
contains all the
nourishment of whole wheat
flour and malted barley, including the vital mineral ele
Grape-Nut-

s'

ments and bran "roughage,"
and it is partially
in the long baking process by
which it is made.
pre-digest-

There's a wonderful charm
for the appetite in the crisp,
sweet goodness of this ready-to-cfood, and fitness and

one-ha-

lf

one-ha-

lf

$i black and brown kid three strap pumps, $2.95
two button one strap pumps,
$4.50 black-ki- d
4.50 black kid blucher oxfords .
$6 plain white kid pumps with turned soles,
$5 white canvas two strap pumps

PIE

IS FATAL

$2.95
$2.95
$2.95
$2.95

THIS!

$6.50 white reignskin one strap pumps, ....$3.95
$6.50 white linen one buckle strap pumps, $3.95
.$3.93
$5 white nile cloth two strap pumps,
$3.95
$5 black kid two strap pumps, low heels,

Colynos tooth paste .. ,.3r.c
Large floating Cnstils
,0!ii:
Soap, 3 bars for . .
,.r.- Mulsified Cocoanul Oil
tillette safety razor blades 45c
Fastorine tooth paste ....21c
nolteme human hair nets He
Fashionetto hair nets,
. .2,"ir!
2
for
...Ret
Pins, paper
e
,
safety pins,

.

$7.09 to $10.00 Values

smile.

Albuquerque Foundry;

Your grocer will supply you
with Grape-Nut-

and Machine Works

sl

V.irlilnliH.
F.nflner FiiQBiler
BrniiM. AlumCatlnn in Iron,
inum. Elcctrlo Mtor. Oil Englnti.
Pumps and Irrigation.
Worl
and Offlr
AlhtiqMruo.

Br,

'There's a Reason"

r

V

for

1

.

paper

H

y,

,

v 20

button, one strap pumps, $4.95
leather pumps
button
two
$4.95
patent
$8.50
$7.50 one strap pumps pat, leather vamps, $4.95
$6.50 patent leather two strap sandals, . . . $4.95
$4.95
$6.50 white kid two strap pumps
$8 white Egyptian cloth military oxfords, ..$4.95
$6 and $8.50 white leather trimmed sport oxfords
..$4.95
$6.50 and $7.50 grey elk, calf trimmed sport ox;
fords
$4.95
$10 black and brown kid military oxfords, . .$4.95

n

,

ZiE-zn-

$0.9S

Kiddies

s.

'

am

$10 blaelc patent and kid oxfords
$0 black satin one strap pumps

........

$10 one strap patent pumps
$10 browft kid one strap pumps,

.$6.95
$6.95
$6.95
$6.95

$12 to $15 black, white, brown and bronze kfd
$8.95
pumps,
$11.50 black beaded kid and satin pumps ..$8.95
$12.50 one strap silver pumps,
$8.95
$15 black satin two strap pumps,
..$8.95
$14 white kid oxfords,' ivory soles, ........ .$8.95
T. Cousins Modease oxfords
$10
$8.95
$10 white kid one buckle flapper pumps, ...$8.95

,

.To

.

Keep The

J.-an-

ssssgfs
""""
:m3

. .

Large cabinets, hntr pins Ifli:
Giant cabinets, hair pins 15c
Kohinoor snap fasteners,
10o
card
Hick rnrlc hrnid. all colors.
3
10c
yard bolts
Embroidery edsin?. all co
1V
ors, 4 yard bolt
Good penrl buttons, asst.
sizes, dozen
,'.Sc
S
Glnsluitn
loop tiiinmlnts,
bolts . . .,
y.u-...90(5
c
gingham trimmings.
4 yard
bolts
...99c

$9.00 and $10.00 Values

$Q.95
L2

i

b

Made by Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Michigan.'

...

t

$9 bfack suede two

$12.00 and $15.00 Values

GrapeNut?

.

Knrk-fl-By-

Japanese artists take long wood
shavings weave them together Into
a mat and then paint pictures upon
them.

heat with a

v

$Q.95

at

meet- - summer's

third floor.

READ

TO TWO

'

leather. It marks the

beginning of a new chapter in portable phonographs of the .belter
grade hear it on our

$5.00 and $6.50 Values

lf

lightness afterward, which

En

You'll like the' construction and the tone of the
new Swanson
portable
phonograph quite as woll
as you'll like it's finish
in

three-quarter-

Let's disarm the thermometer

Better

(

Put

(By Tin AnniM'iHtcd
,
New York, Auc.l . Two girl
stenographers died
today and
nearly 100 persons
employed In
the garment house section of'
Broadway were ill of poison be
lieved to have been taken In pio
eaten In a restaurant at Broadway
street yesterday.
and Twenty-sixt- h
Autopsies on the bodies of the
mine the nature of the poison while
two victims were ordered to deter- uf the medical examiners'
officlals
ki:cipi:s
timixy
Cake Filling or Spread for office were conducting an Investi
of
can
one
Bread Contents of
gation of the restaurant itself.
The dead are Idn Weissberg and
pears, one pound figs or seeded
Lillian
Getz, both of the Bronx.
Both died in convuslons.
Only a half dozen of the scores
MUSICAL COMEDY
who were taken to hospitals re-- 1
muincd at the Institutions today.
STAR FORSAKES
feared more
Police, however,
S.
BRITAIN FOR U.
deaths among persons who went
horn without obtaining medical
treatment. Both of today's victims
died at their homes.
lf

Something

$H .95

Put
add

one-four-

ono-ha-

m

PortabSe

two-thir-

one-ha-

SWANS

$3.00 to $6.00 Values

is delicious, and besides being a
relish is so good for its real fnod
value. Two quarts lima beans;
(steamed until soft) two quarts:
string beans, cut in small pieces
down large ears of corn
(cut off and cooked), one and
f
pounds navy beans (boil-- i
ed or steamed until nearly done)
one and
pounds onions,
three bifhohes celery, six green
peppers, three red peppers, ali
hopped fine, 15 small pickles,
rut In small squares Keep the:
water thoi vegetables were boiled
in. Mix all vegetables,
put in a
little salt and sugar to taste, .add
pound prepared mus--. tard, and water vegetables weboiled in vinegar to thin. B"il
until ' soft. .Seal In jars while
'
hot.
Peanut Macaroons One cup of
chopped, 'or ground peanuts,
BITTOX fclOWJNG HINT
cup sugar, whites of two
If you will place a pin across
eggs beaten stiff, one tablespoon the button and sew over it when
flour, rfinch of salt. Drop on but- you sew buttons on heavy cloth,
tered sheet and bt'ke In modera: the button will button easier and
oven.
last rrfuch longer. A large button
sewed upon tho cloth with which
Soften you wash cooking vessels makes
Chocolate Macaroons
over fire three .ounces of choco- an excellent scraper.
late, then work to a thick paste
of
with one pound
powdered
Life fs full of bumps, but a
sugar and whiles of three cgtrs. sense of humor is a great shock
thick- absorber.
Boll mixture to
ness and cut. round with cutter.
Butter pan slightly and dust, wit!: POISON BELIEVED TO
flour and sugar, halt and half.
Bake- in hot quick oven.
HAVE BEEN TAKEN IN'

A two days campaign to collect
money for tho union relief fund
for needy strikers is being
by a committee of twelve
strikers' wives. The solicitation
began yesterday among the business men of the city. Four committees of three women each are
working.
It is claimed that the union Is
not assisting the strikers with any
benefits because of tho enormity
of the strike nnd that some of the
strikers' families would suffer If
Caramel Tapioca rudding-flr- e
their men went to work at once
pint
hecays no pay would be received cup brown sugar,
until the first of the month.
milk, three eggs, one teaspoon
vanilla, two teaspoons minute tapioca. Melt brown sugar until it
forms a syrup, Add milk and yolks
of eggs and vanilla. Bast add the
s
whites of the eggs. Bake
of an hour. To be eaten
with a hard sauce made from
cup butter nnd one cup
of sugar,
beaten together a nil
flavored with vanilla.

Journal Want Ads Bring Results.

Hear The

Bargains of Our

-

ono-thir- d

FUND FOR RELIEF OF
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Doctor Os. : Dowliug, stale
of Louisiana, and
health officer
ohm of tho foremost
hcjjjli offi
cials of the In Iti'i States, was here
yesterday as the guest of Dr. O. C
Health offiWest, county and
cer. Dr. Dpwllng i.si.ymaking a trip
to all the. health centers of tha
country tr , Investigate sanatorium
construction and melhniK The maill be used as
terial lio compiles
the basis for a big slate sanatorium
for tuberculosis in Louisiana. Dr.
Douling was the first medical man
to reali.o the necessity for rural
sanitation and put it into effect.
His articles on this and othr
phases of health work Jiave appeared In medical Journals nnd
many of the papers and mngazno
largely read by laymen.

drinking?

j

j

PROMINENT
HEALTH
AUTHORITY
HERE fT0
STUDY
SANATORIA

Qut-of-Do- ors

One of the greatest
vantages of living in
--

buquerque

adAl-

that the

is

kiddies can play outdoors
almost all the year round.
You can help keep them
there by supplying new
and attractive outdoor
toys. In this respect, we
invite you to see the large
assortments of automobiles, tricycles, bicycles,
kiddie cars, skootcrs, etc.
on our third floor.

J.

AS YOU LIKE IT
Is the bread we bake. It pleases
the whole family Our bread, biscuits, pies and cakes are made
Edith Mason Day.
with care by expert bakers. They
ara
and ..better than you
Edith Mason Day, petite musical can cheaper
bake yourself. We can Bell
the
been
comedy star whtvhas
cheaper because we bake In large
of London musical comedies quantities.
Btnce her departure from tha United
States nearly three years ago, has
just- . arrived in New York on ths
8. S-- Majestic. Slit will star in
207 Suuth Tlrst Slrget,
new comedy. "

Let "S. & H."

Let "S. & H."

Green Stamps
Add to Your

Green Stamps
Add to Your

Savings.

Savings.

"

sen-Euti-

PIONEER

,

)

Hi

'

'

V

BAEiW

4
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ASSAULTS ON SHOP WORKERS

M

REPUBLICAN

REPORTED SINCE STRIKE BEGAN;
SOME SERIOUS; 75 ARRESTS MADE

'

MEET

TO

Chairman

Committee

.

tfiAEOUND

i

COURT
HOUSE

Jiiro-TnUI- o,

4

DENY. CHARGES

whenever tliey come to Albuquerque, she said.
Dr. Reid was in the city to attend the conference of represeno
tatives of tho women's
committee w ith the chief of police
and city manager in regard to a
possible police woman on tho city
force. Dr. Reid said tho conference accomplished nothing for the
she saw
uplift campaign and that
no hope for a police woman even
after January 1 when tho nsw
up. She
budget will be' made
prajsed the work of Judge M. K.
dein
Juvenile
handling
Mickey
linquency cases.

Full-bodi- ed

The clean, clear, golden

color of Texaco Motor Oil
proves its purity.
Better engine performance shows thatyourmotor
needs these
full-bodi-

ed

extra-heav-

MOTOR OIL
'THE TEXAS COMPANY, W.S.A.
,

M.

V

Ttxc9 Petroleum Products
'

Save it w&h
Texaco Motor Ou

, Run it with
Texaco Gasoline

Answers to Questions.

an(Any reader can get tho
swer to any question by writing
Journal Inforthe AlliuquecquB
mation Bureau, Frederick J. Has'-kidirector, Washington, D. C.
This offer applies strictly to inThe bureau cannot
formation.
and
give advice on legal, medical
financial matters. It does not at
tempt to settle domestic troubles,
nor undertake cxnausxive researvu
Writu your queson any subject.
Give
tion plainly and briefly.
and enaddress
and
name
full
close two cents in stamps for reAll
replies are
turn postage.
sent direct to the inquirer.)

Q, What Is static? G. V.
A. Stripped of its technicalities,
static is a natural atmospheric in-

7-

Two different makes of ehin-tle-

-

a

had been applied to thit
home, and both had curled.
Then Carey Atfaltslate Shin-xglwere applied. The good
service they are giving it daily
proof ot Carey superiority.
The name of this owner, and
scores of others getting continuous perfect service in. this
community gladly furnished.
ea

"f thought from what I had
I was to try a bunch
but it appears they

heard that

of gamblers,

after

yttery

'

;

3

anti-vic-

MKXJCAXS TO SAIL.
New Orleans, 1a., Aug. 1. General M. P. Trevino, chief of staff
of the Mexican army, accompanied
by his wife and a party of Mexican army officers, passed through
heito today for New York, whence
they will said for Rio do Janeiro to
attend tho centennial exposition
which opens in that city September 7.

terference observed in sending or
receiving by radio It is caused by
stray natural electrical discharges.
They are more prevalent by day
than by night and are more troublesome in surnmcrthan in winter.
Science is working toward a method of harnessing them.
if. What in a business cycle? V.
It. M.
A. The sequence of phenomena
known as a business cycle has been
as follows: "stato of
described
growing
quiescence. Improvement,
confidence, prosperity, excitement,
overtrading, convulsions, pressure,
stagnation, distress, ending again
in quiescence."
O. Can a turtles ngc be told by
Us wclg'it? A. O. K.
A. The bureau of fisheries gays
that it Is not possible to tell the
age of a turtle by its weight, as this
depends upon locality and the type
of food which the turtle has been
eating.
y. How was rlno introduced into
the tnitcd Statet.? F. B.
A. In
through a freak in
the weather a vessel bound to Liverpool from Madagascar was driven into the harbor of Charleston,
South Carolina. The captain gave
the inhabitants a few sacks of seed
rice as an expression of apprecia
tion of their hospitality.
Q. Why la a piano called a pi

No.

Diarrhoea
Colic,
-

p

SOLD EVERYWHERE

ill
:

Si

rr,AN GRUNSFELD,
Sdmlnlstrator.
IX 1ST It ATM X'S NOTICE.
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
Countv. New Mexico.
In the Matter of tho Estate of Ben
M. Dvpr. Deceased.
Notics. Js hereby given that the
tinderslgnrd was. on the thirteenth
dav of Julv. 1U22, duly appointed
Administratrix of the estate of Ben
M. Dyer, deceased, by the Probate
county, and
Court of Bernalillo
havinc oiialifled as such Admlnis
tratrix, all persons having claims
against the estate of said ueceaeni
are hereby notified und required
to nresent tho same to the under
signed in the manner and within
the time prescribed by law.

cliffyASFALTSLATE
SHINGLES

P. O. SORENSON CO.
Wholeiah and Retail Building Material
Brick Lime Cement
North First St. & Marble Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,
I

N..M.

mprove digestion
-- build firm tissues
-i- ncrease strength
and endurance ,

VitamfilmsTFOMiwg

.

to-tak-

Look

and unlike baking yeast they do not cause

at this han d"y bottle;

it contains enough yeast
or 10 days' treatment. Be
sure you ask for these tab'
lets by their full name.
T here is nothing "just as
good." Don't accept sub-- .
ititufes.
f

gas. Thousands of men, women and children

are taking these tablets and finding them

,

more agreeable and effective than other
forms of yeast and similar
drug-laden

products.
Get a package

'

from your druggist today.

Northwestern Yeast Co., Chicago,

11L

Makers of the famous baking yeasts,
v
Yeast Foam and Magic Yeast
t

ll
1'

II

Paled

1922-192-

.Tulv

IS.

'

1

v

i

.

IN SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

The city of Seattle' end 'the territory average from our 30 x
" D " Type tires
tributary thereto offers a variety of road is the
of a company sending a
conditions affecting tire mileage. You have salesmanexperience
over country roads in this terrisplendid highways, some fairly good and tory. The greater
part of this mileage is
others not so good the steepness of your made
off the pavement.
hills, especially In the city, must be taken
We point with "no particular pride to
Into consideration, too, when considering
22,000 miles rendered by our fabric tire In
local commercial service conditions.
In our general office files ore certified competition with other makes Including
cord and fabric tires In territorial service
copies of remarkably consistent performance Savage tires are giving In different even though that mileage represents the
greatest secured from any make. This we
types of service In this territory!
class as an Individual record and It does not
In City Commercial Service
necessarily prove consistency, in general
A local concern, operating a fleet of cars average performance such as we are desirous
and using Savage tires exclusively for the .of showing.
past three years, receives 18.000 to 21,000 The
7
Savage Cord
miles from Savage tires. The unusually
heavy duty performed brands this service as 'We have Incorporated Into' the Savag
really remarkable and far greater than was Cord seventeen outstanding construe'
previously, received from other makes of tional features that make It an exceedingly
tires.
superior artUrle.
A general average of 12,000 miles from
Placed on the market In the Northwest
our tires, received by another local concernf last
year, original tires shipped Into, your
Is an Increase of 50 over the
highest averterritory are for the most part still in ser- age mileage previously secured.
vice. We have numerous reports of Savage
Cords that are still In operation
On Territorial Runs
having de,
to date 12,000 to 14,000 miles, and
More than 19,000 miles of service as an livered
even up to 27,000 miles. "

Little Heap trade character ot The
Sprectels "Savage" Tire Company Is Interested in Seattle's City
and County Building on his right
and the
L.C.Smith buildbeyond. This latter structure
ing
Is the tallest building west ot New
rors.
t .

-

3,

C

Almost any tire will give satisfactory service

under ideal conditions. Some makes will even
render satisfactory service under certain adverse

conditions. Certain makes of tires will perform
best on long drives over pavements, other makes
will show to better advantage on dirt highways
and so it goes.
,
Z Our object has been to build Savage Tires to

.

'

perform equally well under evey condition on
the short haul of the heavily ladened commercial
car, on the heated roads of the sandy desert, over,
mud and stones of the land of forests or the broad
dirt highways of the plains.
;
C That we have accomplished our purpose is
evident from the results Users of Savage Tires are
,
getting everywhere..
x
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r 1 5 AN blEGO. CdUFDBNW- DUn BEST ASSET IS THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER
THE SPIfECKELS

SIVaGE"TIRE

CD.

three-quarte-

tuh,,"ut

Central Auto & Mthinfe Wdrks
DISTRIBUTORS

v... ...

fiuv

I

'

three-quarte-

I

Bernalillo County.

'

--

W

Collector

io

Yeast Foam Tablets are pleasant and easy
easy to carry around in your pocket

three-quarte-

We Will be glad to supply samples
on request

.

SWOPE,
Ex-Offic-

1

Administratrix.
f 22.
I
I I I TIil VS NOTIC
In the Probate Court of Bernalillo
fonntv. New Mexico.
In the Matter of the Estate of Ab
raham (!. Shortle. Deceased.
Notice is hereby given that thJ
linilnrKttrned was on tho tbirteentn
day of July, 1922. duly appointed
Executrix of the estate of Abraham
n. Shortle. deceased, by the Pro
bate Court of Bernalillo county.
and having qualified as such Exe
cutrlx, all persons having claims
against the estate of said decedent
are hereby notified and required
to nresent the same to tho under
M.
anoforte? S.
in the manner and within
The original name was signed
A.
time prescribed by law.
tho
an
It is
pianoforte.
adaptation of
ALICE M. SHORTLE,
two Italian words, piano meaning
Executrix.
soft and forte meaning loud or
fiated .Tulv 15, 1022.
It was evidently applied NOTICE OP KKIKMPTIOX TO
strong.
to tho instrument because It de
m m.s
iom i s n i v ici mv
jAND
scribes its possibilities of tone.
OTIIKKS OM 1 ilt.M l
wan
What
namo
Q.
the
of the
Notice is hereby given as
sIiIim from which the tea Mas
called partial redemp
thrown ovrrlioard Jn Boston in tion ot First
per
four and
1775? It. i:. N.
ana
all
A. Three ships were involved in cBtit Victory Notes, cent lour
Victory
the Boston Tea Party, the Eleanor, Notes otherwise per
known as 1'nited
Beaver and Dartmouth.
States of America Gold Notes of
Q. Why is cranberry so called?
which hear tne
r..
letters A B C D E or F
A.
was originally nrefixed to their serial numbers,
Cranberry
crane-berrThe fruit is borne on
designated for the purcurved stalks which suggest the having been
prescribpose by lot in the manner
neck of a crane.
ed by the Secretary ot tho TreasQ. What' is tho distinction
ury, are Called for redemption on
burglary and robtiery? lu a. December 15, 1922, pursuant to the
A. Burglary is larceny commitof redemption contalnei
ted in the night and becomes rob- provision
in the notes and in the treasury deif
bery
accompanied by violence to partment, Circular No. 138, dated
the person of the victim. ,
ine
21, 1919, under wntcn
Q. How did Caplain Webb, who April
were originally issued. In- nnt
swum across the JOngllsli channel,
three- nnd
four
the
on
all
ftcrest
meet his death? IT. W. C.
per coin victory ii A. .Captain M. Webb succeeded quarters
called for redemption, will
in swimming across the Knglish thus on said
redemption date, Decease
channel in 21 hours, August 28, cember 15, 1922.
1875. Captain Webh was drnwnort
Victory Notes of the four and
In attempting to swim the whirlper cent series, bear
pool of Niagara Falls, ' July
22, ing the distinguishing letters oi
1 8 3,
G II I J K or L, prefixed to their
Q. Which is the
or left serial numbers, are not in any
lianil side of a river?right
II. F.
manner affected by this call for re
due and
"'. eH,Cribed he sores of a stream demption and will become
r,Kht or left
as to principal on May iv.
going
stream fa asmim,!hand, payable
1923. according to their terms.
Second detailed Information as to
,mvu
,,,,,ercu- the presentation and surrender of
!Te. ,0"s
per cent
four and
A. Cows should be
given the Victory Notes for redemption untuberculin test. The mo
fre- der this call is given in treasury
quently use,! method
department circular. No. 299, dated
cutaneous test. The
copies of which may
injected beneath the skin, and if t July 26, 1922,
be obtained from the Treasury De
causes fever the animal is
of Loans nnd
tuberc,,.
Division
Ions.
partment.
experienced men
a,l. Currency, Washington, or any Fed
minister it and observeshould
the ani- - eral Reserve Bank.
mals.
A. W. M ELLON,,
Irish wnmr, ,.
Secretary of (he Treasury.
MoKINNEY.
ing twin, more
,
, "V,
i iumiii"r. r en win iieserve iann
tHlier women in U) vitirUi.
f Dallas. Texas.
jlwins

t.

Treasurer and

-i-

three-quarte-

that neVef
Curls

e.'b.

;

stimulate the appetite

1 1

Shingle

'
"

D. 1022.

l
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easy-to-lak-

j'for the relief"of(
Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp

In the Matter of the Estate of Alfred UrunsfcM, Deceased and of
the Pai'tnership Estate of Gruns-fel- d
Brothers.
Notice is hereby given that the
undersigned Ivan Cirmisfeld, was!
on the third day of July, A. D. 1922,
duly appointed Administrator of the
partnership estate of Grunsfeld
Brothers, formerly a
consisting of Alfred Grunsfeld and Ivan Grunsfeld, the former now deceased, by the Probate
Court of Bernalillo county, state of
New Mexico and having qualified
as such Administrator, all persons
claims against the said
having
esl:itH are hercbv notified and re
quired to present the same to the
undersigned In tne manner snu
within tho time prescribed by law.
Dated this sixth day ot July, A.

bonds, $10,000 ;Third Issue Liberty, Bonds,
$20,000'; Fourth Issue Liberty Bonds, $10,000. All
bids must be in the hands of E. B, Swope, Treasurer of Bernalillo County, not later than 9 o'clock
a. m.. Tuesday, August 9th, 1922. The right is
reserved to reject any and all bids.
3--

e
tablet form
the only pure whole yeast in
a marvelous tonic and corrective food to

wass
mmmsm.

1!200.

4

feast FamTable

in

"Many people havo blamed me
for not getting married. Since
childhood 1 have suffered from
stomach and liver troubles nevci"
being able to get any medicine
or doctor to help inc. Now that
Remedy has
Mayr's Wonderful
entirely cured nib, I am anxious
to get a wife." It is a simple,
that reharmless
preparation,
moves the catarrhal mucus from
tho intestinal tract and allays
causes
which
the inflammation
practically all stomach, liver and
intestinal ailments, including appendicitis. One dose will conFor
vince or money refunded.
sale by Brigss Pharmacy and
druggists everywhere.

.

Sealed bids will be rbceiVed by the County Treasurer of Bernalillo County for the purpose of selling
the following Liberty Loan Bonds: Victory Loan

Bachelor Wants Wife

Rich

1

iOTIGE!

i

J. H. Toulouse left yestcr- day for Chicago and Detroit, where
he will hold several conrerenccs
War
proposed
regarding the
Mothers' Memorial hospital, which
lie is attempting to havo establish-- j
After attend- od in Albuq Jerque.
ing the conferences lnDetroit and
Chicago Major Toulouse will visit
several other cities in the interests
of the memorial
plan. He will
probably be out ot the city, fori
about a month.
Plans are now under way for the
establishment of tho national cam- -,
paign headquarters at Chicago,
These will undoubtedly be com- pleted this fall and tho national!
'
drive for funds started.
Major Toulouse stated yesterday
the
of
that ho now felt confident
success of Ills unaerraKing im n
was receiving; enthusiastic support wherever 'discussed.
M.'Xl.

Dublin street about
once in every r.2 births, ns against
a general world average of about
one in 80.

are born

."

oils.
Four fadei light, medium,
heavy and

Policeman Unable to Prove
Money He Saw Change
Hands at Pool Hail Was
Result of Wager.

are all Sunday school boys. The
case is dismissed."
This is what Police Judge Poddy
said
evening
spending an hour and a half, in
tho trial of .1. A. Hingling, proprietor of tho Singer pool hall: H.
V. Miller, Tinico Sparraa, and Bar)
Johnson, tho latter an employs' of
the place, on a charge of violating t he gambling act.
Questioned by tho judge and
chief of police, tho four defendants pworo that gambling has
never been seen or permitted in
the place. They denied any knowledge of a game last Friday night,
when Night Patrolman Braden
arrested them. Mr. Hingling, when
asked by the judge if a baseball
pool was run in tho place, said
that a
report was received from the big league games,
but that if any gambling was
done on tho results, ho had not
seen it. Ilo said nn investigation
had shown that boys who told
their mothers they bad lost money
on a. baseball pool had in reality
been playing craps in some alley.
Praden testified to seeing money
change hands between Sparras and
Miller, and said ho overheard the
men talking about fooling the police, after he had left the place
ami gone to tho hack window.
A witness named Angelo, said
he saw a dollar thrown on the
table, but did not sen who threw
it or who picked it tip. Sparras
testified to paying for 18 games
of pool. P.radcn had testified that
he believed Angelo had tipped
IS
LION
MOUNTAIN
Miller and Sparras to the fact
KILLED BY HUNTER that Praden was a policeman, as
no money changed hands after he
Angelo speak to one of them.
A large niduntain lion, said to 6av
Dennis Chavez appeared for the
cat200
man
more
have destroyed
and the citys' case
defendants,
tle and horses in the vicinity of was conducted by Judge
Roddy
Fairview during the past few years, and the chief of
police.
was killed last week by Federal
Hunter I. S. Kickey, of the biologiLEGAL NOTICE
cal survey. A lobo wolf was also
trapped by tho hunter.
AD.Ml N IS TUATOK'S NOTICE,
111 the Probate Court of '"ernalilloi
County, State ot New Mexico.
stand-patters-

Clean.Clesr, and

V

Albuquerque.' is well policed as
regards its traffic cops, according
to Dr. Janet Keid of Santa Fe,
state director of child welfare.
Dr.' Reid and her assistants always get arrested for speeding

DISMISSED WHEN

x

one-hol-

I.

MIT

ed in the assault upon Florencio
Undrlguez Saturday night at the
corner of Tlridge and Second
sireets. Kodrigncz was working State
Phillips
at tho shops. All of those arrested
in connection with the assault are
Urges Large Attendance
said to be strikers. Rodriguez was
at Central
frightfully beaten about the head
and may be maimed for life.
Gathering at Santa Fe.
Tho threo men charged with the
assault will be given a preliminary
Tho mceling of the republican
hearing before Justice of the Peace4 state central committee which hrs
1. Atontoya this afternoon at - bon called for Santa Ko on Aug-lis- t
o'clock.
0, is open to all members of the
party, according to State Chairman
O. I,. Phillips, ot Katon.
THE:
,"1 wish tho Journal to announce
to the republicans of New Mexico,'
said Mr. Phillips yesterday, "that
the meeting of the state central
committee called for Santa Fe on
Saturday, August 5, at TO o'clock,
a. m., is open to nil republicans
as well as to committee members.
I extend an invitation to all reThe suit started Monday against
who are interested in
Commissioner Max Gutierrez in publicans
party affairs to be present. I want
connection with water rights, has the
of New Mexico to know
been dismissed ns it was found on that people
.the advice and
a.
of the books that lie ot all
republicans is wanted, whethhad paid all of his water assess- er
they be independents or
ments.
A final and perpetual injuncThe meeting Is for the purpose
tion was issued by the vdistriet of
a time and place for
court yesterday against the board the selecting
state convention at which canof county commissioners enjoin- didates for United States senator,
from
paying $3,000 representative in congress, nnd all
ing them
which was lie agreed amount de- state offices will be nominated,
cided upon in the gravel compro- and the selection of a woman vice
mise made several weeks ago. It chairman to succeed Mrs. A. B.
was alleged by G. Tietzel that the Stroup, resigned.
county has been using his gravol
Mr. Phillips said lie is pleased
for the past several years.
wilh the spirit being shown by reMarriage licenses were issued publicans all over tho state, and
da..
yesterday to Mabel C. Uczzo,
he looks for a harmonious and
Otlicr Arrests.
and
Henry Albert successful campaign
during the
Manuel Campos, '. (iarcla and
Deluvlna fall.
Augustino Lopez were arrested by Robinson, Albuquerque; and
AuThe executive hcadqurtcrs here
officials of the sheriff's office last Carrasca, Albuquerque,
has been opened in the office of
night charged with being implicat gustine Alvarez, Albuquerque.
George I.ougee, who was chosen
executive secretary, Jn the Whiting
building. R. C Pang, an experienced newspaper man of this city,
dihas been selected as publicity
rector and assistant secretly.

crises ot nssa'ult l)f- lleved by officials to have been dihave
rect results of the ftrlk
sheriff's office
reported to thestarted
ac1.
July
since the strike
cording to information obtained at
the sheriff's office yesterday.
In connection with these cases,
have
approximately 7". warrants
been Riven hearings before various
in
the
county.
of
the peace
justices
Some cases have been dismissed
on account of lack of evidence or
Fines have
mistaken
identity.
been imposed in some cases and in
been
have
suspended
fines
others
during pood bohavior. It is estimated by the district attorney's off
of the acfice that fully
cused have ben bound over to the
at its next
crand 1urv for
session.
Some of tho cases have been
small assaults in which no one was
seriously hurt and some have been
for assault with words. On the
other hand, several of the assaults
have resulted in men being seriously injured.
Action Postponed.
r.
.lose Candelaria and Dave
assaulting
charged with
beManuel Aranda. appeared
Manuel
Apndaca
fore) Justice
to
asked
yesterday afternoon and
be tried efore another
justice.,
Claiming Apodnca was related to
Aranda. Decision will be given on
the application Thursday.
Josto Armijo was arrested last
night by deputy sheriffs in connection with the assault on AranFiftv-Hl-

'

ERS

TOULOUSE TO HOLD
CONFERENCE ON THE
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
,

DR. JANET REID FINDS
CITY WELL POLICED

GAMBLING CASES

'August 2, 1922.

Phone 242.

SAVAGE TIRES

Sixth and Centrals

,

V
:

st Thfilna Tmo

mi

by 11:15. I certainly was not in,on this
Job at 11:30. Chief, 1 am Innocent. Don't
send me baok to that penitentiary."
Beads of perspiration stood out on his
forehead.
"Your record Is against you, Beatteate."
I told him. "You had better 'come clean.'
We havs the goods on you. You're going
to Folsom penitentiary for life this time."
He trembled so. he could ''not speak.
The
horrors," which make
night hideous for felons just released
from penitentiaries for many months
-- after
they are free, overcame him.
last ha said In a low voice:
"May God forgive you if you do thl3
thing."

How an Innocent Man Narrowly,
Escaped Going to Jail for, a Crime
He Never Committed. Remark-abl- e
Resemblance to Real Crimi-n--

--

al

Startles Police and Accusers in
Court Drama Replete With'
Dramatic Incidents

5

The Web pf Circumstance

covered'
T'
the chase.
UBt

By AUGUST VOLLMER.
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He carried a safety razor gingerly between his thumb and finger and in the
other hand was a bottle o black fluid,
held by a string around the top.
"Found these in a boat at a West
Berkeley wharf, two blocks from the last
holdup," Jamison explained, "The man
got away in a boat. The razor and medl- cine were found In a boat that was lying
alongside the etolsn craft. Evidently
dropped out of the crook's pocket as he
was shipping."
,
Jamison had bandied the exhibits carefully so as not to obliterate any finger
prints that might be on them. These
clews were turned over immediately to
Or- Albert Schneider,
t
and
dean, ofjthe Berkeley School for Police,
for microscopic examination.
"Well, who did the job?" I asked Jaml.
son, with an idea ot jocularity, His answer surprised, startled me.
"George
Beatteate," be answered
quickly.

President International

of
, Association
Chiefs of Police. ,
midnight I sat in my office
at the Berkeley, Cal.,
police station, working on a dif(
ficult case. The lights glowed on the
switchboard, which I eould see through
my'open door.
"Street car robbery," I heard the oper
sloator say. "San Pablo avenue-r-ta-lk
werI don't get you. Yes, yes, yes. All
right r pome into the station and give us
the details."
The operator turned to me as I walked
over to the switchboard.
"Lone bandit, Chief, unmasked, held up
car No. S9 on San Pablo avenue, near the
Albany city limits," he said. "He robbed
the crew and passengers and escaped."
call
"Turn, on signal lights and horns to
all officers to boxes," I ordered. "It any
one has anything to report switch them
onto my line."
I had installed a signal light pystem at
prominent street Intersections, to be
flashed to call the patrolman on the beat
to his box, and this had been supplemented by horns, which eould be sounded
electrically from the desk sergeant's seat.
By pressing a couple of levers the quiet
of the University City was suddenly
transformed Into bedlam. Horns were
blowing everywhere, while red lights
flashed their urgent call to my "harness
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h
days after I could close my eyes and hear
those words.
"Come across, Beatteate," 1 said roughly. "Don't stall. We have an open and
shut case on you this time."
v But he stood by bis story.
At 9 o'clock that morning We bad a
.lineup." A score of men, some of them
about the same size and description ot
v Beatteate, were lined up In the jail corrl
dor. The accused was in the line, but
there was nothing to distinguish htm
from the others. Some of these men we
had taken from the jail for the purpose.
Others had been picked up on the general
"round-up- "
order.
The ten victims of the three street car
holdups were brought In, one at a time.
"Now be sure you are right before you
identify any one," I warned them-- . "It
you recognize the man conceal your
Do not let him or any one
suspicions,
else know what you think. Tell no one
but Detective Jamison and myself wham
you suspect."

"Well, who did then?" I demanded.
"A short, tow headed man, probably a
Scandinavian, or at least' a north European, who is suffering from the affliction
for which the medicine you found Is used.
Very likely he is a tramp. At any rate
he is a wanderer and is associating with
a woman with Wonde hair dyed black,
who uses rouge. He may be miles from
hero by this time."
First, the doctor explained, his examination had disclosed the fact that Beatte- a(e was not Buffering from the illness in
His microscopic examination
question.
ot the razor had brought to light the
blond hair of fie man, the dyed hair of
the woman and particles of rouge in the
razor handle.
"But how did you deduce that the man
was a hobo?" I asked.
"I found dust and mineral particles
that must have been picked up in various
parts of the country," be answered. "I
have found pollen of flowers that are
peculiar to the Sierra Nevada Mountains.
The microscope revealed minerals that
are to be discovered only in Mexico and
southwestern United States. Then there
were particles that must have been
picked up around a camp fire, probably
in the 'Jungles.'
"But what I consider of prime importance is the presence of rouge and face
powder, indicating that the owner kept
his effects with those of a woman.
"Now Beatteate does not and has never
associated with women, and we know he
has not been wandering because, when
not in prison, he has been staying with
his brother and working In a machine
shop.
"His brother's wife does not dye her
hair, uses no rouge and the powder she

v.

n

CIRCUMSTANTIAL
EVIDENCE
.

said,: "If it was to be the last thing I did
in this life I would swear that this Beat-teat- e
is the man who robbed me."
Neither the accused nor his relatives
had money with which to hire an attorney. Detective Jamison guaranteed the
retainer to a criminal lawyer, who consented to take the case on that basis.
The
was transferred from
the Berkeley city jail to the county jail
and the District Attorney laid plans for
an early trial in the Superior Court.
Hard labor in the rock quarry at Folsom' prison for life awaited the accused
upon conviction.
I felt powerless to halt this progress.
Ono cannot go into court and testify he
believes a defendant is innocent unless
one has some very tangible, concrete evidence to present In support of that contention.
v
Jamison had been unable to gather any
additional evidence In defense of Beatteate.
Dr. Schneider's findings were
laughed at as wild theories and no jury
would have weighed the evidence of the
microscope against the direct testimony
of honest men. The victims of the holdup were morally certain that they were

vinced him either the car robber or the
girl or perhaps both were on the Coast.
It was in a Barbary Coast dance hall

that he met Evelyn Disney. A diamond
studded cross, hung from her neck by a
tiny gold cord, was the magnet that attracted him. He danced with her. Then
he danced with another one of the
young
women in the place. This second
girl
nodded toward Miss Disney and
said:
"Hans Anderson will get you if
yoil
don't let that alone."
"Who is Anderson?" Jamison
inquired.
"Never mind who he

is," retorted the
girl enigmatically.
But he totes a .45
caliber gun and' knows how to use
It was not difficult to trace
Evelyn
Disney t0 a Bquad home An
vigil in a hallway near the
girl's door,
however, did not reveal the car
robber.
Morning found Jamison on a crowded
street car, homeward bound. The
morn-in- g
paper boys were shouting
over
some sensation: "Street car loudly
bandit shot;'
robber in pistol battle with
police
r"
The name of Hans AnCerson
was
la big type on the front
Jamison's mind shot back to the pages.
rlsht.
cheap
Across San Francisco Bay, In San dance hall and he remembered' the
girl',
Francisco, street car robberies continued. warning He bought a paper and scanned
The authorities announced that the out- It quickly,
A Jone bandit had
law probably was one of the Beatteate
held up a Kearny
not
had
who
been
captured.
at the foot of pwell and
gang
IIV8!
had
M.
of
C.
Kirkbrlde
Then City Attorney
the crew and passengers. Then
San Mateo, another city in California, he had forced the crew to
take him to
was shot by a lone bandit in a car rob- another neighborhood, where
he had
seemed
The carmon cried
bery snd the public Indignation
thief"
"Stop
to focus on Beatteate, the only "car rob- and the crowd took up the
chase. Several
ber" whom they could reach. "Make an policemen joined In. and
at last Ander-sowas cornered in a vacant
example of him," was the plea.
lot, where
Never was an innocent man so hedged he shot ft out with the
officers. Police-ma- n
Al Kauffman silenced the
bandit's
fire and when they went over to
pick hlra
up he was dead.
f
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bulls," as the "crooks" call a uniformed

officer.

The switchboard buzzed again. Tbe
operator listened a minute and then
turned to me. "Another robbery at the
he said.
. same place,"
"Give it to me on my desk phone," I
told him..
It was a very excited woman who tried
to tell ma how a short, red bearded man,
wearing a slouch hat and dark clothes,
suddenly, had boarded a San Pablo car,
lined up every one, with their backs to
the aisle at ,gun'S point, andthen had
robbed thera quickly and deftly. "Oh, it
was terrible, Chieff" she cried. "He
pointed that horrid gun at me and took
,
Imy diamond cross."
I told her to come down to the station.
This second robbery was within a block
of the first. The officers now negan to call
In and were given tnstructlona by the
night sergeant to hunt for the 'bandit.
Jamison
Detective-Sergean- t
Henry
came in In answer to a call and together
we went over the case. The victims ot
two robberies came drifting in with

1

1

,

wl Iwikv vMmmi
J

Btorles.
While we were talking a street car
motor man reported that he and the conductor had been confronted by a stickup
man at the'foot of University avenue, the
end of the line, and robbed. There were
no passengers aboard. ,
By this time all the night patrolmen
had been given a description of the outlaw and were scouring their beats for
him, automobile patrols had been sent but
along the principal highways leaving
Berkeley, detectives had been called from
their homes and emergency and special
officers had been notified to hit the ball.
For my part 1 felt sure that I could
sit in my efflce and put my finger on the

guilty party.

It was a professional

trial.
I thumbed through the loose leaf records of the "lone wolf" street car robbers
and at last I came to a card which bore
the picture and Bertlllon description of a
short, red haired man. Hia name was
George Beatteate. He had been released
fro.m San Quentln prison only a month
before, having served time there for robbing a number of trolley cars. His methods of operation corresponded exactly
with that of the bandit we were now
seeking. He was a two time loser, with ,
a San yuenun ana foisom recora.
;
At the bottom of the card in my own
,
handwriting was the notation: "
"Beatteate now living just across line
from Berkeley, in, Albany,"
Dawn came and with it Detective Jami- -

.

j

-:A

tained Beatteate's picture and record.
"A patrolman said he saw Beatteate
and his brother John walking near the
scene of the crlme," explained Jamison. '
"Bring him in," I instructed.
The officers found Beatteate breakfasting at the home of his brother John, with
whom he was boarding. He protested his
,nnocence. hl brotner aDld ,i8ter-ln-laboth declared that be Tied been going
straight since his release from prison,
and the three tried to establish an alibi
to prove that the suspect was in the house
at 11:30 P. M. when the crimes were committed. The gave the officers the name
ot the shop where (Jeorge had been working..

Beatteate confronted me very calmly in
my office and swore that he was innocent.
He was a trail little fellow, weighing only
about 125 pounds, and being less than $
feet 5 inches tall. His face was covered
with a two weeks' growth ot red beard.
The broad, peasant countenance was
marred by excesses and the scarred, mouth
carried the brand ot weakness so com
mon to criminals.
"I passed by thai place where the holdup occurred about 11 o'clock with my
brother, on my way home from a motion
picture sbowUie said, and bis gray eyes
met mine squarely. "I was in the house

'

,

f

-?'',

'

was the man, but didn't want to send a
human being to the penitentiary on their
word, while two others admitted that
they were so badly scared that they would
not recognize Ihe robber It they saw him
again. One said: "I would know that
man If I saw his1 hide hanging to a tree."1
The flrst editions of the newspapers
carried the story of the robberies and ot
''the speedy, record breaking capture of
the criminal, who had been identified by
nearly all his victims. The traction comhad offered a reward of $1,000 for
pany
'
the capture ot any car bandit.
Beatteate was called a "master mind,"
a "super criminal" and was held responsible for the reign ot terror that bad been
established by the large number of street
car robberies.
The
record, the fact that he
had robbed street cars before, the circumstance that he had been seen in the neighborhood and bis identification by. the victims removed all doubt as to bis guilt.
Then Dr. Albert Schneider made his
report.
"You've got the wrong man, Vollmer,"
Tie said.
"Beatteate never committed
those robberies."
I was inclined to laugh. " But 1 knew
loo well the accuracy of Schneider's ob.

x

servations.
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occurrence
THEtonations
in

of mysterious
various parts of the

"mu as long puzzled Investigators.
No satisfactory solution of the
problem 1ms yet been found. The noises
seem to be especially common in Australia, where they are known as "desert
sounds," and in tbe delta of the 'janges,
where they are called "Barisal guns.
In New South Wales there has been

summarized the various explanations ot
the phenomena. The theories that have
found most favor attribute the sounds to
surf rollers, the falling in of river banks,
earthquakes and to the sudden splitting
ot rocks intensely heated by the sun.
The last explanation seems the most
plausible in tbe case of the desert sounds
of Australia, which occur at long distances from the sea. It has been sugon
and
seemed
to
focus
Beatteate.
the
robbery,
public indignation
gested that the association of the sounds
affects la not the kind found. In this about by innocent enemies.
All who with desert regions may be due
merely to
razor."
called for his imprisonment were sincere the absence there of other sounds with
"I believe Beatteate is innocent," Jami- in their belief ot his guilt. The prepon- which they might be blended, or of human
son said, after he had read Dr. Schnei- derance of evidence was In
favor ot the activities to which they might be
der's report. "I didn'J want to say so be- prosecution, and
one who defended
any
fore, but the story he and his folks told the accused became
uppopular instantly.
.made me doubt our own theories. The
"The man who shot Kirkbrlde held up
people are greatly aroused over this case the street cars here," Jamison declared,
portion of the brain which Is
and every one believes he is guilty, so the after he had studied the two cases. "He THAT
as the "gray matter" is
only thing we can do is to hold him and answers to the same
supposed to be most intimately rehe
operdescription,
lated to intellectual action. Sometimes
postpone his trial long enough to enable ates lone
handed, he always boards the
me to get the facts."
cars about the same time of night, he curious aggregations of gray matter are
found in particular parts ot the brain,
The prisoner's words came back to me
lines his victims up as they were lined up
vividly: i'God forgive you if you do this here and he makes his getaway the same. and one scientist has suggested that these
may be the cause of the extraordinary
thing," and in that moment I, too, knew The modus
operandi in the two Jobs is mental powers occasionally exhibited by
in the city jail was
that this
So Jamison went after the man who persons whose general intellectual cainnocent.
Kirkbrlde in order to save B.eatteate pacity hardly rises above that of idiots.
shot
find"You can save Beatteate only by
Such powers, or aptitudes, always reon Dr. Schneider's tip that the
Acting
ing the real robber," I tojd Jamison. "No bandit's associate undoubtedly would be late to some special faculty, like memory,
deducSchneider's
Dr.
one would believe
a woman ot the underworld, he gave moat without including other faculties. The
tions In the face ot such overwhelming
of his attention to this class. First he aggregations referred to, in the opinion of
the
testimony. Go out and get the guilty
mentioned, might explain
secured a full list of all jewelry and val- the authority
man."
marvelous memory for music extaken
car
the
that
had
been
uables
lnvall
hibited by "Blind Tom," and the still
So after building up a "sure fire" case
among these was more extraordinary powers of Helncker,
against a convicted felon, I found myself holdups. Conspicuouscross.
Then, in con- the "child of Lubeck." who lived in the
in the position ot tearing it all down the diamond studded
the
with,
shop
pawn
police in early part of the eighteenth century and
allied
junction
had
,1
myUnconsciously
again.
a
close
on who knew the chief incidents ot the Penwatch
he
various
cities,
believed
kept
defense.
I,
with
too,
the
that
self
'
age of one year, had masBeatteate was Innocent. It would have the known "fences" and second hand tateuchallatotthesacred
tered
history at two years
been as much as ray position was worth stores. (A "fence" is one who knowingly
and washntimately acquainted with modstolen
handles
so.
goods.)
to have said
ern and profane history and geography,
At the preliminary hearing the six witFinally ho found a "fence" on the Bar- and spoke French and Latin, besides hia
nesses testified that Beatteate was the bary Coast, in San Francisco, where some Lative tongue, at the age ot three. When
man who had robbed them. One witness of the loot had been taken. This con- - four years old he died.
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Questioned
knowledge 0f Anderson's
profession. Bhe returned a number of
.trinkets and jewelry he had
given her.
among which was the diamond cross.
When I looked at the face
of the dead
ndlt I at onoe understood
why so many
of the victims had identified
Beatteate.
There was a startling resemblance
the two men. Except for the color
of their hair, they were
doubles.
The witnesses were taken to the
and they one and all picked Hans Morgue
Anderson as the holdup man.
Beatteate was released from Jail and
the charge against him dismissed.
I cannot help but think of what
have been the fate of this Innocent might
man
had not certain officers of the law deserted the historic role of prosecutors to
become detectives for the defense.
Beatteate la in business for Himself
and is leading an honest
life, but his
criminal record even jiow goes
against
him. Only the other
day he was picked
up by the San Francisco police
just because he was an
and they were
rounding up all the prison birds in search
for a murderer.
To-da- y
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Citjr Attorney C. M. Kirkbridge was shot by a lone bandit in a car
I shoved the identification card that
Sis of these victims picked Beatteate,
had been studying toward him. It con- two said they were morally certain he

Job.

The robber was no novice, ana nine
chances out of ten he had a "prior" conviction.
Identification records are so classified
T can lay my hands on the cards of any
particular kind of criminal, whether ha
be a "yegg," "check passer," automobile
bandit or .street car robber. By the use
of "modus operandi" sheets 1 quickly se- rwt car
lected the recoras oi aii anown
robbers who operate alone and unmasked.
Some of these men were Easteners and
in Eastern prisons; some were local fellows: others were on parole or waiting
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THE UERRI.V MASSACRE.
The statement of ihe National
Coal association that the leaders of
the mob at Hcrrin, III., are known
and that at least BOO members of
v the mob can be arrested any time
that the attorney general of Illinois gives the word, will not eorno
as a surprise to the average individual. It would be Impossible for
a mob tho size of this one to cany
out the reign of terror that shocked the entire country, without the
Identity of at least a majority of
the members becoming known.
They ma'de no effort to disguise
themselves and the local officials
could arrest practically every man
who participated In killing the
n
miners If they had any
i desire to do so.
It will be remembered that a
coroner's jury composed of three
union miners and three business
' men
reported on the killing of two
union miners and nineteen
The murdered superintendent of a mine was held responsible for the murder of one of the
two union miners and each of the
other persona killed "came to his
death by gunshot wounds at the
hands of persons unknown," according to the Jury's verdict. There
the matter rests. No move has
been made by local peace officers,
ro far as is known, to arrest and
prosecute those who participated
in the killings.
A few nights after the fight.
Herrln, its men and women and Its
habes in arms, held a carnival
across the street from the hospital
where the wounded strike breakers
lay, daughter and jokes floated
across the summer night. The occasion was the installation of a lo- cal chapter of an international
'club. It began with a' parade. A
hand blared dance music from a
truck. The mayor was there, and
th- - chief of police, and all the local dignitaries.
"Just trying to forget last week's
unfortunate event," it. was explained.
Just what action will be taken
remains to he seen. Certainly
nothing will be done if the matter
Public
is left to local officials.
sentiment of the region seems to
outjustify the execution ofno the
disposicasts. There has been
non-unio-

i

tion to find the murderers and
if
they could not be convicted
brought to trial. County officials
are creatures of the union. Juries
are selected bji the board1 of supervisors controlled by the union.
Be it said to the credit of
Frank Farrington, president of
the Illinois Federation of Miners,
he has appealed to the miners'
unions in the state to keep down
disorder and violence. Disorder
and violence stir the public
dissgainst us. Already we are in said.
repute it the public mind," ho
SUMMER TOCR1STS.

Word comes from New York
of the metropolis as a
center for summer tourists is dyWhere every bit of
ing rapidly.
hotel space was once Jammed with
excursionists, only empty tiers of
rooms remain, filled thinly with
the regular routine business travg
elers, while yawning
busses, vacant theater seats and
deserted restaurant tables tell a
story of the wholesale deflection of
the multitude that formerly flooded Gotham in summer.
An Albuquerque man who re
turned a few days ago from a trip
to California reported that the
state seemed to be crowded with
tourists. The roads were lined
vith Automobiles, he said, and the
litels were crowded.
It i9 quite likely that the east
erners are beginning to learn that
the United States extends, west
woril beyond the Allegheny mounr
ia'mf, or even the Mississippi riv-- f
r, ami that, located in this Western
region thM'o v.' scenery that cannot be BiirpnsHed anywhere in the
world. Now that the automobile
has come into such general use,
people arc traveling more than
they did a few years ;iko and. they
are obeying the admonition to "see
America first." They are beginning to realize that there is more
pleasure and comfort to be derived
from viewing the beauties of the
west than there is in being cooped
up in a stuffy, hot city like. New
York in the summer time. '
..
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It Is the ancient hoboette. and
she stops the car of me. "By thy
toothless jaws and beady eyes, now
wherefore stopts thou me?'' "Give
me a lift," the dame replies, "from
here to the rushing sea. For beBy Howard B. Garls.
fore I die I've sworn to try a traveler for to be. I've got no gold,
Copyright, 1921. by McClurs
I'm growing old. but I travel far
Newspaper Syndicate.
and wide. Tourists furnish my
gas, my bed's the grass and my
I left
food the. boobs provide."
1MCTCRE BOOK.
the ancient hoboette alone by t
tree. "Go home to your
Once upon a time Uncle Wig
grandchild, dame," said I. "You'll gily was sitting on the porch of
bum no rule from me."
his hollow stump bungalow, smellvine, and
ing the honeysuckle
waiting for Nurse Jane to come
back from the five and ten cent
The ...muskrat lady had
store.
there to buy herself a new
IN
THE PAY'S
NEWS gone
gold piano.
ho!"
murmured the
"Hoigh
to himself, as
MliS. AHTIUK L. LIVEILMOUE. bunny gentleman
bees humming
to
the
listened
he
Mrs. Arthur L. Livermore
has
the distinction of being the only in the honeysuckle, "I wonder it
to have an adventure
woman member of the commission I am going
today as I did yesterday, when
representing the United States at the Fox and Wolf tried to catch
the coming Brazilian exposition. me? But I slid down tho honeyMrs.
Livermore suckle vine! Ha! Ha! I climbed
.sailed
recently down the honeysuckle vine and
for Kio de Ja- got away!" laughed the bunny.
I'm le Wigglly was just twinkshe
where
neiro,
will take up her ling his pink nose for the second
duties of repre- time when all of a sudden a voice
Amer- said
senting
"Well, Uncle Wiggily, here I
icas good will to'k
ward the Latin am!"
For a 'moment the "bunny genrepublic.
M rs.
Liver- tleman hardly dared move, as he
more, whose hus- thought perhaps this might be
Alligator
Seallery
band is a widely the Skillery
.mown lawyer, is with ihe humps, on his tail, or
Bob Cat.
popular in New perhaps the bad
o r k
society,
rfhc has been ae- MW.AruvEBlAOBi uvo "
politics
for
some time
and achieved distinction as the
only woman delegate to att' ml the
lust republican national convention
as an alternate.
It is said that she inherited from
her father her taste for polities
He was the late Henry J. Wells, for
years state senator in Massachusetts.
Mrs. Livermore is a natural leader. She headed the Woman's National RpublJcan clftb, was chairman of the woman's state executive committee, founded tho famous "campaign school." find also
founded the Woman's university
club of New York.
filie was appointed to her pres- om pusi ny rrcsldent
Harding last
.January.
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For Little Ones
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is

drawing pictures

that are

the greatest importance
for our restoration.
"It is understandable that the
Germans living overseas are only
imperfectly informed regarding the
developments of' things
in the
motherland from which they were
separated for so long a time and
that, consequently the active agl-- 1
at ion, clothed in the mantle of

patriotism,- makes an impression
upon them. And so they unfortunately often believe only too well
the high sounding phrases, backed
by no real desire for fruitful and
constructive work,
and allowed
themselves to be lined up in opposition to the present German government,
certainly believing in
good faith that they were thus
serving the fatherland. But where
that agitation leads to In reality is
.'hown with frightful clarity by a
recent
jow of crimes, to the most
and horrible of which our foreign
minister has fallen victim.
"May his tragic demise open the
eyes of all those who really mean
well by the fatherland and be a
solemn warning to them to drop
trifling differences of opinion and
not to stand aside grumbing in the
face of the hard work that requires
the rallying of all our national forces, of those in tho motherland and
those there across the sea."

ting close and looking over his
'
shoulder.
All of a sudden the bad Bob
Cat with fuzz on his ears began
the sneak out from behind a bush,
creeping closer and closer up to
Uncle Wiggily and Baby Bunty.
As the rabbits had their backs to
him, they did not see the Bob
Cat.
"What's that?" asked
Baby
Runty, as he watched Uncle Wiggily making a picture.
"That," answered the bunny
gentleman as he worked the per
oil up and down, "that is a great
big hunter man, Baby Bunty.
"Where's his gun?" asked the
,
rabbit girl.
"There's his gun," said Undo
Wiggily, and he drew a picture
of a hunter man with a gun.
"Can his gun shoot?" asked
Hhe ,was full of
Baby .Bunty.
questions.
"Oh, indeed It can shoot!" an-ored Uncle Wiggily. "Here! I'll
put some powder in his gun, and
a bullet and there! Now I'm going
to have the hunter man shoot his
gun bang! He will shoot all the
bad animals!" cried Uncle Wiggily. He meant he was going to
make this happen in a picture,
but the Bob rf'at, sneaking up,
thought Uncle Wiggily was speaking of a real hunter with a gun.
Don't lot
"Oh, don't shoot!
the hunter man shoot me!" how'-e- d
Hob
the
Cat, and away he ran,
not getting Uncle Wiggily's ears
at all.
"Ma! Ha!'' laughed the bunny
undo and Baby Bunty as they
saw the bad chap run away.
"That's a fine picture!" said
Baby Bunty, as she looked at the
drawing of the hunter and his
gun. "Now tell mo the' story.
Uncle Wiggily!" And Uncle Wiggily did tho same story 1 have
written for you.
1
hope you liked it, and If tho
screeni door doesn't slide off the
hack fporcli to play tag with the
clothes posts, I'll tell von next
about Uncle Wiggily and the
jumping doll.
i
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CURRY

RAILROAD
MEXICO

UNIONS IN
HOLD PARADE

(By The Amoclated 1'reaa.)

Chihuahua City, Mexico, Aug.
Members of 11 confederated railroad unions numbering 1.000 took
part in a parade here today which
UsKd for two hours. The demonstration was in sympathy with the
striking railway employes of the
'
i
United States.
Afi.r parading through the city
and suburbs a number of times the
laborers heard orations delivered
1

1

1.

speakers.

BY ITS LOYAL WORKMEN
(By The Amoclated

Pre.)

Cleveland, Aug, 1. The New
York Central railroad today posted
notices in all its yards and shops
over the entire system that it will
not change its position on the seniority question in the strike of
its shopmen and that "it will stand
by the old men who remained at
work and the new men employed
since the strike." company officials
here announced.
One of the best fruit pickers employed in the orchards about
Sturgeon Bay, Wis., is a young
Oneida Indian girl who is totally
blind.

"Oh1" exclaimed Mr. Longears
and his pink nose started twinkling again.
"Oh, Baby Buntv!
But what did you say you came
he asked.
lor''
"To be amused," answered tho
little rabbit girl. "Mrs. I.lttletatl
has taken Sammie and Susie down
in their bathing suits to have
their pictures taken. I had mtna
taken yesterday soI didn't have
to go now. But I didn't want to
stay home all alone so I came
over to have you amuse mema kb a good lime lor me,
ex
plained Baby Bunty.
"Oh. ho!" laughed Uncle Wig
guy. "Vt hat do you call a good
time, or being amused
".Please show me some pictures
in a book and tell me stories
about them." begged Babv Buntv
"Haven't you any picture books.
unoie wiggily?"
uneio vviggity thought for a
moment.
s
"I'm afraid." he answerwl
"that I haven't any picture books
that you would like. You see it
is a long time since I used to live
with Sammie and Susie, tho little
raooit children, and tell them
stories from picture books.
All
those books are gone long ajto."
"Oh, dear," sighed Baby Bunty.
"I'm so disappointed! I want to
be amused. I want to look at nic
tures." The lively little rabbit girl
ran in uncle Wiggily'g bungalow.
She gave a squeal of
as
sno saw a nook lying ondelight
a chair
this
book.
Babv
up
Buntv
Picking
aancea with u out on the porch
wnere uncie wiggily was still

KMC 0.

P.

publican club of Curry county was
reorganized
afternoon
Saturday
with a membership
of over 100.
Douglas K. Fitzhugh was elected
chairman and Wallace K. Austin
secretary. Both are vigorous young
men, enthusiastic party workers
and active in American legion
work, were made by D. K. Fitzhugh, A. E. Curren, A. ' L. Dickey,
Wilson Davis, G. L McLean and
others.
the
Telegrams
wishing
Curry county organization success
were read from Governor Mechem
and Senator Bursum.
A. E, Curren was named as head
of a committee to solicit additions
to the club membership as well as
to circulate petitions asking for a
complete
of the
(reorganization
county central committee.
A large number of names of the
leading republicans was obtained
on the petition, and sentiment appears overwhelming in favor of a
general reorganization plan. Lieutenant Governor W. H. Duckworth,
Mayor J. R. Denhof and Postmaster John Luikart are among those
who have expressed a desire for a

reorganization.
Man For Commissioner.

Local republicans
are boosting
the candidacy of F. B. Herod, of
Clovis, for commissioner of public
lands. In this move they are said
to have the-- support of the Roosevelt county republicans. It is contended that these counties are entitled to at least one candidate on
the state ticket. Mr. Herod, who
is assistant cashier of tho Citizens
bank of Clovis. is an sjctivo party
worker.

stories!"

-

nn,

-

il

(Special Correpondne

to The Journal.)

Las Vegas, N. M Aug. 1. The
house of E. W. Nuttle, 912 Prince
street, burned yesterday morning
,,
at 1:10 o'clock.
Both fire departments respond
ed to the alarm, but the house was
almost a complete loss when the

The de
blaze was extinguished.
partments had difficulty In keeping the fire from burning the two
neighboring houses, the roof of one
Igniting. Only the rafn which fell

that night kept the entire
from burning.
The fire caused a loss of

block,
1,200.

LAG WINS RACE.
Saratoga Springs, N. Y Aug.
1.
Grey Lag, the Ranoocas stable
creek, won the Saratoga handicap
at one and
miles, the
feature of the opening day's card,
Bon
was second and
Homme
Prudery third. Devastation and
,
Exterminator also ran,
GREY

one-quart-

4

Preai.)

FINANCIAL
V
Wall Street.
1.
New
Earlier
York, Aug.
prices in the stock market today
on
tended upward
what
again
proved an erroneous
assumption
that President Harding's plan for
a settlement of the railroad strike
would he accepted by the opposing
interests.
The market reacted
sharply
later, however, in the absence of
more than moderate public support and pressure against motors,
rubbers, stools and equipments,
which seemed to originate largely
from professional sources.
steels and
Reactions
among
equipments from their firmness of
the forenoon were ascribed to delay in the awarding of .contracts
by some of the larger railway
Despite the uncertainty in the
strike situation, rails as a whole
offered greater resistance to. bearish aggression than other groups.

Advances in rails were largely
impaired in the more reactionary
course of the market during the
final hour. Specialties of the mail
order class, such us Sears Roebuck
and Montgomery Ward, had their
periods of activity and strength.
Oils followed no definite course,
but shippings were heavy on the
selling of mercantile marine preferred.Sales amounted to 685,000
shares.
held at 4 per cent
Call loans
Time
throughout tho session.
were
rates
unchanged, but
money
the supply was beloi that of the
past fortnight.
German marus once more xea- tured the foreign exchange market, equalling the new low record
cents per nunarea.
of i 4
Closing prices:
60
American Can
American Smelting & Ref'g.. 60
American Sumatra Tobacco.. 39
122
American Tel. & Tel
17
American Zinc
63
Anaconda Copper
101 Ms
Atchison
!7
Baltimore & Ohio
77 U
Bethlehem Steel "B"
31
Butte & PupfWior
59
California Petroleum
H'
Canadian Paclfio
3S5S
Central Leather
72
Chesapeake & Ohio
30i,i
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul
'0
Chino Copper
Crucible Steel
16
Cuba Cane Sugar
Erie
83
Great Northern pfd
69
Int. Mer, Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
133
Louisville & Nashville
167
Mexican Petroleum
29
Miami Copper . . .,
22.
Missouri Pacific
73
Montana Power
$1Vi
New York Central
78
Northern Pacific
46
Pennsylvania
16"
Ray Consolidated Copper.... 75Vs
Reading
3
Republic Iron & Steel
30
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
SJ'i
25 U
Southern Railway
Studebaker Corporation ....1294
46
Texas Company
Tobacco Products
i4J'd
Union Pacific
101V3
United States Steel
o
Utah Copper
!

Issued by the Extension Service, Now Mexico Agricultural
STATE COLLEGE, NEW MEXICO.

LIVESTOCK
Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 1 (U. S. Bureau of
Agricultural
Cattle
Economics).
Receipts 8.000.
Market
Beef steers and butcher slow;
stock
steady to strong.
maKarlv
tured Hteers and yearlings, top$10.50;
bulk beef steers $8.6010.15;
bulls and stockers
steady;
veal calves DOc higher;
bulk bologna
bulls,
$4.25(3)4.40;
veal
calves mostly $9.75 10.25;
hulk
beef cows and heifers, $5.15(3)7.25;
canners and cutters largely $3.00
,

can-ner- s,

3. SR.

r

s

v

Hogs Receipts 21,000.
Light
and butchers steady to 60c higher.
Top, $10.75, one load early; bulk!
mixed and packing
$8.10810.65;
grades steady to weaker than Monday's average; pigs steady, mostly
$3.75g10.26: heavy, $9.80(8)10.30;
medium,
$10,200)10.65;
light
$10.60ca)10.75;
light lights, $10.25
10.6 5; packing sows, smooth,
$8.00(5)8.65; packing sows, rough,
$7.258.00;
killing pigs, $9.75
Sheep Receipts 13,000.
Best
natives Iambs steady to city butchers. Top, $12.75; packers buying
weak to 25c lower at $12.25 down;
culls mostly $8.00 8.50;
no fat
western lambs sold early best bid,
western feeding lambs
$12.50;
strong to higher, best $12.50;
two decks
sheep around steady;
light dry few yearlings, $11.00.
Omaha.
Omaha. Aug. 1 (U. S. Bureau of
Economics).
Agricultural
Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market slow, generally steady to 15c lower, closing
weak, 15c to 25o lower. Bulk
mixed and packing grades, $7.75
bulk butcher hogs, 200 to
9.00;
average, $9.25 10.25 :
top, $10.30.
Cattle Receipts 3,500.
Market
fed steers and she stock
activp;
25c liigher; spots more;
steers, $10.25;
yearlings. $10.40;
grass stock and bulla 15e to 25c
veals
higher:
steady; stockers and
feeders fully 25c higher.
Sheep Receipts 18,000. Lambs
western
steady to easy. Bulk
lambs, $12. OOiff 12.20; top, $12.25;
sheep and feeders steady; ewe top,
$9.00; feeding lambs up to $12.00.
935-pou-

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Aug. 1 (U. S. Bureau of Agricultural Economics).
Beef
Cattle Receipts 13,000.
steers strong to 25c higher. Top,
fed
other
$8.60
lots,
$10.10;
10.00;
inferior to good grassers,
$4,158.50; she stocks steady to
23b higher.
Bulk cows, $4.00
5.00; few lots, $6.25 and higher;
most grass heifers, $5.006.00;
bulk canners. $2,5013.75; cutters
mostly $3.253.75; calves and
bulls mostly steady; practical top
on vealers, $4.00; most bologna
bulls, $3.75(5)4.25.
9,000.
Market
Hogs Receipts
fairly active to packers and shippers; bulk desirable lighter weights
steady to 10c higher. Few sorted
lights, $10.20; heavier kind mostly
stctady to weak; .bulk 190 to
10.00; few heav$9.75
ies lower; packer top, $10.00; bulk.
$9.0010.00; packer sows steady,
desirable stock
bulk $7.65u7.85;
pigs, $10.2510.50.
Sheep Receipts 3,000. Opening
Foreign Exchange.
New York, Aug. 1. Foreign ex sales lambs strong to 25c higher,
change, easv. Great Britain 60- - closed slow with advance mostly
lost. Top, $13.00; most sorted lots
$4.44,i: cables, $1.44:
France $12,00512.75;
culls, $7.00(3)7.50;
day bills on banks. $4.42.
5
most fat ewes to
sheep steady;
demand, 8.15; cables. 8.1 H. Italy
Belkillers, $6.006.50.
demand, 4.62; cables, 4.52.
VJ:.
7.7
cables,
7.71;
gium demand,
Denver.
Germany demand, .14 Va; cables,
1.
38.60:
Cattle Re
demand,
Denver, Aug.
Holland
600.
3 8.65.
Market steady to
Norway demand, ceipts
cables,
Den9.50;
$7.00
26.05
Beef
steers,
16.85. Sweden demand,
strong.
mark demand, 21.44. Switzerland cows and heifers, $4.25 S) 6.75;
19.00.
Spain demand. calves, $6.009.00; bulls, $2.75
demand.
Greece demand, 2.9n. Po- 4.00; stockers and feeders, $0.00
15.49.
.
.01'-SCzechoslo 8.00.
land demand,
Market
2,300.
Hogs Receipts
vakia demand, 2.41. Argentine
36.37.
Brazil
demand, steady to 10c lower. Top, $10.85;
(B)
bulk, $9.25 10.20.
13.70., Montreal, 99
400.
Market
Sheep Receipts
$5.00(3)6.60;
Ewes.
New Y'ork Money.
unchanged.
New York, Aug. 1. Call money spring lambs, $11.00 12.00.
Easier. High, low, ruling rate
St. Joseph.
and last loan, 4 per cent; closing
St. Joseph, Aug. 1 TT. 8. Bureau
bid. 4 to iVi per cent; call loans
Hogg
against acceptances, 3 ,4 per cent. of Agricultural600.Economics)
Market fairly
Time loans Firm. Sixty and 90
Receipts
10c
to
six
4
4U
months,
active, strong
davs
higher than
per cent;
buy
shippersDutcn-erper cent; prime mercantile paper, yesterday's average;
4 to 414 per cent.
ing good 210 to
10.00S) 10.10: packers early
top, $10.10; packing sows mostly
liberty Bonds.
New
York, Aug. 1. Liberty steady, bulk, 7.tu(g) ina.
z.ouo.
Best
Cattle Receipts
bonds closed: 31,4b. $101.22; second
first 4U.. $100.3'; grades beef and butcher cattle
4s, $100.42;
2Go
up;
to
spots
third 4'is, strong
higher,
second 414s, $100.56;
light
$100.54; fourth 4y(, $100.32; Vic others and calves steady. Top some
$9.76;
early,
(uncalled), $100.88; Vic yearlings
tory
weighty beer steers, jiu.iu; live
tory
(called), $100.46.
heifers,
$9.00; bulk
loads straight
beef cows $4.00 5.60; veal calves
top, $9.00.
tuning
Sheep Receipts l.suu.
lasses generally steady. Receipts
Chicago Board of Trade.
bulk,
$12.76:
Vail
1.
native.
lambs,
Decreased
Top
Aug.
Chicago,
rural selling after a new low price $12.5012.75; culls, $(.u;sneop
record for the season had ,been sold early.
touched led to something of a rally
today In the wheat market. The
close was unsettled at the same as
c higher,
yesterday's finish to
to $1.06
with September
$L05
Chicago.
December
to
$1.0814.
and
$1.084
oats finc to
Corn gained
Chicago, Aug. 1. Butter Marextras,
Creamery
ished unchanged to He higher and ket unsettled.
seconds, 28
83c; firsts,
provisions down 2'4o to 26c.
c.
32
standards,
Persistent hedging sales al 328c;
ReEggs Market unchanged.
though In small amounts had a
bearish effect on the wheat market ceipts 18,391 cases. Firsts, 20
during the first half of the board 20c; ordinary firsts, 1818Vjc;
storage
of trade session, and so likewise miscellaneous,
did evidence that export business packed extras, 21V422c; storage
had come nearly to a standstill, packed firsts,
Twins,
Cheese Market higher.
with domestio milling demand
limited to an occasional car. The 18318e;. twin daisies, 18
early outlook, too, appeared prom, muet slnele daisies.
long horns,
ising for a settlement of the rail Americas,
and coal strikes. In the last half UiQU'Ac; brick,
email,
Firm.
Fowls,
of the session, however, hedging
Poultry
sales lessened and shorts turned 16c; general run. 18c; heavy,
to the buying side, causing the 21Hc; broilers, 2126c; roosters,
market to score a little advance. 19i.il'
Potatoes Market weak, demand
only tart of which was retained at
low. Receipts 47 cars. Total u.
the finish.
f
Eastern
A disposition to await develop a shiDtnonts. 897 cars.
mcnts in the labor situation was iinn vireinia. stave barrels. Irish
$3.00
asking
Cobblers,
operators
apparent toward the last In the
wheat trade, especially as tending for best sacks; no sales reported;
.toek. few sales. $2.50 2.75;
to stoppage or selling pressure. Be- partly
siaes, private crop estimates which Kansas sacked Cobblers,
were being circulated Were con graded ca. $1.20; Minnesota sackstrued as slightly bullish regarding ed Early Ohlos, partly graded car,
the prospective total yield.
$1.10.
f
Corn bulged in price as a result
of crop damage reports from the I
Kansas City.
Kansas City, Aug. l.Eggs- southwest, together with smallness
or receipts here. Oats were neg Market lo higher. ' FirsLs, 19c.
Iected.
Butter and poultry unchanged,
Provisions
were governed , by
Km Vork Cotton. cnanges in tne value of hogs.
New York. Aug.l. Cotton spot
,
Closing prices:
ntaz..' T"i
Wheat - Rent
Steady. Middling, $22.66,
V
11.08UJ May, J1.08W.'
Cotton futures closed steady.
Corn Sept., 61T4c; Dec, ESTfcc; Oct, $22.30; Dec, (22.26; Jan.,
May, 699.
$22.10; March, $22.07; May. $2i.t.
Oats Sept., 83i4c; Dec, 86 Uc,
'
New York Metals.
t.,
$11.32; Oct., $11.37.
New York. Aug. 1. Coppe- rkids Sept., Jiu. 67.
fuSteady. Electrolytic, spot and
Omaha,
tures. 14c.
Tin Steady. Spot and futures,
Omaha, Aug. 1. Wheat No. 2
hard, $1.00 1.04; No. 3 hard 99c
Snnt 15.75(3)5.80.
01.04;
Zinc Firm. East Bt. Louis spot
Corn No. 2 white, 65c; No, 2
'
and nearby delivery, $6.26 !? 9.30.
mixed, 63i$!5c,

College

periment station it was found
difficult to get the seed to germinate under field conditions, although fair success was secured
in cold frames. When the seed
was planted In the winter in soil
that was kept moist and protected, an average' of 10 per cent
germination was secured both of
the last two years. Under thessf
conditions the plants will make a
growth of from two to four feet
during the first season. When the
seed was planted during the early
summer under natural field conditions, no germination was secured, even though some of tha
plots were irrigated several times.
These preliminary tests indicate
the necessity of making a thorough study of the factors influencing the germination of chamlza seed under field conditions.
Experiments have shown chamlza to be very nutritious and
capable of maintaining cattle for
long periods of time during severe' winters and long droughts,
the plant is very drought resistant, so if a practical means can
be devised of propagating it In
large areas which are now found
to be nearly barren of Vegetation,
It will, mean much to the livestock interests of the state.

Is the home curing of ham
and bacon becoming a lost art in
New Mexico? Judging from census figures recently published,
such would appear to be the case.
It would also seem that on many
farms in New Mexico, fresh pork
is available for a farmer's table
only when it is purchased over
the butcher's block. In 16 counties. 6,704 farms report having
hogs, while In the same counties
no hogs. The
8,2,83 farms-reporremaining counties show 10,039
farms keeping hogs and 8,346
without. When we consider the
state as a whole, we find 15,743
farms on which hogs are produced and 16,620 "hogless" farms.
On the average farm in New
Mexico, a sow and liiber of pigs
can be maintained at a comparatively low cost until the pigs can
bo sold or slaughtered for home
consumptiop. Even though it may
not be profitable to produce hogs
for the market, it may be highly
profitable to produce a few hogs
for home consumption. The farmer who buys all the pork products consumed by his family is
in much the same position as the
restaurant keeper who takes his
meals at a place across the street.
Pig Club Members Do Well.
The pig club work in Mora
county last year was responsible
for bringing in purebred livestock
which is making good profits to
club members who took part-i- n
the work. Miss Ruth Irvin of Nolan, reports that to date she has
cleared $185 on the gilt she purchased last spring. Garth Keyler
of Levy, made a cash profit of
$185 on his gilt and at the present time has on hand a sow and
two young
pigs. The Wagon
Mound Farmers' and Stockkmen's
Bank loaned over $1,000 to pig
club members, and will do equally as well on calves this year.
Propagating Chamlza.
Can chamlza be propagated
undej field conditions? Can this
usefnl forage plant be made to
grow over large areas of New
Mexico which are now practically
barren of vegetation useful to
of the
man? These are some
confronting Investigaquestions
tors at the New Mexico Agricultural college, who are making a
study of the plant.
Chamlza (Atriplex canescens) is
a shrub whoih usually grows from
two to four feet in height. It is
found growing in large areas on
the first mesa along the Rio
Ckrande valley, in the Tularosa
and Mimbres basins, and in the
central western part of the state.
It is also found growing in smaller areas in many other parts of
the state. The natural agencies
have no doubt been centuries in
distributing it over the areas in
which it is now found growing,
and the question arises whether
man can outwit nature and succeed in getting it to grow in large
areas of the state that are now
almost barren, and yet where
moisture
and other conditions
seem equally as good.
In trial tests made by the ex
t

TUBERCULOSIS
Gla
hat pottttv
proof hfl Is abl to
tuberculosis by Inhalation
Id any ctlmata.
For further Information I
addreia TUB T. F. GLASS I
JNHALANT CO., MASON
BUILDING, LOS ANOS-LB- S
CALIFORNIA.
Or.
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"Oh. X found a book! I found
a book! cried Baby Bunty. "Now
u can .amuse me! Now you can RAIN SAVES BLOCK IN
snow me me pictures and tell me
VEGAS FROM. A FIRE
But. alas!
When she
the book it was all blank! yhe
pages were only plain white pa
per wunout jeitner stories or pictures on them.
"What good is a hook like
that?" sighed Baby Bunty.. "What
good is a book without stories or
pictures in?"
"Hum!" remarked TTriMo Wl.
g'ly. 'Not much good to you, at
f"y. r?te- kBaby Bunty. I bought
book, thinking some
haven t done it yet."
vknow, what
can do!"
Bunty clapping her
Pav,s.
lou can draw
mo some
Pictures on the blank
a pencil. Uncle Wiggily, annthon
.vou can tell me
stories.
Pln,,u
draw me some pictures in the
book."
"All right, I will!"
tho bunny uncle. So withpromised
a pen-che began drawing pictures in
the blank book. Baby Bunty sit- -

31c; No.

white,

d.

R

charged with having game unlaw- Both
luuy in their possession.
men were arrested by Forest RanF.
E.
Brennan.
ger
Miles Lund,
ui
Arizona, was apprehended by the forest ranger when
ho was seen
across the
riding
country with five deer hides in his
He
informed
possession.
the
ranger that he was on his way to
the Ramah Trading company store
at .teaman, jn. M., to sell the hides.
This led to an investigation which
revealed forty-si- x
deer hides in the
possession of the store manager. R
It. White, who was also arrested
and brought to Gallup and given
a hearing in the same court. Botft
were fines JiiO and costs.
Both
men stated that they were not
aware of the fact that deer hides
wore considered game.

(By The Associated

of

HUNTER AND MERCHANT
"Yes, hero I am!" went on the Young Republicans
Prepare
TRAD NR voice.
r IIMtU
my!" whispered the bunEnthusiastically for CamIN
tilDES OF DEER ny."Oh,
"I suppose you have come for
paign, But Think
tome ear nibbles!"
(Special Correspondence In The Journal.)
"Dear
me, no!" answered a
Needed.
wauup. ;,, ;u Aug. i. Two men Jolly little laughing voice.
"Why
were arrested and brought to Gal
Uncle
don't
Wiggily,
know
you
(Special C'nrreapundence to The .lnurnnl.)
lup, and given hearings before me; l m
Bunty and I came
Clovis, N. M., Aug. 1. The rejustice or tno ieaco John ijehauer, over here isaoy
to be amused "

two-thir-

new," says a lecturer. That is to
say, it's almost as good as new;
many haven't used it yet. Washington Post,

he- -

--

Kl I'aso. Tex., Aug.
1.
The Brother of William
Two
governor:
Stated
otherwise, it thousand workmen,
of
J. Bryan.
if not them Mexican and tho remainder
might be a trifle obscure,
railroad
strikers and sympathizers
absolutely opaque. Houston Post,
from El l'aso. paraded the streets
of
Juarez
Sometime.
today, as a sympathy
Rough
Awfully
Gt
If H. G. Wells really runs for demonstration for striking Ameroffice he will find that the things ican railroad men. Similar parades
men say about a novelist or a his- were reported to have taken place
torian simply aren't in it with the in other large cities in Mexico.
say about a politician.
things theyFra-Tress.
Detroit
N. Y. CENTRAL TO STAND

n.

SHOI.XD a successful policy in the countries

al-;- o

by

Good American Pastlmo.
Bull fighting In Mexico is imperiled by reform. If the matadors
wish to keep their Jobs they should
cease cruelly sticking the bull and
learn to shoot it. Chicagj "News.
Bleeding 'Em White.
charges
Reports of exorbitant the
Gerin Germany indicate that
mans expect to pay off their Indemnity out of the pockets of
American tourists. Nashville

ABROAD.

STnr;;iixft
We are forced to the conclusion
PUUIC," SAYS ( HAN- that the man who held up the Old
'KIjLOK W1KTH.
Town store was looking for some"It cannot be denied that tho
thing other than money, since he Tialhenau assassination
was the
looked only in hip pockets.
result of that atmosphere of senseless
hatred.
systematic suspicion
The copper seized the maiden anrT
personal vilification which surcur"The
arm.
the
by
roughly
quite
rounds the men wlio are giving the
few's blew; git home." said he, best that is in them to help
recon"away from vice and harm." "How struct Germany and hinders them
she
thus?"
in
treat
dare you
in
their activities," Chancellor
fumed. "This wrong I'll not for- Wlrth charges In a message to
get. I'm on the way to call upon Germans in foreign lands.
my daughter's child, Jeannette."
The ideas and
"Oh, grandma, please forgive," he
desuppositions
begged, "don't keep your foellns'
in that
veloped
hurt. I thought you was a flapper
ilmosphere have
by the shortness of your skirt."
mtortunately
0
found
their
Albuquerque cops are wondering
vav into broad
how they are going to tell a
influential
i n d
when
from a
ireles among the
it comes to enforcing the curfew
U e r
overseas
law.
This fills
nans.
A
mean old cynic says the
ne with
grave
voungcr ones are likely to act less
ippreheusion,' for
giddy.
is just upon
understand-n- g
ho
No wonder some of the lingerie
and the
In the display windows is a dainty
of' Ger- pink. We'd blush, too.
m a n s
living
O
abroad and in
d
A good many
men
warm patriotic sentiwith
spired
wincast furtive glances into the
ments
the young republic must
dows in a. commendable effort to be ablethat
to count, if it Is to carry on
learn what they are wearing this
summer.

Worker:, in nearby towns took
Fame Is Fame.
Our ticket in Nebraska, we sup- part in the demonstration.
For
this
way:
pose will appear

i

V

"GERMANS,

3

c.

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Aug. 1. Cash:
Wheat No. 2 hard, 9999tc:
No. 2 red, $1.02.
CornNo. 2 white, 55(g55i4c:
No. 2 yellow, 69c.
Hay Unchanged,

THE MARKETS

A. MACPHERSON.
W. T. McCRKlGlIT

30

V

4s
4s

Daily to September 30;"Finat

mum nmu uaopcry

GRAIN
'

GfandCanybn
NationalPavk

PRODUCE

lc,

can

29'31c;

bevisiiei

by making

'

a

chovt side trip

1919c;

2121c.

1818c;
1919c;
18Hlc,'

Von will enjoy reading ouiv
"Californis Picture Book"
And "Grand Canyon Outinfcs
folder. Free on request.

Phone 204.

R. W. HOYT, Agent,

'

Albuquerque, N. M.

'

tw

.

1

Lard-rSep-

'

t'..jci.,w

asp
Ml?
.

en Wanted
SANTA FE
RAILWAY"

Sheet Metal Workers,
For these
Electricians, Car Men and Helpers.
to
classes apply in person or by letter
nearest local
mechanical
icer.
Santa Fe
off
Machinists,

Boilermakers,'

i

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL?

1U22.
n

'

.KlNfiSBURY'S

BRINGING UP FATHER.

BRICK

good-size-

d

f

glassed-i- n

I

1921 by the International XeVe Servic.
Patent office.
Registered V.

By

George McManiu

TWv)
MILK. U"

CjROTHELR

tso

ADUU

IT5

DID OU SEE
AN
NULX NO
CREA.M AT

KNOWS

IT- - HE.

1

AFTER

IN

THE DOOR

THE MILKMAN

THA--

A

....

LY-V-

c? MORNNi

ii

FIRE

INSURANCE

When you saw the other fellow's) house burn you thought
of your fire Insurance.
Did you take out tiiat additional insurance you wanted.
We will be glrul to have a
man call on you and fix it up.
Houses for sale, for rent, for
lease, -- many furnished houses
tor rent or loase.
H, CHAS, R0EHL

BROTHER .

DID XOO .ClRlN
IN THE. CREAM.
AND MILK- - r--

j

HOME.
rooms and
sleeping porch. Hardwood floors. Modern. Garage
and a complete home. Located
close in on a good street and
can be bought very reasonable.
GOOD

Four

Copyright,

KOLUMN

.

LOCATED
EAST CKNTRATj
A brand
new brick home.
Hardwood , floors throughout.
rooms
and sleeping
Four
Breakfast neok. All
porch.
kinds of builtrin features. Fur.
nace heat, Good-size- d
basement. Large screened porches
Van
be bought for only
and
$5,250, on extra good terms.
OX

I'lione

TRADE

i

We have a splendid house t
Santa Vn to tnido for property
in this city.

Realty Sales Company

FOlt RENT.
We have several good apartments and houses for rent In
all parts of the city.

T. KINGSBURY

D.

Realtor.
Estate, Loans
Insurance.
PhntiA
Gnlfi.
c

Real
v

111 S. Secoml St.

uncoln Addition

few more good lots to be
had in Lincoln addition located on ' North Fourth etreet
with some shade and fruit
trees; also extra large lots.
Good" terms.

A

210

XV.

and
flftT.TO

oak

frame
bungalow,
floors, fireplace,

new,

Kast

818 W. God.

riione 407

A-- l
MODERN SEVEN
room brick. XV. side.
,
SWELL MODERN
$5,000
brick, close In.
FIVE-rooSURE GOOD
$4,750
modern, W. side.
SPLENHOID
$4,200
MODERN
stucco,
Fourth
'
ward.

$5.5(10

five-rpo-

m

A.

MISCIE1. lector

Ill

Jas, M, Johnson,

FOUR-ROO-

modern brick, Fourth ward.
GOOD SEVEN ROOM
modern, W. side.
l
FOUR ROOM
$3,250
modern brick, W. side.
NEW
$3,150
FIVE
ROOM
modern, II. W.- - floors, etc.
elevation.
WE HAVE MANY OTHERS
No trouble to show you.
At' your service.
Members, iNew Mexico State
Realty Association.
$3,750

A--

Albuquerque city improved property. All property to be shown In
person and papers to Do examined and prepared by your attorney, our client's expense.

Investment

Goodall

Co,

Room 6 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)

Phone

-

Real

Insurance, Loans,

FOR RENT
EXCHANGE

120

W. Golctx
BUT SELL OK TRADE
FURNITURE, ETC.
T. L. & E. L. McSPADDEN
Phone 1111.

19

REjfe.TT Apartment

FOB KENT Furnished four-rooflat,
nt ni west stiver,
'Oil RJi.NT Furnished apartment and
1010 Forrester.
ktbxo. rnone ir.lio-T- l.
MR RENT Three moms for light
west
Psnta Fe.
'"useneeping.
FOR RENT Modern outside apartment
;.vimmi Apartments, ;os4 North Kecond.
.FOR RENT Llfht hiTuseUeeplng rooms.
aunauie.
unnerslceve Klectrlo Co.
Fun RENT Furnished apartment, two
4 024--ro"ms and sleeping porch. Thona
V

FOR RENT Three roo-and sleeping
porch; private bath. - 315 West Granite.
phone 1701-; FOR
RENT
Two furnished rooms, for
.light housekeeping; adults; so sick.
.721 South Second.
FOR RENT-T'hre- e
rooms, glassed Id sleeping porch, beautifully furnished, close
ln.
Phone 19S8-.- I.
FOR tEN'T Two-rooapartment, newly
furnished, modern. Apply 31SV4 West
Central or call 679-- J.
. FOR RENT
Furnished front apartment,
three rooms and private bath. 81614
Korth Second. Almintterque Hotel.
FOR RENT One single, one larger
tlfully furnished apartment; hot water.
3311-1- 5
West Roma, phone 490-two-rooFOR RENT Modern furnished
apartment, with kitchenette and
601 West TIJeras.
bath. Phone 1134-- J.
FOR RENT Furnished apartmajit, four
rooms, modern; also two-rooapartment with sleeping porch, 1104 North
'

;

Second.
FOR RENT

Estate

Tie

FOlt RENT New
cottaKe,
two porches, healer, rouge, $25. 710
East Hanta Fo.
SMALL cash payment buys modern
vthroe-ronhottso
In.
close
Price
St. 700,
Phone 1&S2-.FOR RENT Houses, all klnds;furnlshed
and unfurnished,
McMlllln & Wood,
Realtors, 206 West Gold.
FOR RENT Four-rooinouse ana sleep
Si
lurnisitea.
ing ijuren,
inquire
South Edith, phono 1405-FOR RENT Four
unfurnlsh-e- d
houses. 705.
709. 715. 717 South
Walter, M0 each. Phone 1530.
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottage,
two rooms and glassed sleeping porch.
on car line. 1222 South Edith.
FOR RENT 108
South Arno. seven
rooms and bath,
basement.
Phone 102S-or P. F. McCanna.
FOR RENT Completely furnished, three
room cottage, sleeping porch, near Uni
versity ear line. Phone 147S-FOR RENT Two-rootarnished house,
with sleeping porches; moderji; J30
p.r month. Call at 70S East Santa Fe.
u
TACtll. jo.ubcb rriti, tut,
JUU,
.
cryn-T?mi west vtoia, pnone no,.
FURNISHED HOUSH
of four rooms,
sleeping porch, garage; opposite uni
versity; 50 psr month. 1820 East Cen
tral.
cot
FOR RENT Two cozy three-rootages with sleeping porches, fern. fil
216
ed.
5.
Univers
Columbia,
'y
rletgnta.
FOR RENT Fourth
ward. ,flve-ro6adobe house, bath and lots "of porh
.
room and shade; well furnished;
three-roo-

Two nice, clean rooms and
for light call 414.
sleeping porch, furnished
housekeeping. 321 South Walter, phone FOR RENT IJodern brick house. niceVy
3670-.
furnished, six rooms, front and back
screened porches; highlands; close In,
FOR RENT Nicely furnished two-roo1647-Phone
with
bath;
housekeeping .apartment,
reasonable; adults; no lick. CIS South RENT, 122, or for sale, two rooms and
A mo.
Bleeping porch; dresser for sale; other
Call
today.s 4224 or 1304
FOR RENT Three-roofurnished apart- furniture.
.
ment, with garage; water paid; adults; North (Second.
no sick; rent reasonable. 1011 North SecFOR RENT 609 South Ninth- street;
.
three rooms .and small porches; 118,
ond.
furnished apart- water paid. City Realty Co., 207 West
FOK RENT Two-rooGold, phone 667.
end
ment; bat ' nd cold-cratlights
house with
rent reasonable. , 431 H FOR" RENT Three-roophone paid:
chicken house for two hundred cMckens
FOR 'SENT Half of bungalow, three garage, lights490-- and water. 1205 West
moms, community bath, well furnished, Iron, phone
centrally located, 35 per month; no lick, FOR RENT Elegantly furnished four.
611 West Coal.
room house, phonograph and piano, shu.
lights and water paid; no sick. Call for
housekeepFOR RENT Nice two-roo406 South Walter.
ing apartment, adjoining bath; gas; key at
close In; no sic: no children. 622 West FOR RENTVDcsirable unfurnished cor
ner house, flva rooms, close in; Arcota
Lead, phone 2001-system: $45; lease required; no
FOR RENT On larga (bnfl one small heating
or 120.
or children. Phone 1162-sick
for
completely
apartment, furnished
31S
housekeeping. Crane 111Apartments,
CHANCES
BUSINESS
4.
North Seventh, phone
TOR RENT Furnished apartments, con- FOR SALE Crystal rooming house, well
four rooms,
venient to sanatorlums;
rurntsneav inquire gja.. eoutrt owmu.
glassed-i- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East FOR SALE Rooming
house.
eleven
Central car line". Call 1331 East Central,
rooms; good location, 214 Vi South Secor see McMlllln ft Wood. Phona 48.
ond.
orlck building.
FOR SALE Two-stor- y
FOR RENT Furnished front Apartment,115 South First; location good for any
bath? adven rooms find kitchenette,
s
kind
of
business.
Joining; large front porch; garage If two FOR SALE Albuquerque
31
Hotel,
thoughly clean and sanitary;
Cafe,
South
pool
First,
Albuquerqoe
adulti only and no alck. 124 South Arno, room. 819 South First.
phone 6S8-A NICE HOME and a good business to
keep the house going. Address Bun
FOR SALE
galow, care journal.
business
WE HXvH A- -l money-makin- g
FOR SALE Horses, harness, and wagons.
opportunities. such as merchandise,
310 North Broadway, phone 1668-- J.
high-clas- s
other
and
groceries, garages
FOR SALE
Cheap, galted saddle propositions not advertised locally. Robertshorse and saddle. 400 North Twelfth. -Turner
Co.. am Wm Clnid
FOR SALE Rare bargain, two young TOUR CHANCE- - Must sell on account
Call
buck.
Flemish Giants, does and
a growing real eatatt, l.usl-nes- s,
k of health,
1347-have a splendid list of property,
FOR SAI JE FlemlBS otants. Rufus Beds also good car. Address Box K. Y., care
does an4 Journal.
Black.
Belgians,- - bucks,
ers. 710 . West i.eaa, pnons "
fr.
m
, BANK
yANTED
z
cow WANTED To buy 'controlling interest
Jersey-DurhaFOR SALE A- -l
old
calf.
with
a
of
$10,000 or $15,000 capital bank.
day
(over four gallons)
Writ T. E. Sullivan, 208 West Twenty-thir- d
$125. 1601 South Kim, phone 8129-street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
A BLACK BEAUTY. Colorado mare, five
har.
rears aid, good spring wagon and Ford
RENOVATING
MATTRESS
ness; will sell ,or trade for a light
.racer In good running condition. Phona M A TRf fSS "Vf ENOV AT1NO. 18.50 and up.
,1000-J- .
.
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing,2035--fur.
or
nltura packing. Phone 613-WANTED Salesmen
Ervln Bedding Onmnana- TAILORING SALESMEN wanted Must
Office Room;
' be big producers; we hava snappy fall FOR RENT
and winter Swatch Una at prices can't FOR RENT Two office rooms over Klst
130 per month; light,
help but sell; Xunlon made). Writ for
samples. Leeds Woolen Mills, Chicago. heat and water.
FOR RENT Office robm, ground floor,
TYPEWRITERS
suitable for small shop or nffic. In311 West Conoee.
'
TYPE WRITERS All makes overhauled quire
and repaired. Ribbons for avery ma
FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s
i
W9
tthlna.
Typewriter
Albuquerque
1 1
Cm. ,K Vln
HAl.t
ila," ...... . .h.,..
FORs"
flyiC."!- - YReVlayUig
bens. Phona 1870-- J.
fi '"FOR SALE
Roal
FOR 'SALE Bargains In R1. C. R. I. Lads.
I'olt KAI.E Nice lot, bO.vUli, on West twenty-thre- e
baby chicks, 6.00; twenty
'i
each four cock
Miftitilaln rosd, una half block from hens, fin
layers,
C. P. Hay, 236 North
F. mii Hi : owner leaving city. ( Call at 1107 birds, S3 each.
'
"
"
...
',
High,
Tp: ftorth' Fourth,'.'
;'

s

j

vetock

f

TLBi

Ktate

f

r;

makers.

Apply
McKINLEY LAND AND
. .LUMBER
CO.,
Thoreau

-

669

MONEY TO LOAN

ev Int'L PevruRl SebvicE. Inc.

Estate, Fire and Auto

"

Seven-roohouse on South
Broadway, close in, shade and
grape vines. Partly furnished
for $5,000. Terms If desired.
Better see this one.
"Our personal attention to
every little detail."
Tlione 657.
Limited amount of money to
loan first mortgage,

Franklin & Company
Insurance,

Realtors.
Investments,

MONEY

LOAN
On improved city property In
the following amounts $1,000,
$1,500, $1,700 and $2,500.
FOR RENT
bungalow, brand
new, fire piace, furnace heat,
in Fourth ward. Own,er will
leasa for six months.
--

J, D, KELEHER

BRICK BUNGALOW
hardwood floors,
built-i- n
features, nicely furnished.
Fine porches, good garage, four
blocks out. See this one early.
3. P. GILL REALTY CO.
Phone 770.
823 YV. Central.

'

T7

4

It Lasta

$10.00 Per Load
Better

FOR SALE OR TRADE
For Albuquerque property, a
fine little fruit runuh, suitable for chickens- and dairy,
and will suppor'. 00 head of

I

stock.

216 North Third,

T, J, JOHNSON,
Z, Socorro,

FHONE 201

FOR SALE

Mate.

about
20,
for dairy
work. Strong's Ranch, north of town.
WANTED
competent man and wife to
ma" dalry oC twenty cows. Phone
"4l"njl
Man,

FOR

KA
1273-.-

fort

LIS

,

,

MiscelUneQUs

Cheap, baby buggy,

Thons

fi.VLE Navajo
rugs. . 604 North
Fourth.
FOR SALE Clark Jewel gas range.
I'hone 165.
YOU GET standardised
Auto Training.
"ioung Men's
Christian School, lrfis TRY BODDT'S MILK-- ; BEST SN TOWN.
Anneles.
Phone 2413-RCONCRETE
form carpenters, teamsters, FOR SALE Rull-to- p
office desk; good
laborers; good wages; transportation to
bs new. 209 West Hold.
.,,.....,L.,iiin nen-y- . iju H. Third.
ROOKINT
WANTED
One or two good cooks, white EXPERT guaranteed work,
phone 1S.14-- J
preferred; wages thirty dollars per FOR SALE Bleyi-le- ,
coaster model; barweek.
Write or wire. Commercial Cafe,
L'09
Went
Gold.
gain.
........
baby buggy,
WANTED Toung men as salesmen on FOR SALE Almost new
V23 North Fourth.
condition.
trr.lfts; cash security and good refer-enceBALK
FOR
Thoroughbred
required.
pit bull terApply Fred Harvey
rier puppies. O. II. Blumenshlno, phone
Van,.
2412-RFirst-class
WANTED
cook
for club;
colored preferred; must he able to do FOR SALE One heavy black enamel and
one golden oak poroft swing. 710 West
home cooking and baking; no
good
Lead.
others need apply. Phone 1320-FOR SALE Oil range. 10. W. P. JohnFon i ale.
son, Dodson's garage, 315 West
WANTED
Woman to assist with houBe.
i
west teaa.
FOR SALE Portable steel bake oven
WANTED
snd a lot of bread pans, at Kahn's, 109
Housekeeper; win give good
home In exchange for light housework; North First.
country. Address O. R cure Journal.
FOR SALE Hed Jelly plumB and ap- WANTED A competent woman for cookpies, 5 cents pound.
Phone i75-ing and general housework. ApplyMo or call at 1100 North Twelfth.
Mrs. John F. Pearce, J18
West
TYPEWRITERS, all n,ses,' 15 and up,
13 per month.
Albuquerque Typewriter
WANTED
Blacksmith
for sawmill; Exchange, 122 South Fourth.
good position for competent man. ApFOR SAT E UsTdTractorsi 618 and
ply McGaffey Co., Chamber of Comwith gang plows
Hardware
merce building.
uepnrtfflent, J. Korber ft Company,
Male and Female.
FOR SALE Fresh, buttermilk and cot-'tacheese; also fresh milk In gallon
WAsiTED First-clas- s
man or
cook,
lots. Swayne's Dairy, phone Ifllii-M- .
Woman! OTinri nncrea kAAraam nn.lnrr.
box 745, Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR SALE Pianos and player pianos;
pre-wvalues. Phone 106. Oeo. P.
Lv'arnard
Piano Co.. 214 South Walter.
FOR SALE Ranchet
FOR SALE Standard make used player
pianos, In A- -l condition; will sell at
FOR SALE A small ranch, three-fourton easy payment plan. Phone
mile west of bridge; modern house. bargain
14J9-A. J. James.
FOR SALE Second-han- d
S100 safe, for
ROBERTS-TURNER
company, 218 West
$55for quick sale; will accept five
Gold, hava established a special land
481 Parker,
Phone
monthly
payments.
department.
Elks' club:
FOR SALE Wa have auma iplndld FOR SALE jnew
ctafan- Fine
Columbia
proposition! in suburban ranches, Robertsola with beautiful records: will selrl
-Tumor
Company.
207
reasonable.
North "High,
very
Apply
FOR SALE
Rafich of thirty-tw- o
acres, or phone 1748-.twenty-tw- o
acres of It alfalfa; ranch- EVERYTHING IN
FIXT'PLUMBING
man's house, barns for storing alfalfa,
URES, and material.
Pumps and well
and complete farm- - equipment. Santiago
472-Thaxton
Phone
polnjs.
Co.,
Supply
Garcia. Ranchos de Albuquerque.
1111 North Fourth.
FOR SALE Eighty-acr- e
ranch,
ASBESTOS
PAINT
ROOF
"adobe house, running water, electric
THE KIND that stands the hot, dry clilights; Ideal place .for chicken ranch or
mate of the west, tt per gallon. The
dairy; located six miles south of town.
Manzanq Co., phone 1834-For particulars address R. W., cars
BU1LDER8,
TAKE NOTICE For sale
five-foe
sixty-fiv- e
feet of
RANCH
Look at this, must be sold o
fence,
make me an
Including
account falling; health;
house, offer. 105 South posts;
Cedar.
garage, barn, implements, with or witb- oi istock; twenty-tw- o
acres alfalfa, fruits TCI SALE Black currents for making
Jellies, plea, preserves and Jams. Bent-- a
all kinds; two mites from city. Phone
from 6 to - I
d Ranch, phona 2417-Ror 848. Postofflcs box
owner, 2417-R- 1.
morning, 12 to 1 and 6 to 9 nights.
192, Old Albuquerque, N. M.
,
ACCLIMATED
Pure Kanred winter
seed wheat, yields seventy bushels to
WANTED Position'
4 cents pea pound.
John A. Jacob-soacre,
WANTEDHousework by the day. Pnoue
box 412. city. Phone 2414-R166.
CEDR
CANYON Firewood Co., firewood
WANTED washing and Ironing to take
direct from Cedro canyon to user;
homo.
Phone 1804.
sawed and split In stove or fireplace
WANTED Work by the hour. ,, Phona lengths; prompt delivery. Phone 2400-J1343-M- ,
after- - 5:80 p. m.
SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
HOUSE cleaning, floor polishing, lawn
prevent falUn Insteps; cures all font
work. Call J. W. Lowe, phone 1430-troubles. II. Planter Arch Supports. Thos.
WANTED Nursing;' two years' hospital F. Keleher Leather Co., 408 West Central.
CHICKENS
Phone!
experience; price reasonable.
12S3-IJINE Rhode Island laying hens, fult aet
ana hikmlu
Bctrooi
sevemii
dooks,
WANTED By Flrst-clss- s
carpenter, any
some gaod
kind of rough or finish work. Ad- - grades; used only one time;
1224
Phone 1727-furniture also.
dress Box A, tare Journal,
Jorth Second.
KALSOMININU,
cleaning paper and Lne. EFFECT O - AUTO 1C1' auu
. cleaning kalsomlne.
John
Goodanit,
dressing. Effecto Auto Enamel. Vain-paor 2194-phone HS4-.Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
11
In
nice
desires
old,
GIRL,
years
plaoe
Homestead
Plymouth Cottage Print.
private family to look after children Floor Paint. Roof Paint and Cament, Satfor her meals. Phono 627.
isfaction assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leatb-Co- ..
408 Wea. Central,
reont 10B7-- J.
YOUNG LADY, attending business college, desires place with private family,
FOR RENT Storeroom
as companion and to work for room and
board. Phone 627.
FOR RENT Building at 412 West CopCALL HUTCHINSON
for houseclanlng
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H. E.
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paint- Sherman,
at First Saving Bank and
ing, kalBomlnlng, and chlmnsy sweeping; Trust Company, phone 3.
Odd Job Man. phone 2082-FO R RENT Stora room and cellar. 25
WANTED Position as teacher in Interby 60 feet, the rear of 109 South First,
mediate or upper grades; have New accessible
by alley from Second street,
Tork stats life certificate, and New Mex- Gold and Central
avenues. Fred Luthy.
ico first grade certificate, and frva years' at Citizens National
bank.
experience In publlo schools of Kpw York WILL
to
suit tenant a 25x100
arrange
stata with excellent recommendations;
foot balck building; good condition;
hava health certificate; would consider
reasonable
Santa F
shops;
position as governess. Address C B. A., opposite
terms. See or write L. Heynan, 10
26, care Journal,
N- rth
rirat, Alhuauarqut V. u.

WANTED

Real Estate

fr

IF YOU have business property
Wnnd
list tt with MrMllMon

WAN TED

--

sale,

Room

WANTED By young cuuple, employed,
unfurnished sleeping room. In private
modern horns, close In, Phone 358, mornings, until 11 a. m.

FOR

RENTMicellaneou

FOR"" RENT
14 West Coal.
Garage.
70R RUNT Piano, excellent condition,
...
Phone. 18v,.jt

interest taken.

com-

For

Rent-Room-

with Board J. E. Gonce, Real Estate,

s

Oracle

Nicely furnisned
table board. Phone

iirst-cias- a

110

$15.00.

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

11S3-.-

.

FOR RENT

Rooms

with

1327--

South A rno.
toil RENT Large front room, adjoining
uain, ror one or two. and board II de

sired. Phone 1340-.West Coppe r.
A NO
ROOM, PORCH
45 R
BOARD,
Room and kitchenette. 415
m'Tith;
servloe; nurse's care If
North
desired.
Phone 179-V- .
KOU ltF.XT
Cool front room. 60S Weat WANTED
A
in private
liealthseeker
Fruit, I'hone 2042-home; nurse care, tray service; good
RENT
FOR
J22
2fi7
roam.
Furnished
menl.
'&
South
North
High, phone 174S-..
Seventh, phone 72H-BOARD Uood horns cooking, rates by
FOR RENT
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corSeveral rooma, unfurnished.
124 South Edith.
ner Broadway and Oold.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, J2.60 and FOR RK.NT Have lovely vacanoy for two
Albuquerque. New Mezloo.
115'i West Hold.
up.
convalescents. Mrs. W. 1L Reed, phone
40(1
South Walter,
FOR RENT Very pleasant room, close WM-S- .
:os North Sixth.
FOR KENT
in.
Nicely furnished front roo
with board, suitable for oi or tw
FOR RENT Furnishes rooms; no chil
1473-Phone
618 West Fruit.
110
dren.
South Walnut
AUTOMOBILES,
FURNISHED modern rooms; no sick; no BOARD A Nil ROOM Largo front roim.
wltii bathln connection; two employed
children. 414 West Silver.
I'Olt SALE
3
G00;
Mgnt Itulrlr,
Phone 1 7 r, vv.
cool room, beautifully furnished. gentlemen preferred.
Jv:,'!'!l,f;''I Podge. 11B West Gold. LARGE,
MARmi a.1!
MRS.
private" home for
private bath. 1211 West Roma.
EXPERT RADIATOR RfWAlRINa 67
convalescents and bed patients; nurse'8
FOR KENT Furnished rooms at 204 rare;
K.j-hee- t
excellent
meals.
Phone 1161-Metaj Works, 217 North Third.
"uth Walter; hoard next door.
FOR BALE
1107 Korth Twolfthi
5
Duick touring- -" car;
flrst-ilaFOK
RENT
room
Furnished
kltchand
Bond-Dillon
condition,
SPECIAK summer rates. $tfi per month;
Co.
en. 1724 West Central, phone 252.
city.
excellent board, .private room with
FOR RENT
FOR balk OR TRADE For car or
Pleasant housekeeping sleeping porch and tray service. Kt.
goo.i
rooms, nenr sanatorium.
John's Episcopal fianalorlum, phone 4M.
Phone 1097,
wain, J270 equity In good lot. Call
"... n ii hmjm.T,
FOR RENT Rooms mi light hnusekeep- - MUM. CART, liEttOl.UND Private sail.
jfnuth Seeonil.
1418 Poiah
two vacancies In
l''UK SALE
LlKlit six touting car, first- ing; zip Boutn waiter, pnone 1867-- J.
$oo and $75 per month;
will trade for vaeant FOP. RENT Nice, clean sleeping and main bulHlIng,
room
and
lot.
71$ South
dining
fray service; nurse's
Third, phone 2102-housekeeping rooma laitj North Third. care
If desired. Phone 1.ir,.--FOR SALE OR TRADE Equity ma FOR RENT Sleeping porch,
private
205
modern brick residence, In
South Walter, , phone
family.
FOR SALE
Furniture
Fourin ward. Address H., faro
Journal. I12S-SO
SAVE
to 75 per cent on used
F'uni it ur. oil itovft, range,
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for WANTED
parts,
"lt-- i 1"" stocK rcr over twentv-flv- e
lee hx. rhnne fiO.'.-dlf.
light housekeeping; no sick. 423 'Vest
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 0U West Cop Iron.
FUnXITFTRB It KPA THING n.1 uphnldter-InR- .
Per.
Phuno f.l3-or 2035-FOR RENT Two nice rooms furbished
ErvlD
I WILL tnke your auto in trada on my
.ur aouHeKeeying. Apply oil w est (Sil Beilrllne Company.
four-roomodern home, located In ver.
VOW
SAf.K
nno
t'lifnp,
mahogany
University Heights, inquire at 303 (South FOR RENT Two rooms furnished for
extension dining table.
Qufpn .Anne
Cornell.
Call
J727 West Cen
light housekeeping.
FfIR SALE Four new tires, never been tral.
.
FOR SALI2
Two oak wanlrobea. Three
non-ski- d
used, 36x4
cord, guaranteed FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping or
onlc drnssers. on
wooilen bed, thrso
10,000 miles- just from the factory, 5120
207
rooms.,
close
North
In,
imall center tabi5, 328
aprfnits,
thre
for four. A. Cliauvin, 104 South Sixth. Finsleeping
lv
North Third.
FOR SALE Ford sedan, nenrlv mS! FURNISHED
ROOMS!
also sleeping VOW SA I, VI VMIroii
talk Inn much! no.
With In! r.e A,run.
reasonaoie. jus Routn i; 'uau
ra8 bed, rnat-trps- s,
Mngor sowing machine,
mer or winter top; Ford truck; Buick wapi'iciics;
y.
nt hr-artkirfl not men-- t
sprinic:
"0" touring; Dodge Brothers touring. J.
first-clas- s
not
In
all
conilition:
inned;
RENT Nice,
clean apartments,
Korher & Co., Auto Department, Dodge FO
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211'--, West befn iiSfd byfl elrk. 214 North Walter;
' "mere J'eaiers, pnone i ..
.
7
Hnrt
m.
call
rVtwrn
p.
FOR HALE 13'Jl Buick 6 touring; 1921 Central.
SAUK Kich Tune phonQtrntph", cab-in- ft
xFords.
as follows; Touring roadster, tull RENT Front bed room, adjoining
ize, mflhoifiny r.nnp, excellent tone,
oath, close In and private family. 306
and sedan; 1920 Chevrolet touring. You
twelve
rocords, $50; buffet, Englith oak,
get your money's worth from THE West "Roma,
nw rnoklnj? chftira, leathor uphol
COOPER MOTOR CO., 619 West Central, FOR RENT One front room f"r llsrlit
J7;
stered,
dining chairs, $1 and $2; swivel
4ul
phone 671 W.
housekeeping, 215 per month.
chair, $3; hall tre, t3; SlnRor aewtng
drop-hesALBUQUERQUE AUTO WRrJCKING CO. South Seventh.
$12.r.O; baoy buKy,
machine,
e
New and Used
FOR
RENT Nice
sleeping $5; two f)xl2 Aumlniter rugs, $12; stand
216 M
REPLACEMENT PARTS
with
looms.
Albuquerque Hotel,
table, $2; oil stove, three-burnes,
In Stock for All Cars:
North Second.
oven, $10; beds with springs and
ALL rarts tested before leaving shop.
50x12
$7;
$10
tent,
to
wall
$20;
RENT Nicely furnished room, close
Radiators, electrical parts, tops, bodies, FOR
two blocks from postofflce; no sick. cot and pad. $4; largo trunk, $5;allkitchen
lights, horns, Ignition sets, springs, eta. 417In, West
sizes:
table; twrnty riozon fruit jar,
Lead.
Parts carried for 22 makes of cars. New
one quart; Coleman lamp, rad
modern fur- froezer,
axles, drive shafts, pinion and ring gears FOR RENT Three-moana" aboard, aet of large, andirons,
Irons
63! windnw
nished housekeeping apartment.
earned ror ail ears. Keep us in mlntj.
shades, refrigerator,
NEW MEXICO'S OLDEST WRECKING South Broadway.
511 North Third,
nousa
front room with
FOR RENT Larsa
5
West Central.
Phona 4S4.
front entrance: with or without board.
CARPENTERING
417 North Seventh
WHEN IN NEED OF
TIRES, rims, carburetors, springs, mag- IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms; FOR ODD JOBS and contract work, call
.
U7B-Wnetos generators,
heels, gears, axles,
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Dearings horns, accessories
rneater. utih west central
PETTI FORD TH E ODD JOB MAN.
COME TO PARTS HEADQUARTERS.
All klnda of work. Phone 1H7J-newly furnish,
WB HAVE SALVAGED
TO DATE THB LINCOLN ATflRTMENTS,
in.
cool
and
close
hot
rooms;
water,
ed
I
WILL ESTIMATE! all or any part of
MAKES
FOLLOWING
OP CARS:
914-Buick C24, C25. D48,
your work; I make a specialty of lathCadlllao, SrS South Third, phons
furnished
Two
RENT
ing and shingling. W. M. Conver. phons
Chalmers, Chandler, Chevrolet 490, FB, FOR
beautifully
rooms tn modern noms. Apply tr. 241H-JBaby Grand; Crow-ElkhaDodge, Dort,
Ford, Hup 20. II. K. S.i Maxwell, Mitch- Fred Mamm, 123 North 8econdJ
We can resurface
FLOOR SANDING
ell Olds 8, Overland, every model; Saxon FOR KENT Two rooms with sleeping
your old floors and make them like
4 ana s; stuaetmKer
4 and (; Willys-Knightnew and make your new ftoora perfect
garfor
modern,
housekeeping,
poreh,
avery model.
Phone 2070-If you don't tea your car la the above age If desired. 1210 South Walter.
Furnished room, kitchen- LET me. figure your new house or re
FOR RENT
list, remember,
iruaran
ette and sleeping porch, at 701 South pairs; reasonable prices: work
WB ARE SALVAGING
T.ATB MODEL
IS
teed; estimates free. Call 1765-Vieh. Call at 702 South High.
CARS EVERT DAT.
In addition to the largest stock of used FOR RUNT Two clean, Well ventilated E. Johnson, itl John.
on
new
and
COMwa
in
with
a
MB
FIGURE
you
the state,
parts
carry
rooms; also nice sleep LET
R.
PLETE Una of NEW gears, drive shafts. inghousekeeping
old houses; estimates guaranteed.
409 West Iron.
rooms, close In,
axle shefts and general accessories, for
B. Caldwell,
Contractor and Builder.
Two
KENT
FOR
furnished
rooms;
light,
ev rj car,
8359-phone
bath, telephone: no children; right
ocrrt prices aRb
an3
lowest.
WB DO ODD
.'OB carpentering
across from postoflce. 414 West Gold,
VIADUCT GARAGE.
reasonable;; Investigate
house
"
tOO SOUTH
SECOND.
ELCIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and our low building,
prices; estimates free. Fhooe
Largest parts hnusa in the state.
housekeeping apartments, oy tn asy, 230S-J. F. Kluken. J13 Yale.
week or month. 602H West central,
WANT
I
you to Investigate my low prices
FOR SALE Routes
FOR RENT Front room, well furnTshed!
any kind of a building, proposition
us of phona, close in vouon have
bath,
adjoining
In view. A. E. Palmer. BungaFOR SALE Good home, close In, with one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
low Builder. Bor 4t. city. Phone 1763-Inoome sufficient for upkeep. Phone
FOR RHN'T Downstairs furnished rooms
1820-with sleeping porch, for housekeeping;
MONEY TO LOAN
house, hath connection; water, light and phone
FOR SALE By owner,
furnished or unfurnished, university furnished, 710 West Lead.
On watches, diaMONEY TO LOAN
Heights. Phone 1623-monds, guns and everything valuable
RENT Exclusive, well furnished
FOI
B.
FOR SALE By owner, suburbsn home,
Marcus, lit South First.
room, with large sleeping porch, hot Mr.
four rooms and sleeping porcn, city water heat and bath: centrally located. MONE?"TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
......
t ..ll.kU
21 West Coal.
.......4 4 n. -- .a . IIV,
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Post- - Phone 1744-office bo S13. city.
fldentlal. Gottlieb Jewelry Co.. 106 N. lit
addesirable
RENT
room,
FOR
Very
two
house,
FOR SALE Four-roojoining bath; close In. Its South Arno. MONEY TO LOAN on close-I- n city prop.
McMllllon
ear, rtrst
porches, modern: compieteyt rurnisnen, FOR RENT Furnished two rooms and
nortgages.
or without furniture; priced right. -- ll
Wood, tot West Oold.
Insurance, real
sleeping porch. H19 North Eieeond.
estate.
South. Eighth.
bedFOR RENT Vey desirable cool
FOR BALE New names By owner; o.,
room, with lavatory and shower baths. eft LOANS may be secured for any pur
824 West Gold; ons
pose on. farm lands. Irrigated lands, to
In
private home: no sick
four-roo210
one
110 North Maple;
or call 811 West buy or build homes, city or farm, under
Phona 110J-taken.
North Maple; term. Call 121 Weat Sil Coal.
our first mortgage certificates.
Bankers
ver, phone I9i-Reserve Deposit Company, Gas and Eleo
houseFOR RENT Two
Well-bui- lt
trio
Colo.
SALE
by
practical
FOR
Bid?., Denver.
keeping rooms; gas and water In the
builder, l7S cash, or best offer, buys kitchen;
nice porch and back yard;
and glass!fl-l- n sleeping porch. ground
WELL
CONTRACTOR
08 West
close in.
no
sick;
floor;
Electrlo and city water. The best tn Tron.-- .
VVEUB BHILLEbl driven ami repalreoH
Palmeri 1822
town for bsalthseekers.
One
room,
FOR RENT
pumps, tanks, towers. J. F. Wnlklng.
adjoining
largo
South High phona 176l-bath; nlcels furnished for light house- 453 West Marble, phone 1452-FOlt SALE In south highlands, new keeping:
and
sleeping porch;
thiee-roocottages two large screened clean and cool; glassed
Journal Want Ada Bring Results.
car stops In front of
in porches, uaK floors throughout, bsllt-I- house.
1223 South Edith.
features; a real buy; very small pay
men! down, balance like rent. 701 East
DRESSMAKING
Santa Fe. or phone B93.
FO

ltH

NT
t'OU KENT
V.

Ropm St

61

Diseases of thi PtAmneh.
.
Bulls.
Harnett Building.
DR. JIAIIII.VKKT
AHTHiiliaiT,
Residence 11:3
Central
Photie 571.

l.

4T
S. MABI.R SKKKI S,
Citizens' Itnnk PulMing.

I'hone

f)K.

Land
Lumber Co,

'

HELP WANTED
WANTED

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

N. SI.

m

McKinley

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

'

five-roo-

n

As Long As
A

GOOD BUY
modern frame,

Gold. Tlione 999.
Pebble dash, eight rooma, modern. Well located, First ward, $5,- 000. Terms, 7 per cent on deferred payments.
Close in Second ward, six rooms
BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
room,
and glassed-i- n
sleeping
All Kinds of Insurance.
Five
hundred
modern, f 5,800.
It E A Li ESTATE.
down, balance like rent.
112
.South Third Street.
Almost now,
bungalow,
14
Phone
Third ward, fine location, Karago,
shade, lawn, $4,500. Kasy tet.ns.
New stucco adobe, five rooms and
bath, fire place, oak floors, cement basement, excellent location House Hunting Made' Easy
$4,250, terms.
McMUXIOX & TXOOl"), Realtors. Furnished and unfurnished houses
V. fjloltl. Insurance, Loans. for sale or rent. Good service and
200
W.

If)

pletely furnished including piano, FOR RENT Room with board. 218 110 West Silver.
Tlione 477.
haa
fine
basement, nonth Broadway.
fireplace,
up to the minute, ROOM AND BOARD, 9 a week. 511
everything
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
of trees, on
South Broadway,
large lot, plenty
a
ATTORN v.! N.
paved street in Highlands and FOR RENT Glassed-iwith
porch,
h"ard. 114 North Ma;"ie.
close in; $1,500 as first payment,
JOIUN W. WII.SION,
balance terms, for appointment CANVAS sleeping porcn, with board.
Atlornef.
10 per week.
Room
1207 East Central. ,
15, IT and 19. Cromwell Building.
call
Phona
ROOM AND BOARD with glassed sleep
A, C, STARES
PBT81CIANS AMI M Rf.KOMI.
1037 Forrester.
ing porcn; no sick.
321 W. Gold.
rhone 168. FOR
RENT
l)R. 8. I. BL'HION,
rooms

J.

f

REALTOR
West Gold.
Phone 410

211

Loans.

Money to Loan

On good Albuquerque prop'ertyi,
we can place at once $3,500,
$2,250, $2,800 and have regular calls for other amounts.
A BRICK HOME
On Luna boulevard, at a price
that you cannot beat, five
rooms and sleeping; porch, fire
place, furnace, garage, lawn,,
trees; part terms.
K. MfCLT'GHAX. REALTOR.
20 W. Gold. Tlione 442-Real Estate, Insurance, Notary
Public.

TO

Five-roo-

Five-roo-

Wanted,

Realtor.

OPPORTUNITIES

A

New Mexico

dwelling

FOR REN T Four-roonouse, furnished.
32S North Fourth.
Two-rooFOR ItE.NT
rurnished house,
with porch. 3 023 South Walter.
Four-rooFf.Hl KENT
furnished cottage, August 16. Address 204 South
Maple.
FOR RENT Four-roofurnished
two sleeping porches; modern, house;
riione
1478--

h

Martin Company,

-

349.

Real

,

Insurance.
223 W. Gold.
Phone 156:
H

WANTED

P. O. 75oi

THE

A. L.

Cosy

for amounts of $500.00 and over
secured by first mortgages on

SPECIAL VALUE

Realtors.

Automobile insurance.
Surety Hoi Is, Loans.
8. Fourth St.
telephone 874.

WE WILL GET YOU 8
AND 10

FOR

Now ready to move into, consisting: of a Combination dining
bed rooms, nice
room, two
kitchen, built-i- n
features, oak
floors, well located In Fourth
ward. Reasonable terms. For
appointment call

Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 W. Gold.
Phono 240.

Firs, Acrldrni,
No.

NEW HOME

$3,800

sleeping porch, hardwood f loorB,
jturnace, gas, garage, lawn, l'n
fine location on paved street,
and the paving is paid. The
price and terms are right. Seo

brick, modern, well built,
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shade
and fruit trees. Fourth ward.
$4. "00
adobe, stucco, bath, etc..
east front, shade and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
Rome good buys In business 'property.
Lots and houses In all parts of the city.

ffve-roo-

CE

A

$0,000

CO.

$S,850-;HOI-

WANT A HOME?,.
Six rooms and a large glassed

five-roo-

modern,
Central.

R

1922

I'hone

0ESTREICH,
OWNER SAYS SELL
house and sleeping
My
porch, basement, front and service porch, garage, hot water plant,
lawn, shade, fruit, vines, walks,
facing McClellan's park. Call
& GRIFFITH,
ACKERSON
Realtors.
120 S. Fourth.
Thone 414.
3,750

ROBERTS-TURNE-

82.

f

FOlft SALE

Mi

0 10.

!..?.

nnd

g.l--

C. CLARKK,
Kye, Far, Nona and Throat.

N.

Enrnett

tif.
n.
M. D.

Phone

Building.

Office Hours
a. m.. and I to I p,

t. It

W. M. SHERIDAN,
rrnctioe T.lmltod fo
GFNITO - t'ltlN Alt Y
AND 1ISRASK
OF TIIE SKIN
tVnsserniiin
Luhoratory In Connection,
CltlM-n- s
Hank nine. Phono N8fi,
F. C. BAKES,. M. D.
,
Diseases of the t'ye. Glasses Fitted
Office removed to 114 N. 8eo
ond st. Ground floor. Phone 842,

CHIROPRACTORS
ArmUn HutUllng.

If) and

WANTED
WANTiJD

To

I'hone

Miacellaneous
buy

n

used

wanirobe.

23S.-,-t-

Fin nltirro, oil stove, range,
I'hmio r.fi.l-.tt loan on good first
Money

WANTED
lee Hot,
WANTKD

mortgages.

Wool
first
wants them?

Mciitllton

e HAVR several
Wh
loans.
Million & VVoo.v

e

nort-aaj- re

Mo

TnANHFKR anil scavenger work done.
reasonable rotes. B. A. Griffith. 7!J
East Iron, phone 11170-- "
MAX UAUOAIN STOim, at 316 South
Flrs will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
rurnlttre. Phono 158.
Two or three months oh!
WANTED
roosters, Kock, Orpington. Cochins, or
,
Langshangs: must be priced right,
D.

Carnpbelt;

Helen, New Mexico.
HUO CLEANF.ns

till Rugs Cleaned, tl.15.
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.60 and opi
furniture repaired and Hacked. Ervln
or 8HSS-- J.
Bedding Co., phones dfj-W- .
WANTED - Careful Kodak finishing.
Twice dally service. Remember, satisfaction guaranteed.
Send your finishing
tn a reliable, established firm. .Banna,
Hanna. Master Photographers.
I, ONE STAR AUTO LINE
Tha nranga colored ears. EngW Elephant Butta Dam and Hot Springs, N.
M.
Meet all trains at Engle. leaving
Hot Springs at 11:30 a. m. and 1:10 p. m.
Oldest Dam drivers, beat Dam cars on
tha Dam Una. We drive our own cars.
Write for reservations Rt our expect.
HEFFERNAN BROS., Propt.
Hot Springs. N.
Fe
I'AILV STAGE
To Taos (Bead Down)
I
7:30 a. m.
f,eave
I
10:30 a. m.
Arrive
33:30 a. m.
Leave
12:30 p. m.
Leave
8:00 p. m.
Arrive
To Alhuanernne (Read Cp)
Albuquerqua ...Arrive... 7:00 p. nv
Santa Fe
Leave... 4:00 p.m.
Santa Fa
Arrive... 13:48 p. in. Arrive. .1 1:111 a. m.
Eapanola
Taos
Leave... 7:30 a.m.
FARE TO SANTA FE, 4.S0
TO TAOS, U.(I0.
Albuquerrtue Headquarters
Rlngllna;
Brothers' Cigar fltore. 110 West Central
Aver. . Phone 600.
Sunta Fe Feadqtiartera Bank Cnnfee
tlonery. Phone tit.
TIME CARDS

the

'

LOST

V3

Dally.
Arrive.
The Scout.... 7:30 pro
I Calif. Llmlted.li:10 am
7 Fargo
Fast.. 10:60 am
(Tha Navajo.. 11:36 am

Train.
No.
No,
No.
No.

WESTBCEND

1

SOUTHBOUND.
El Paso Exp

No. 1
No. 17

El

No. 1
No. 1
No. I
No. to

Tha Navajo.. 1:10
Calif. Limited. 6.00
R.
F. Eight.. 7:16
The Scont.... T:20

Pao

Exp
EASTIiOUND.

fsom scnrn

Depart.

3:10 pm
11:00 am
11:20 am
ra
1:
10:10 pm
11:3 am

pm 1:40 pm
pm 6:40 pm
pm 1:10 pm
am 1:60 ana

From El Paso t:t6 pm
rrom El Paso 7:0t era
It
No. tt
Mo. 10 connects at Telen
4
Valis- - Kaaar 1 C4r
tor Clovts.
'
c
Coast
lt Ko. II
No. S3 ivmnact- - at Salon
and aoath
from Clnvla end points a

Ku. II
No. jo

tBt

AND FOUND

1010
WAITED Sewing, Phone 1680-Forrester.
HBMSTITCHINO pleating. Williams" Mil
PERSONAL
LOHT Three hats, one for men, and ths
linery, 2Q Ronth Jiroadns), ph. 777-- J
ladles' hats, on West Coal ave- FIHST-CLAS- S
irw.RASFlS Cfr VaTuh? cTocinSdew? nue,others
dressmaking, work guar-antee108
near
to
return
finder
viaduct;
11R
work.
South
Second;
820 West Lead, phona 1731-elry
WfLL TAKE children to cars for. ln- - Norm Twelfth,
6EWING
26o hour. Sitisfactlon guarLOST Thursday
night, Kappa Kappa
quire 1201 North Forrester.
anteed.
Phona
Harvard.
Ill South
Gamma sorority pin, gold key with 1400
R.l.v
, '
name
Helen Wilson engraved; rolurn tn
FOR RENT Ranchei
PLEATING, accordion, aide and box;
mountain vit west uoppsr. care or Louise well.
fbn LEASE no aure's of goodmou,
mall orders.
N. Crane, 216
North
LOST Last Thursday morning, between
grazing ana agricultural
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 114.
623
on
North
Slath
and
four-rooMonUbrldge,
grass and winter proleotlnn; good
North
Fourth
dsrk
brown
leather
street,
"donT
trie
HEMSTITCHING
Call
In
acre
sn
year.
promptly
psr
house; 26o
hanii hue rnhlitnlni 1metr
lk.
best possible manner, prices reasonable.
at 1207 Virginia boulevard.
valuable contentnt liberal, reward Jf re- - 117 Gold
433-avenue,
,hone
Singer
,
.
Journal SYsnt Ads prlng Besults. luiuvu id on ixorin bijuo,
Sewing Machine Cvtmtanv.. -

'A

H O'M.E

rooms, hollow tile, stucco finish, basement, steam
heat, garage, fire place, breakfast room. Lot 60x142 foot
on University Heights Priced at
Six

,

WILLIAM J. LEVERETT," Realtor
Thono 110.

222 West Cold.

.

V

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

I'age Ten;

UNI

Again Fruit and Vegetable Day
Freestone peaches, fancy tomatoes, large celery,
Northern lettuce, Royal apricots, Tragedy plums,
large red plums, all due today in the iced car from
California.
Native red plums for jelly, pound
, . . 5c
Certo makes perfect jams and jellies without boiling away the flavor.
This is the second day of the special sale on
Welch's grape juice. You buy it here for less than
the wholesale price.
Smith and Company's new extracted honey, 5 lb.

RAILWAYS

mm

I

Comment from railway official
circles and from union leaders on
the refusal of tho railway executives to accept President Harding's
proposal for a strike settlement
shows a divergence of opinion regarding tho status of the seniority
question.
Railway officials say the men
knew before they struck that seniority would be forfeited if they

left their

L TODAY

LAST TIME TODAY

Constance
alma die
IN

"Experimental Carriage"
From the Play by William J. Hurlbut.

Also "Fox Ketos" and "Cartoons"
Regular Admission Prices
THURSDAYJOHNNY

WALKER IN

"MY DAD"
j

LOCAL ITEMS

Alex Perea, have returned from an
overland tiip to Sanla Fe.
District Attorney 13. B. Garcia
and family have returned from a
two months' automobile trip to
California.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Keller, of 210 North Mulberry street,
a son, on July 26.
W, A. Kelcher was in Estancla
on business yesterday.
Fred Crollott has returned from
a business trip to El Paso.
J. D. .rones, usslstant district
forester, Ima returned from an inspection tour of the Lincoln forest.
Rafael Garcia has returned from
a business trip to Los Angeles.
A. A. Romero and M. P. Manzan-ares- .
of the IT. S. internal revenue
office, have returned from a field
trio to Taos.
Dr. V. H. Spenslcy has returned
from Los Anceles, where he attended the national convention of
dentists.
L. ft. Fullen. a Roswell attorney, was in the city on business
yesterday.
J. W. Bruner, secretary of the
Baptist state convention, has gone
to l'ortales to Inspect the orphans'
home,
Paul Vanglnot, chief of the Paris
fire department, will pass through
the city on August 19 on his return from the international fire
chiefs' convention in San Francisco. Two special trains of eastern fire chiefs will probably pass
throtich the city on their return
trip from the coast. state health
Dr. Oscar Cowling,
officer of Louisiana, wag In the
city yesterday visiting local sanatoria. He was the guest of Dr. of-O.
i'. West, city and county health
ficer.
Born, vestcrday. to Mr. and Mrs.
A. D. Kerr, of 1823 South High
street, a son, Robert Anson Kerr.

I

Supply Co. ibone 4 and
',Coal
The family of Senator H. O.

5.

Bur-su-

who havo been spending the
Rummer in the upper Pecos, tame
down yesterday and will leave today for Socorro.
Dr. A. M. AY'iKgleworth of the
Indian school and his iamily have
returned from a month's vacation
Irin through Colorado.
Murray, Osteopathic and
jc D. K. treatments.
Violet-ra- y
Phone 741.
Warren Graham has returned
from a business trip ihioush Taos.
Kio Arriba and f;anta Fe counties.
Cottonwood Orovo No. 2, Woodmen Circle, will meet tonight i.t
7::i0 o'clock in tho Odd Fellows
liali.
Adah Chapter No. 5, Ordpr of
i he Eastern Star, will have a picnic
cupper at tho dining room of the
Masonic temple Friday evening at
0 o'clocli.
Mrs. Alejandro A. Sandoval and
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. de Baca arrived from Sandoval yeserday lor
a, Rhort visit with relatives.
S. Backal left last night for Chicago and St. Louis, where he will
purchase merchandise for his store
'
here.
The Mothers Circle of the Conwill meet this
gregational church
this afternoon with Mrs. W. W.
school
Grande
Rio
Evans at the
south of tho city. Cars will leave
the city at 2:30 o'clock. Those
In autos
reservations
ih'Blrlng

should phone 12S6-1'earce C. Rodey returned last
n kht from Estancla where lie has
pptnt the past few days on legal
Factory wood, full truck load,
tour dollars, llahn Coal Company.
Plume ' 91.
and family have
Koy Allen
taken une of the Hammond cabins-

in Tejano canyon for the remaind- TfiA
full
er oi ..-tni!
suiiiiiii uui ii.,..
re-

lano canyon is one of the new
creational resorts which the forest service is opening in the Sandia
mountains and is reached through
l'mras canyon.
Favorable art inn has been taken
rn the application of James Ons
Do. nroBrietor of the New Repub
lic cafe, who 1ms requested per- mission to lrnl a trip to China
i.ihis to leave at
and return, r
once.
Born,, to Mr. anil Mrs. E. F.
Williams, East Cromwell avenue.
son, Sunday.
Mrs. Margaret W'atklns. who has
been spending the summer in Denver, has returned to (he city and is
resting at the Methodist sanatorium.
W. W. Still, manager of tin; N'.
M. Cigar company, left
for Chicago, Detroit and his fo- :- '
home at Zanesvillc, O.
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. de Baca and
Mr. and Mrs. Ignacio Sanchez and
yeM-nl-

.o

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS

.

Building comSuperior
pany have started the building of
a cozy California type bungalow
on Harvard avenue, just north of
Coal.
The Builders' Supply company
have erected a modern lumber
shed for the protection of finished
and dressed lumber. They report
business as being good.
J. W. Hancock has started the
building of a beautiful home on
t he corner of Yale avenue and
Silver, which he hopes to have
completed by early fall.
Mrs. Mary Hertl of Chicago.
111., this week purchased a very
choice lot on Columbia avenue,
' UII 1VIIJI.II 111 mo iirzai
fcuiuio
contemplates the building of a
very pretty nome.
The

-

j

Gentry's eggs, 50o;
loading groceries.

Jobs.

Union men declare that the seniority controversy has arisen since
the strike began and Is being used
by the railways as a basis to obtain
concessions from the unions in the
settlement that they expect eventually to be made.
The Railway Side.
Captain W. C. Reid, New Mexico solicitor for the Santa Fe rail-- i
way, gave the following statement
for publication last night,
"When tho federated shop crafts
went on strike on July 1, they were
given notice by the management
of the Santa Fe system, that if the
men proposing to strike left their
employment, they would forfeit all
their seniority rights, and, If em
ployed again, would bo employed
as new men. Workers who have
since been employed to take the
places of the men on strike have
been given to understand that the
jobs they were taking were per-- j
manent, that their seniority would
date from the date of their em- -'
ployment, nnd that their standing
On the seniority roster would bo established in accordance with the
number of employes actually In
service on the date of their employment.
"One of the results of an acceptance of the president's proposal would have been that practically all of these men so employed
would have had to be laid off. In
short, In passing on the president's
proposal, tho railway executives
were faced with nn alternative Involving an absolute repudiation of
an agreement made in good faith
with men needing employment and
having the courage to accept employment in the face if a strike,
which agreement they were morally, If not legally, bound to carry
out.
"The decision of the railway executives' refusing to accede to the
president's proposal is simply an
election to carry out In spirit and
effect the agreement which they
have made with workers employed
since the strike began."
Tho Villous' Side.
"The railroad executives
are
playing up an issue that did not
exist at the beginning of the strike
when they bring forth the seniori
ty matter as an obstacle ih the way
" "fining me present labor dispute," raid the W. S.' Patterson,
secretary-treasure- r
of the machinists' International union, on
the Santa Fe system, last night
"It is the belief of the union3
that the railroads are using it as
the basis of something upon which
to trade when the time comes to
get together and make a settlement. As the matter had nothing
to do with tho cause of the walkout, it should not have to be considered in the matter of settlement. The men will Insist tha' if
they return to work their seniority
and other rights have not been
forfeited or even
as
these rights had Jeopardized,
to do
with tho original nothing
inquestion
volved.
"It is our belief that the
will be settled within a few strike
days."
i

Lewis J. Selznick Presents

for sale at

ftliECTRICAIj

CONTRACTING
Co.

GUY'S TRANSFER
AND STORAGE

42c
36c
37c

Sincerity Biscuits, per pkg

5c

make a specialty on lumber
material.
hauling and building
Now don't forgot the long trip.
321 S. Second
Phono U71.

Sincerity Graham Crackers, pkg
Sincerity Soda Crackers, large pkg
Sincerity Salted Sprays, pkg.
We Deliver Your Order for 10c
Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free.

10c
29c

Thomas' Ice Cream

WILLY-NILL- Y
Phone 60.

Wo

1--

2

Gallon, Packed,

and delivered, $1.00
-

Phone

returns from

In

404

Apply

North Second

Bar-har-

'

DEATHS

pro- -

1,636

clncts.

that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phono 421. 423 North First.
oeiMg-a-

Dancing Tonight
AT COLLEGE INN

HIGHEST

For CoiiplesjOuly

FIVE
GYPSY
Tuesday and Thursday
(Every

tfyKnm'rrititmMM

Jullanita
Mrs.
Naverrett, wife of Cornelic
residence.
at
her
Navcrrett, died
The
NAVERRETT

EVERY

WAY

Jackie Coofan ancl
Claude Oilliniuarer
in n . i it

Night.)

,

in,
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1
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.
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CLASS

Music By
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1

MONUMEN

'WA

W'iMfc

of the Better
Kind.

Memorials

"We Pay the Freight"

Fletcher

G. E.

FUNERALS

AND

NOW SHOWING

MONUMENT
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WORKS

"

D.

St. Louis, Mo., Aug. 1 (by the
Associated Press). With the Reed
strongholds, St. Louis and Kansas
City, embracing more than
of all the precincts' In the
state,
unheard from,
virtually
Breekenrldge Long is leading Son-atJames A. Reed by 9.104 votes
in the race for the democratic
nomination for United States senator. Only 65 of the 1.007 precincts
In the two big cities have reported.
The returns from 979 out of
precincts in the entire state
give Long 64,067 and Reed 64,983.
R. R. Brewster of Kansas City,
a regular republican, is leading a
field of six on returns from 610
precincts by 12,342 votes for the
republican senatorial nomination.
His nearest opponent, John G.
a progressive, with 6,001
votes to IS. 343 for Brewster, is
second.
Breckinridge
declared
Long
shortly beforo midnight he was
confident he had been nominated
but that the race was closer than
he had' anticipated.
When a newspaper man suggested that it would be decided
by
5,000 to 8,000 votes, Mr. Long said:
"I think I'll win by more than
er

y,

that."

St. Louis, with its 61S precincts,
remained
unheard from at 11
o'clock, four hours after the polls
closed, while only
sixty-fiv- e
of
Jackson countv'a tKanm
r"it
389 precincts had reported. J
Those sixty-fiv- e
gave Reed an
average lead per precinct of 106
voies. jn tne state as a whole Mr.
Long's lead uverages slightly less
than ten votes per precinct.
The republican vote from 610
out of 3,848 precincts: Brewster,
18.344:
Barrett K2ai- - pnM.
Backs'
3,510;
6,001;
McKinley,
1334.
a.iiv;
During a thunderstorm the safest
place to be is in a train, with bed as
a good second.
C. II, CONNER.

M. D. D. O.
Osteopathic Specialist.
Stern Bids. Tel. 701-- J.
323--

654 TAXI LINE

Phone 654'
Bit.

FBANK

Ei.

D1S.

DAISY

B.

Osteopathic

K. P. Building.

1513 Barelas 'Monday night.
body was shipped Tuesday to
N. M., for burial by
cia & 3ons.

Chi-may-

Gar-

Navajo Rugs

beautiful
Fine weaves,
CANDELARIA Mrs. Soledad O.
at
Candelariu, 82 years old, died yesIndian
Selling
designs.
terday evening at her residence
Reservation prices. Tourin San Jose. The body was taken
to Garcia & Sons funeral parlors, ists' headquarters.
pending arrangements.
Information about roads
CARABAJAL The funeral of and routes.
Destderlo Carabajal, who died last
BRACEY'S CAFETERIA
Tuesday morning' at his residence
at Atrlsco, will be held this mornCor. 4th and Central
9
the
o'clock
from
at
family
ing
residence. Burial will be in
cemetery.
Mrs. George Buchan has been
declared the regular democratic
'
nominee for register of deeds in Solid
mirror
pier
mahogany
Vance, county, North Carolina.
dressing table, bed and sewing
d
oak
massive
table;
china closet and buffet, telephone
vacuum
electrictable and stand,
cleaner,' card table, pictures, hall
strip, cut glass, ornaments, Victor talking machine, tireless cookPrices reasonable. , Satisfactibn
er, hand washer, curtains, drapes,
MISS PAULINE
screen, sectional book
shades,
guaranteed.
the
at
VORBACH. Located
cases. Call mornings.
420
Gold.
W.
Royal Cleaners,
RABBI M. BERGMAN,
South Seventh Street.
121
,

u ,a y

few M.mj

FOR SALE

side-boar-

DRESSMAKING

WANTED

2

Ecton's

Transfer

Local arid long distance hauling
Packing a Specialty

ESPERANZA

LA

HOTEL

Picnic Parties
v

Phone

848--

J

5 REELS OF SMILES

Jemez Hot Springs
Regular Auto Trips
From "City to Springs

For Rent

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

"Paihe Review"

DAILY

Desirable unfurnished
house, furnace heat and hardwood floorB, $65.00. 823 Forrester avenue, Inquire

try

mi

Sturgcs Hotel.

Hi

ran iMb

H. CLAY,

CHAS.

Inc.

Current Events

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

Trips on Application
Fare $5 Ono Way.
For Further Information Applj

Special

P. F. McCANKA,

CITT EI.KCTRIO SHOE SHOP
I'hone MIJ-iI3 Soulb Second.
Vtr Call ami Delivery.

New Mexico
Jemcz Springs .
Prop. La Kspcran.a Hotel.

114 Sontb Second St.

MacCHACKKN.
Physicians.

Phone Office

Residence

89--

9-- J.

Dr. H. E. Kimble
DENTIST

Dance Tonight

to n p. m.
LAST TIME TODAY
coNTDn;or;8-- -i

Tijeras Canyon Pavilion
Music By
ORCHESTRA

and Central.

49a

NEW

EMPIRE Cleaners
DTERS AND HATTERS
MVO (XEANLNG
Phone 453. Cor. 6th and Gold

GALL.UP LUMP COAL

1

CERRILLOS LUMP COAL,
CERRILLOS EGG COAL
,

L. C. Morris

SIGNS

217

Moved To
West Gold. Phone

KINDLING Order a Load of Factory Wood
Big Truck Load Four Dollars

IIAIIN COAL COMPANY
981--

Phone 91

,

WANTED

Healtheeeker, confined at present, desires room and board In
private family. Want telephone
and bath handy. Write MR.
CHADBOURN, 621 W. Coal Ave

FOR RENT

Desirable
unfurnished corner
house; five rooms,' close in;
Areola heating system, $46;
lease required; no sick or chilor 120.
dren. Phone 1162--

Prohibition Poll
Prohibition Poll Being
ITaye Yon Read About the State-Wid- e
Conducted By the Albuquerque Herald

NORTH

OF THE

If not, you are missing something. This poll will for tha first
time, show the opinions of New Mexicans on prohibition.
Postcard ballots are being sent out to
(of the voters
of the State. If you don't get yours. Write and ask us for it,
or buy a Herald; a ballot is contained In each issue.

A Story of the Snowfancte

.

'

"

two-thir-

BOOKKEEPER
Wants Position Young man.
quick, accurate and reliable.
Wide experience mercantile and
f other lines. Write
Bookkeeper, cat Journal..

'

.j
This poll Is conducted along the same lines as Is the national
poll, now being conducted by the Literary Digest. Every man,
woman and child should cast a vbte. No cost no obligation
'
no signature required.

FOGG, The Jeweler

.

&
DAHLIAS
GLADIOLI
Fresh cut all colors Send a
friend a box today.
,
Raymond F. Bloom,
Phono

We

2187--

J.

WANTEDfire

pay good prices for
such as Rifles. Shot
Must
Guns. Pistols.
be In
Acondition.
8
it South First Street

arms
-l

Read About

It In

,

The Screen's Most Magnetic Novelty.
The Marvel Picture of the Age.
',
You'll See it Twice.
And Talk About it Forever.

,

The

Added Attraction

Albuquerque Herald

Diamonds,
Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality, Lowest Prices.
Opposite Postoffice.
118 South Fourth.

- - 31S

RENT
FOR
Three rooms for lisht
housekeeping.

205 South First Street.

ST. LOriS, Mo Aug. 2 (by
tho Associated Press). R. .
Brewster of Kansas City, en- ilorsed by tho regular rcpub- llcan organization, apparent- ly lias won tho
republican
nomination for United States
senator, on the face of returns
from 1.101 out of 3,818 pro- in the state.
Tho dcmocrntlo nomination
remains In doubt, with Brock- onrldgo Long, third assistant
secretary of state In tho Wll- son cabinet, lending Senator
.lames A. Heed by 7,350 votes

Co,

Morris' Supreme Bacon, per pound
Morris' Supreme Bacon Squares, pound
Morris' Supreme Hams, pound

SKINNER'S

(By The Associated Presi.)

e.

Forrest If. Nourso Electrical
'
Phono 1253-J- .

12y2c

tually Unheard From.

Phone -

Workmen In seven crafts, Including men who remained with
the Santa Fe railway when tho
stril.e began, and new employes
have begun the formation of an
association to deal with the United States labor board In cases l:i
which wages, working conditions
and grievances of .other kinds
are involved. The association will
be affiliated
with a Santa Fe
xvsiem snop association, now n
the process of formation.
The association villi Include all
the crafts represented In the
strike, with the addition of stationary engineers, firemen and
oilers. About St. per cent of the
men employed here have Joined
it. It is stated.
Delegates will be elected from
the local fihyp associations to deal
with the executive officers of the
Santa Fe. This hoard will act as
ft board of appeal from the loea
shop association decisions. A national railroad committee of the
association will deal with problems of national scope, beforo the
federal labor board.
The association Is to be system-widRailway officials here yesterday said they knew nothing
about the plans other than as
discussed in Albuquerque.
Five hundred and fifty men
are now employed In the Albuquerque shops and roundhouse,
according to an official report.
The Glldersleeve Electric
all East Central. Phone 797--

Are Vir

However,

City,

C. W. McClintock, a prominent
business man of Santa Fe, last
night telephoned to the police that
his car had been run into near
Domingo by a tourist and practiMr. McClintock
cally wrecked.
asked that the tourist, whose libe held
cense is Illinois 474.229.
here. Nobody was injured in tlic
collision.
K. L. Mitchell, 901 West Roma
avenue, reported to the police yesterday that two boys driving an
autpmoblle ran Into his machine
at Fourth street and Gold avenue,
damaging his fender.
John Gabaldon, of Santa
reported that a man named
Telestor Griego, ran into his spring
wagon with an auto on North Arno
street and broke a wheel. He said
the auto's rear wheel, in passing,
hooked into his front wheel.
David Case reported that a Superior Lumber company truck ran
over and broke his bibycle yesterday In front of the lumber company's office.

Room 4. Grant Building. Third

RAIL WORKERS FORM
ASSOCIATION TO DEAL
WITH THEIR EMPLOYERS

Puhlic Stenographer,
Room 8, MeUnlblds. Ph. 701--

Morris' Supremo Sliced Bacon
One pound package 42c

Incumbent's Strongholds,
St. Louis and Kansas

Let Us Send a Man
To replace

REPORTED

COLLISIONS

LEADING REED

Warned of Forfeiture.

Phone 28
Orders Delivered for 10c

LET'S GO

SEER

Want to Use Seniority as
Basis for Trade, they
Assert; Railways Say Men

CASH STORE,
I WARD'S
508 West Central.

TOURIST WRECKS CAR
OF SANTA FE MAN; 2

SHOW LONG IS

TO CLOUD ISSUE

pails, 83c, 10 lb. pails $1.55.

nnfvmmiii

ARLY RETURNS

MEN SW

August 2, 1922.

,

"ONCE UPON A TIME"
Goldwyn Sport Review
Regular Prices.

milk produced

under proper conditions
ANY a healthy herd is good,
clarification
makes milk better, clarification plus pasteurization makes the best milk of all.
For hot weather 'dessert SHERBET is best of all.

ALBUQUERQUE
DAIRY ASSOCIATION
Phone 351

321

North Second.

Phone

962--

421

W. Central.

RENT A CAR

Reymann's Auto Body
Works

Drive It Yourself New Fords
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
ALBUQUERQUE
DRIVERLESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

'

.

Manufacturer and
AUTO

.

4

Repairer-o-

AND TiiUCK

V
f

BODIES

SPRINGS! AND WHEELS
Blacksmithlng and Woodwork
Second. Phone AM--

.703 l8.

;

